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PREFACE

THE
Ma'alim al-Qurba was written as a guide for the Muhtasib the

official responqjble in medieval and later Islam for the enforcement

of the law in the performance of his duties. It provides a summary
of the positive and negative injunctions contained in the standard codes

of the shar', together with regulations for the safeguarding of public

morality, for assuring the purity of the faith and for protecting its

adherents against trickery, charlatanry, fraud and extortion.

The work contains copious extracts from earlier writers on the subject,
but it possesses sufficient original material to provide, directly or in-

directly^ a lively picture of a Muslim town in the middle ages, with its

workshops and markets, mosques and public baths, guilds and officials,

and all the other crowded components of existence at such a time and

place.

The suggestion*that the work should be published was first made to

me by Mr A. S. Fulton, Deputy Keeper of Oriental Printed Books and

Manuscripts at the British Museum, who had himself copied out and
annotated the version contained in al-Shayzari's Nihdyat al-Rutba.

Mr Fulton very kindly placed all his materials at my disposal and so

lightened my own task appreciably.
So far as I could ascertain when I began the transcription, only two

manuscripts of the Mctalim al-Qurba were known to exist, the one at

the Bodleian Library and the other at the British Museum, but as the

work progressed it began to appear a curious circumstance that a com-

pilation of this nature should be represented by two copies only, both

of them in England. A visit to Cairo disclosed that the Bibliotheque

figyptienne possessed one very good complete copy and part of another,

while the Arab Museum had still a third. I am greatly indebted to the

Directors of these two institutions, Dr M. Fahmy and M. Wiet, for the

constant help they afforded me in my researches. It is with pleasure
here that I acknowledge the kindnesses I received at the hands of

Mrs P. G. Elgood, Mr H. L. Rabino (H.B.M.'s onsul General) and

other friends in Cairo who placed me in touch with various^sources of

information.

To my fellow-Trustees of the "E. J. W. Gibb Memorial" I owe my
thanks not only for consenting to include the work in the Series but also
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for allowing themselves individually to be available to me whenever

I required their help. I conclude with an acknowledgement of the special

debt owing to the compositors and readers of the Cambridge University
Press for the admirable way in which they have performed a trying task

both in printing what was right and questioning what was wrong.

R. LEVY

CAMBRIDGE, 1937



INTRODUCTION

THE
necessity for securing obedience to the commands and prohi-

bitions of the faith began as soon as the Islamic system began to

attain influence. In the prime age, according to the characteristic

claim of the historians, the task was performed by the Caliphs in person
or occasionally by other persons who felt called upon to see that the law

was maintained. As the numbers of Muslims grew the duty was relegated
to officers regularly appointed by the ruling power to have charge, but it

is probable that the office of the hisba was not established until the various

schools of fiqh assumed form, towards the end of the second century of

Islam. With the establishment of the new office certain text-books began
to include chapters dealing with the theory of its functions and their

practical application, and in course of time independent manuals in-

tended to assist the muhtasib in the performance of his duties came to be
written.

The works of this kind which are known to us are few in number for

the reason, it would seem, that it was only in the larger urban centres

with their mixed populations that such officials as muhtasibs would have

been appointed.
Of the authors who dealt with the subject the best known are 'All b.

Muhammad al-Mawardi (d. 450/1058), who devoted a chapter to it in his

Ahkdm al-Sultaniyah, and the famous Ghazali (d. 505/1111), in whose

Ihya 'Ulurn al-Dln there is a special section on the hisba.

Of separate works the following are known: 1

I. <Ln.M ^^]o ^3 dljpl 3-jVyJ a work in forty chapters by *Abd al-

Rahman b. Nasr b. 'Abd Allah al-Shafi'i al-Shayzarl (otherwise also

al-Nibrawi) who died in 589/1 193 and is said to have composed the work
for Saladin. (H.Kh. vi, 401 calls it *-M ^t^t ^VO MSS are to be found

at the British Museum, the Bibliotheque figyptienne and at Gotha,

Leipzig, etc.

II. ..,>ew.!i ^J(9 ^ xJjJI a-jlyj by Muhammad K Ahmad Ibn Bassam

(not the Andalusian poet who was author of the Dhakhlra). This is a

work in 118 chapters of which MSS are to be found at the British

1 Cf. the short list described in G.-S. Colin et E. Levi-Proven9al, Un Manuel

Hispanique de Hisba (publications de 1'Institut des Hautes Etudes Marocaines,
tome xxi), Paris, 1931, pp. vi viii.
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Museum, the Biblioth&que figyptienne and elsewhere. It appears to be

based upon no. I.

III. ayJtjl5C.t ^ a^Dl^lju. This is the work in seventy chapters
here edited. The title does not appear in the work itself, which has been

variously called *~aJt <U5tjw ^ ijyi (H.Kh. in, 346, where the last

word is erroneously given as *U~aJt) and <L~aJI ^Ux ^ 2^j&\ ^U^
in the MS in the Biblioth&que figyptienne.

IV. wjl~Ju*.^)l *~>\~aj in sixty-five chapters, by 'Umar b. Muhammad
b. 'Iwad al-Shaml. There are MSS in the Library of the India Office

(cf. the Catalogue of Arabic MSS, vol. n, fasc. in, no. 1693) and else-

where. (H.Kh. vi, 345.)

V. (<u~ftJt ^bl ^ v^*) an untitled treatise in eight chapters, by
Abu 'Abd-Allah Muhammad al-Saqatl of Malaga, edited by G.-S. Colin

and E. Levi-Proven9al (see the note on p. xv supra).

VI. ^>l^^^)\ ^^ by (?)'Yusuf Diva' al-Dln. MS in theTaimur
collection in the Biblioth&que figyptienne.

VII. An anonymous Zaidl treatise in the British Museum (MS Or

3804).

VIIL Le Traite d"Ibn lAbdun public. . .par E. Levi-Proven9al; Journal

AsiatiquCy ccxxiv (1934).

Bearing on the subject-matter, although not designed specifically for

the muhtasib are the following:

1. SjUJJI ^>,U~o ^\ SjU^I ^U5> by Abu'1-Fadl Ja
j

far b.
c

Ali al-

Dimashqi. Printed Cairo, 1318, from a manuscript bearing the date

57I I1 75-

2. jlj-w^t wft. M. > ^ jUaLpJl ^UL by al-Jaubari. Cf. De Goeje,

Z.D.M.G. xx, 485 ff. and Fleischer, ibid, xxi, 274. tt. (H.Kh. v, 438.)

The first three of the separate works enumerated have many chapters

in common, and apart from slight differences in the order of the materials

these are largely similar, although the author of the Ma'alim al-Qurba has

added a certain amount of edifying matter and a number of discussions

on difficult cases of his own invention. Whether all three works derive

from the same source or the Ma'alim al-Qurba is based immediately
on either of the other two cannot with certainty be determined. Each

author has used his awn discretion in the amount of his quotation from

Qur*an and hadlth.

THE AUTHOR. The only account of the author of the present text is

given by Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalam in the Durar al-Kdmina (Hyderabad

Deccan, 1348-50), iv, no. 446, p. 186, where his name is given as Diva'
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al-Din Muhammad b. Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Qurashl al-Shafi'I,

whose kunya was 5^*N)I (j~>\ (i.e. probably "Ibn al-Ukhuwwa") and
who died on 2 Rajab 729/1329. Little is known of him except that he

appears to have been an Egyptian. It is clear that his work was known in

Syria and probably elsewhere soon after his death, for the British

Museum copy is dated at 'Ayn Tab 771/1370.
%

MANUSCRIPTS. The manuscripts in the preparation of the present text

are the following:

C. A well-written and complete copy apparently of the ninth/sixteenth

century. The title-page is later than the rest and bears the title *->lZ>

A*~Jt^lx* ^3 ajjM . The manuscript is in the Bibliotheque figyptienne,
no. 171 in the section oUUoj O>** m the supplementary catalogue.

D. (Arab Museum, Cairo, no. 3271.) A transcript dated Jumada I,

1306/1889, made at Damascus from a copy dated Rabi' II, 742. This

copy, although grammatically more correct than any of the others,

contains independent additions and comments not found in them.

O. (Bodley Or
3^1 5.)

An undated copy, probably of the eighth/four-

teenth century. A calligraphic copy made for a royal library, but fre-

quently incorrect.

M. (British Museum Or 6976.) Written in a cursive, scholarly hand

often lacking diacritical points but on the whole more accurate than O
Dated 6 Dhu'l-Qa'da 771.

Other manuscript materials used are:

IB. The Nihdyat al-Ruiba by Ibn Bassam (British Museum MS
Or 9588), and

NR. The Nihayat al-Rutba by 'Abd al-Rahman al-Shayzari (Cairo

Catalogue, vol. vi, p. 209).

(The references in the margins of the text are to the pages, "p.", of

the Bodleian MS and the folios of the British Museum MS.)



CORRECTIONS

Page A (line i) for {**+5\ read

Page r. (line *) after o^ojJt read



MA'ALIM AL-QURBA

ABSTRACT OF CONTENTS
(2)

1 The author, Muhammad b. Muhammad b. Ahmad, known as

Ibn al-Ukhuwwa, after praise of God and the Prophet, states the purpose
of his work, which is to provide a manual for the guidance of persons
invested with the office of the hisba (" Censorship ") or charged with the

duty of maintaining public law and order and the supervision of (3)
market dealers and tradesmen. Here also is included information con-

cerning the tricks and frauds practised in connection with merchandise
and the.various modes of adulteration of articles of commerce.
The work comprises seventy chapters, dealing with the following:

I. The qualifications required for the hisba and the duties

of the muhtasib.

II. Enforcement of the law and prevention of what is un-
lawful.

III. Wine and unlawful instruments.

IV. "Protected" peoples.

V. (4) Funeral rites and those concerned with them.

VI. Transactions forbidden.

VII. Practices forbidden and practices permitted.

VIII. Conduct unlawful in public markets (suqs).

IX. Qintars, ratls and mithqals.

X. Scales and measures of capacity and length.

XI. Flour-merchants and millers.

XII. Bakers and bread-makers.

XIII. (5) Sellers of roast-meat.

XIV. Sausage-makers.

XV. Sellers of liver and appetisers.

1 The figures in parentheses refer to the pages of O as found in the margins of
the text: "p. 2", "p. 3", etc.
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XVI. Butchers (slaughterers).

XVII. Vendors of cooked heads.

XVIII. Cooked-meat sellers.

XIX. Pickled-meat sellers.

XX. (6) Sellers of harlsa.

XXI. Fish-fryers.

XXIL Makers of zulabiya.

XXIII. halwa-makers.

XXIV. Makers of syrups (potions).

XXV. Druggists.

XXVI. Sellers of savouries.

XXVII. Milk-sellers.

XXVIII. (7) Drapers.

XXIX. Bazaar-criers (dallals).

XXX. Weavers.

XXXI. Tailors, repairers and fullers.

XXXII. Silk-weavers.

XXXIII. Dyers.

XXXIV. Cotton-spinners.

XXXV. (8) Linen-makers.

XXXVI. Money-changers.

XXXVII. Goldsmiths.

XXXVIII. Coppersmiths and blacksmiths.

XXXIX. Shoemakers.

XL. Farriers.

XLI. Brokers dealing in male and female slaves, animals and

houses.

XLII. Hammams (public baths).

XLIII. (9) Sellers of sidr (lotus-leaves).

XLIV. Phlebotomists and cuppers.

XLV. Physicians, oculists and surgeons.
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XLVI. Preceptors of boys.

XLVII. Mosque-attendants and muezzins.

XLVIII. Preachers.

XLIX. Astrologers and public letter-writers.

L. (10) Established legal penalties and magisterial punish-
mertts.

LI. Judges and witnesses.

LI I. Military commanders and civil governors and the activities

of the population which concern them.

LI II. The duties incumbent on the muhtasib.

LIV. Masters of ships and other vessels.

L^. Sellers of earthenware and water-pots.

LVI. Sellers of clay and moulders.

LVII. Makers of sewing-needles and pack-needles.

LVIII. (n) Makers of spindles.

LIX. Henna-sellers and their frauds.

LX. Comb-makers.

LXI. Pressers of olive and sesame-oil.

LXII. Sieve-makers.

LXIII. Tanners and leather-bottle makers.

LXIV. Makers of padded quilts.

LXV. (12) Makers of fur coats.

LXVI. Makers of reed-matting.

LXVIL Sellers of straw.

LXVIII. Timber-merchants and sellers of palm-logs.

LXIX. Carpenters, sawyers and builders. (In this category are

included painters, whitewashers, lock-makers, plas-

terers and lime-burners.)

LXX. Details concerning the hisba not elsewhere discussed.



CHAPTER I

(13) The conditions attaching to the hisba and the

qualifications of the muhtasib

The hisba is one of the institutions of the spiritual order directed in

the prime of Islam by the heads of the community themselves. Its duties

consist in enforcing what is legally right (ma'ruf) and preventing

illegality (munkar). The head of the community is invested with the

only right of appointing to the office.

The muhtasib must be a Muslim, free, of full age and understanding,

competent to act as a witness ('adl)* and in possession of all his faculties.

Members of subject peoples are therefore eligible but are not in practice

appointed. The conditions also do not exclude men without religion,

weaklings and women. In the case of ordinary taklif (religious obligation)

there are no essential conditions, but here the qualifications mentioned

are compulsory. (14) All Muslims are under taklif [to see that the law is

observed] but they are without a special mandate (wilayd). Slaves and

members of subject peoples are not granted the wilaya [of a muhtasib].
The muhtasib must, further, be a man of sound judgment and energy

and sturdy in the faith. He must be acquainted with the provisions of the

law, seeing that nothing is good or bad save what the law declares to be

so. (15) Whether he must be capable of ijtihad
2 in matters involving

revealed law (shar') or only in those involving customary law (*urf) is

a disputed question. In the view of Abu Sa'Id al-Istakhrl 3 he has the

right to give effect to a decision on the authority of his own ijtihad [in

matters of shar']. Another view is that he must be capable of ijtihad in

matters of *urf but not in those of the shar*. The difference is based on the

fact that the principle (asl) in shar' rests upon revealed law whereas in

'urf the dominant factor is usage.

Abu'l Hasan 'All b. Muhammad al-Mawardi 4 declared that the juris-

diction of the hisba lies midway between that of the qada and that of the

mazalim? The muhtasib hears complaints of short weight or measure,

commercial (16) frauds and unjustified delay in payment of debts. Where

1 Cf. Amedroz, J.R.A.S. 1916, p. 78.
2
Independent research leading to decisions on points of law.

3 Muhtasib of Baghdad under the Caliph Muqtadir (d. 320/932) ;
cf. Mawardi,

ed. Enger, p. 421.
4 D. 450/1058; cf. Brockelmann, I, 386. See further Amedroz, in jf.R.A.S.

1916, pp. 77 ff.

6 The court which reviews petitions against wrongs. See Encyc. Islam, s.v.
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the debt is admitted, the muhtasib may compel payment. In these matters

the muhtasib's authority is equal with that of the qadl. It is inferior to it

in that he is not permitted to deal with cases in which the wrong is not

immediately obvious e.g. he may not deal with contracts and agree-
ments except where there is a specific authoritative text on the subject
and may only deal with cases in which the wrong is admitted. Where
there is any dispute t?he hearing of evidence becomes necessary and that

needs reference to a qadl.

The muhtasib's authority is greater than that of the qadl's (17) in that

he may proceed independently of any complaint to investigate cases

where he suspects illegality, whereas the qadl can proceed only where

there is a complainant. He has, further, a measure of secular authority
and has the right to use force in pursuance of his duty and to inflict

punishment. In these respects the hisba resembles the [court of]

mazalirrt, but it differs from it in being incompetent to hear cases beyond
the jurisdiction of the qadl.

Between the muhtasib, who has a mandate from the sovereign, and the

private individual interested in the maintenance of the law the differences

are those arising from the specific authority delegated to the former. He
is compelled (18) by his office to act and not to undertake other duties;

he is authorized to summon offenders to appear before him and must act

when called upon by a complainant; he may appoint assistants to aid him
in his duties; he may inflict punishment; he is entitled to draw emolu-

ments for his services and he is considered competent to exercise ijtihad

in deciding cases involving *urf. In all these respects he differs from the

private individual.

(19) The muhtasib must practise what he preaches; he must be

sincere in his purpose and let no ulterior selfish motives sully his conduct.

In the exercise of his office he must avoid any over-inquisitive searching
into people's affairs. (20) The story of an Atabeg Sultan of Damascus

and a fearless muhtasib who pointed out to the ruler the requirements of

the law with regard to the use of gold and silk. (21-22) The muhtasib

must imitate the practice of the Prophet in matters of toilet [removal of

hair from the face and other parts of the body and the paring of nails]

and dress, and also he must conform to the customs in general vogue.
A certain ShafTite declared that if a man persists in neglecting the ordinary

usages of society it speaks ill for his competence as an *adl. The story of

Sultan Mahmud of Ghazna and a slovenly candidate for the hisba.

An indispensable qualification in the muhtasib is power to restrain his

cupidity when dealing with other people's property, and the capacity to
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refuse bribes. The story of a shaykh who refused further gifts from a

law-breaking butcher who used to feed a favourite cat. The muhtasib is

responsible for seeing that his subordinates and assistants behave as

properly as himself in this respect. His demeanour in the performance
of his duties should be courteous and calm. A story of the Caliph
Ma'mun and a rough-spoken caviller who called his attention to the

requirements of the law.

CHAPTER II

(23) Enforcement of the law (ma'ruf) and prevention

of illegality (munkar)

This is the main pivot of the faith, the high purpose for which God
sent His prophets. If He permitted any neglect of it sin would become

widespread and the world be laid waste. Even now, however, all labour on

His behalf has perished from these lands, truth and law have been

blotted out and men yield like beasts to their lusts and.desires. (24) Any-
one, therefore, who will strive to stop this breach in our defences and

undertake whilst holding the office of muhtasib to carry out the law will

gain a degree of approach to God closer than that of his fellows. (25-

28) Definitions of the command to enforce the law and prevent illegality,

quoted from the Qur'an and hadith. (29-30) An anecdote of Hasan

al-Nuri, who broke a number of jars of wine consigned in a barge on the

Tigris to the Caliph Mu'tadid. (31) His explanation of his deed. Such

brave conduct in the face of tyrants is not to be found to-day.

(32) In times past the secular rulers themselves carried out the duties

of muhtasib. An anecdote of Marwan b. al-Hakam1 who at the 'Id de-

livered the khutba before the prayer.
2 An anecdote told by Sufyan

al-Thawri concerning the Caliph Mahdl and the tyrannous conduct of

his bodyguard during his performance of the ceremonies of the hajj.

(33) Definitions of ma'ruf ("any act, word or intention which is good

according to the shar'") and munkar ("any act, word or intention which

is bad according to the shar'"). It is a compulsory duty to prevent the

neglect of a legal duty and it is a recommended act (mandub) to denounce

neglect of a recommended act or the commission of a disapproved one

(makruh). The most effective deterrent is physical force, failing which

1
4th Umayyad Caliph (64/683-65/685).

2 The usual order, in later times at any rate, being the reverse (see Hughes,
Dictionary of Islam, s.v.

(

ldu'l-Azha, p. 1936).
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there should be verbal admonition. All Muslims are called upon to fulfil

the duty but should try mild dissuasion (34) before proceeding to sterner

measures, which may include bringing a culprit before the imam.

Persons not legally responsible and dhimmis are not subject to such

discipline except when a dhimmi is openly committing an offence.

Enforcement of the right includes the three parts: enforcement of what

is due to God, of what is due to man and of what is due to both jointly.

To the first belong duties incumbent on the whole community, e.g. the

Friday assembly in the mosque. If the population is admittedly large

enough to justify holding the assembly it is the duty of the muhtasib to

see the duty enforced. If the number is such that there is doubt con-

cerning the necessity of holding the Friday assembly, (35) the voice of

the people shall prevail against that of the muhtasib if the two are in

disagreement and the latter opposes holding the assembly. In the con-

trary event, some Shafi'ites declare that the muhtasib may compel the

community to hold the assembly out of regard for public expediency in

order that the practice of Friday assembly may not fall into disuse.

Others claim that he may not force his own views on the community.

(36) It is the ctuty of the muhtasib to command the observance of

public worship at the *Id. Dispute arises, however, on the question
where the duty is obligatory or permissive. Public worship in the

mosque on Friday and the adhan belong to the established ritual of Islam.

If the inhabitants of a town or a city quarter refuse to perform them, is the

muhtasib under an obligation to compel performance? (37) If an indi-

vidual fails to attend the mosque the muhtasib has no right to interfere

with him unless he makes a regular practice of failing to attend, when he

must be admonished because of public expediency. Even so, evidence

should be heard before condemnation is made. Any individual who

neglectfully delays worship beyond the proper hour may be admonished,
but if the whole population of a town decide to celebrate public worship
at a later hour than the muhtasib thinks proper, (38) it is a question
whether or not he must submit to the common view.

In the matter of adhan and qunut the muhtasib has no right to interfere

with the views of the individual concerned provided that the latter is

supported by the authority of ijtihad. Similarly with ablution for worship

[the question concerns the kind of liquids which ihay be used].

So far as duties owed towards man are concerned, these fall into two

classes, those affecting the community and those affecting the individual.

In the former class are such duties as those involved when the water-

supply in a town fails or the walls fall into dilapidation or (39) the
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mosques into disrepair. If the public treasury is empty, the injunction to

rebuild the walls, restore the water-supply or repair the mosques must
be addressed by the muhtasib to the richer citizens unless the latter spon-

taneously undertake the duty. Where the rights concerned are those of

individuals, e.g. when obligations are neglected or debts allowed to

remain unpaid, it is the duty of the muhtasib to order the discharge of

the obligations or debts if the means are at hand. , It is his function to

constrain1 the debtor to appear before a judge on application from the

creditor. He has no power, however, to cause provision to be made for

relatives unless on the order of a judge. Similarly, until a judge has

given his decision, the muhtasib has no right to compel surrender of a

trust and he has no right to give orders to the heads of the community or

any individuals in matters concerning testamentary bequests.

(40) Where the rights of God and man are jointly concerned e.g.

when there is need to provide husbands for unmarried women who
desire marriage, or when there is need to insist that women parted from

their husbands shall observe the statutory period of delay before re-

marriage the muhtasib is entitled to punish a woman for infringement
of the law but may not punish a guardian who refus'es to perform his

duty [towards the unmarried girl].
2 He can compel a man who disowns

his child to fulfil his obligations to it if his wife's bed has been proved
chaste. Also he can compel a master to provide necessary food and

clothing for slaves, and it is his duty to see that they are not over-

burdened with tasks beyond their strength and that they are allowed to

rest in the middle of the day. Animals too may not be overloaded to their

harm, and if their milk is taken it shall only be what is in excess of that

required for their young. If a man cannot provide for his beast it must

be hired out, or else sold (in the same way that his property may be sold

to provide sustenance for his wife). (41) In the last resort the treasury or

the public generosity must be resorted to.

Prevention of illegality similarly has three parts. Where it concerns

what is due to God it is of three kinds, namely: that affecting divine

worship, that affecting reprehensible conduct and that affecting secular

acts. The first deals with such cases as the endeavour by an individual to

contravene the rules of worship or to change the established forms (e.g.

by uttering aloud prayers meant to be silent, or by making unauthorized

additions to the formula of the adhari). The duty of the muhtasib then is

to restrain the offender and punish him. Similarly if a man is neglectful

of the ritual cleanliness of his person, clothes or place of worship. The
1 Cf. Vocabulary, s.v.^j*).

2 Cf. J.R.A.S. 1916, p. 86, n. I.
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offence must be proved and the muhtasib may not act on conjecture or

suspicion. (42) Nevertheless, on suspicion of wrong he may admonish
and warn an [alleged] offender. A man seen eating during Ramadan may
not be punished until he has been questioned and the reason for his act

discovered. If the excuse given is reasonable the muhtasib may not

reprimand him but may order to eat in private so as not to expose himself

to suspicion. He may*not put the man to the oath if he is in doubt. If the

man has no reasonable excuse the muhtasib may punish him and restrain

him from repeating the offence.

Refusal to pay the alms-tax on visible property is a matter for the tax-

collector. (43) On concealed property it may be a matter either for the

muhtasib or the tax-collector. If a penalty is imposed it must be only
after the consideration of evidence.

Persons begging for alms and known by the muhtasib to be possessed
of means or the possibility of employment must be punished.
A man with pretensions to learning who introduces doctrines contrary

to ijma' must be stopped and reprimanded. If he persists in the offence

it is the duty of the ruling secular power to protect the faith. If an inter-

preter of the Qur'an deduces from it allegories which may delude men
from the clear revelation and lead them to secret heresy, or (44) if a

reporter of tradition on his own authority transmits traditions abhorrent

to men or supports some allegorical interpretation with such traditions,

the muhtasib must denounce him and prevent him from continuing the

offence. His denunciation will, however, be valid only if he has the

ability to distinguish what is genuine from what is spurious, either by his

own learning and capacity by his own ijtihad to elucidate the matter or by
the fact that the learned of the time agree in declaring the new doctrine

heresy. An ignorant muhtasib who plunges into matters beyond his scope

may cause more harm than good. It is for that reason that it has been

said "An unlettered man may not exercise the function of muhtasib

except when all is clear".

Reprehensible conduct. The muhtasib must prevent people from

placing themselves in dubious situations and from incurring suspicion.

He must be timely in his warning and not hasten to punish. (45) 'Umar

forbade men to go about publicly with women. He once beat a man with

a dirra1 for worshipping in the company of women &id the man accused

him of having behaved tyrannically in not giving him warning of his

offence. The muhtasib may not interfere with a man and woman standing

conversing in a frequented street and where their conduct shows no sign
1 An ox-hide whip, part of the traditional equipment of the muhtasib.
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of offence. In an unfrequented street and in cases of doubt he must forbid

them to continue yet must not be in haste to punish, for the woman may
be closely related to the man. He must warn the man to keep the women
of his family out of dubious situations. Ibn 'A'isha saw a man conversing

with a woman in the street and said to him, (46)
"
If she is your wife it is

disgraceful of you to converse with her in public; if not, then it is still

more disgraceful.'* He then turned and went to take his place in public

session. Suddenly a piece of paper wrapped about a stone was thrown in,

on it being written :

"She whom you saw me addressing at dawn was a messenger
Who brought me a message for which my soul was like to have

poured forth.

Would that your ear had been with us that you might hear what she

uttered !
,

Then had you seen that what you held vile in my conduct was good
and beautiful/'

Ibn 'A'isha read this and finding the name of Abu ,Nuwas at the head

said, "I have no desire to interfere with Abu Nuwas."

That might have sufficed from a person in the position of Ibn 'A'isha

but would not have been the strong disapproval which an offender

would incur from an officer of the hisba. It might have sufficed for a

person of the rank of Abu Nuwas if he had been found guilty of dubious

conduct. Nevertheless, the muhtasib must investigate all the circum-

stances before taking action to denounce.

(47) The muhtasib must visit the places where women congregate,

such as the thread and cotton markets, the river-banks, and the doorways
of the women's bath-houses. Any young men found there without lawful

business must be punished by the muhtasib.

CHAPTER III

Forbidden musical instruments andfermented liquor

The open display of the possession of fermented liquor by a Muslim

must be punished by the muhtasib, the liquor being poured away. Open
display by a dhimmi is equally punishable, but it is in dispute whether

he must suffer the loss of the liquor. Abu Hamfa thought it was not

necessary because it was property secured to them as a right, but Shafi'i
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was of the opposite opinion. (48) Similarly with nabldh [fermented

fruit-juice] there is the same conflict of opinion between Abu Hanlfa

and Shafi'I. The authority for declaring it unlawful is the Prophet's
declaration that fermented liquor was in its essence unlawful, but so also

was every kind of intoxicating liquor. There is a tradition of 'Umar
who declared that fermented liquor was forbidden by revelation and

that it was of five kinds, coming from grapes, dates, wheat, barley or

raisins.

Fermented liquor is that which dulls the mind. Like it the sale of

must [expressed juice] is unlawful to anyone who proposes to convert it

into fermented liquor. Shaft
4

! declared it to be a disapproved act

(makruh) parallel to the sale of arms to brigands or to enemies in war.

The muhtasib should not however pour away fermented liquor until

ordered to do so by a judge competent to exercise ijtihad.

The drinking of intoxicating liquor by a Muslim of full age, sane and

not under compulsion is punishable by forty stripes ('Umar is declared

to have inflicted eighty) for a free man and half the number for a slave.

(49) Shaikh 'Izz al-Dm b. 'Abd al-Salam in his Kitab al-Fawa'td fi'l

Masdlih wcfl-Mafasid
1 declared that there would be a combination of

statutory penalty and magisterial punishment to be inflicted for such a

[compound] transgression as fornication with a woman within the pro-

hibited degrees in the midst of the Ka'ba by a man undergoing a fast, in

devotional retreat and ceremonially prepared for the hajj. He continued

that if a free man were beaten forty-one stripes and died, a conflict of

views arises [as to the consequences]. Some maintain that the muhtasib

will be liable for half the blood-money, seeing that the death was caused by
ta'zir [arbitrary magisterial punishment] inflicted in excess of the statutory

penalty of forty stripes and ta'zlr may give rise to action for compensation.

According to others, the muhtasib is liable for only one forty-first part

of the blood-money because corporal punishment is akin to talio. Stripes

for drinking may be inflicted with the hands, with sandals, or the end of a

piece of stuff. Some declare (50) that the final blows may be delivered

with a whip, 'All having beaten Walld b. 'Uqba with a whip; but the

clear precedent is for beating by the former means. If the muhtasib

beats a man with a whip and he dies, some say he is answerable for the

amount of pain inflicted in excess of that which would be caused by

sandals, others that he is liable for the whole blood-money for paving
struck him with a weapon adapted to cause wounds. Still others declare

he is liable for half the blood-money.
1 Not in Hajji Khalifa.
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Ibn al-Sabbagh
1 declared that there were two aspects of the question of

responsibility judged by the plain statements of the authorities (nass).

No penalty may be inflicted until the accused has admitted the offence

of drinking intoxicating liquor or proof is established that he has so

offended. A man is not punished if found intoxicated and the smell of

fermented liquor comes from him. Abu 'All b. Abi Hurayra
2 and Ibn

Mas'ud 3 were of opinion that the penalty should*be exacted. (51) No

penalty is inflicted on an infidel, a madman, a minor, a dhimmi or a

'person who has acted under compulsion.
Differences of opinion occur concerning the definition of drunkenness.

According to Abu Hanifa it is the condition in which a man's reason fails

so that he cannot distinguish between the earth and the heavens nor

between his mother and his wife. The ShafTites limited it, saying it did

not possess a man until he spoke in broken language and in disordered

sense and walked with a stumbling and swaying gait. If his Confused

speech and failure to comprehend or to make himself comprehensible
combined with uncertain movements in walking and standing, then he

had entered within the limits of drunkenness.

The penalty shall be exacted once only however many times [before

discovery] the man has drunk intoxicating liquor.

The open display of musical instruments such as the reed-pipe, tam-

bour, lute, cymbals and the like is punishable by the muhtasib, who must

dismember them to provide wood which may be used for other purposes
and impose a penalty in addition. If the wood is of no use for other

purposes the instruments shall be broken up and it shall not be lawful to

sell the fragments. Legally their value is to be regarded as non-existent.

(52) If the fragments are reckoned as private property two opinions exist

about the legality of selling the instruments before they are broken up,
one declaring the sale lawful because the owner had the expectation of

profiting, and, another and truer view, that the sale is illegal because the

instruments are implements of sin and no other use is intended by them
so long as the parts remain combined. The same conflict of opinions exist

with regards to idols. The imam [Shafi'I] took a middle course and

declared that instruments made of precious stones might lawfully be

sold because the parts had a value of their own. In this Ghazali followed

him, but the general body of opinion forbids the sale absolutely, the

argurnent being based on a hadlth.

1 A faqih of Baghdad (d. 477/1084). He wrote Kitdb al-Shamil ft
y

l-Furu\

Brockelmann, I, 388.
2 Cf. Fihrist, i, 215. ^d. 264/878. Cf. ibid, i, 212.
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Articles used as playthings and not intended for any sinful purpose

(their only object being to accustom girls to the rearing of children) are to

be regarded as a means of education and to be differentiated from the

images of living creatures and idols. A tradition is quoted that the

Prophet (53) did not forbid 'A'isha to play with dolls when he found her

doing so. [In this connection] it is related that Abu Sa'ld al-Istakhrl,

muhtasib of Baghdad *n the reign of Muqtadir, closed the market where

dadhi 1 was sold on the ground that it was used only for the making of

nabidhj a forbidden thing. But he sanctioned the toy-market on the

ground that the Prophet had not forbidden 'A'isha to play with dolls.

Dadhi is chiefly used for nabidh, but may on rare occasions be used in

medicine and such use is lawful. Abu Sa'id's closing [of the market] arose

from the principle that only those things are lawful whose purpose is lawful

and to show how this commodity differed from others. But even the open

exposure of lawful things may be unlawful (e.g. conjugal intercourse).

The muhtasib may not encroach upon privacy to investigate a sus-

pected offence. (54) Before an offence can be denounced by him it must
be openly apparent except where he is informed of the proposed com-
mission of a crime of which the consequences would be irreparable harm

(e.g. murder, fornication). Where the offence is not so serious, no entry
of a house or encroachment upon privacy is permitted. A story of 'Umar
who came upon persons drinking in a vintner's booth and charged them
with offence. They accused him in return of unlawfully spying upon them,
and replying "Tit for tat" he departed.

(55) If the sounds of music issue from a house whose occupants are

playing instruments in full view the muhtasib may forbid their continuing.

But he may not enter the house and attack them or inquire into anything
besides the one offence.

CHAPTER IV

"
Protected" peoples

Indulgence towards dhimmls in matters of faith is dangerous. [Tradi-
tions of the Prophet in support.] (56) 'Umar rebuked Abu Musa
al-Ash'ari for having employed a Christian scribe. Also 'Umar b. *Abd

al-'Aziz wrote to one of his governors telling him to persuade his Christian

clerk to become a Muslim and to dismiss him if he refused.

1 Or dddl. Hypericum or St John's Wort. "At Baghdad its seeds were crushed
and put into date-juice to make it stronger and more pungent" (Dozy, I, 419).
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(57) It is the duty of the muhtasib to see that dhimmis observe the

conditions originally imposed upon them and which are contained in the

document they wrote for 'Umar b. al-Khattab. They were, that they would

not build any new church, monastery, hermitage or monk's cell nor restore

any old ones in territory which had become Muslim
;
that they would give

hospitality for three nights to any Muslim passer-by; that they would

harbour no spies; that they would not teach the Qur'an to their children;

that they would not openly proclaim their own law nor attempt to make

converts to it nor prevent any of their kin from becoming converts to

Islam; that they would pay honour to Muslims and not imitate them

either (58) in their clothing or the style of their hair, nor speak their

speech nor give themselves their personal names or titles; that they would

not use saddles for riding nor put on swords and neither purchase nor

wear arms; that they would not have seals inscribed in Arabic and that

they would neither sell nor give away fermented liquors.

Further undertakings were, that they would cut short the hair on their

foreheads and wear girdles; that they would not display in the Muslim

streets and markets any crosses or holy books; that they would strike

the clappers in their churches lightly; that they would not raise their

voices in reading when Muslims were near nor wail aloud over their

dead nor display lamps, reliquaries or palm-branches in Muslim streets

or markets; that they would not take slaves captured in battle by
Muslims and that they would not gather information about Muslim
households. 1

'Umar added to this that dhimmis were not as a rule to be allowed to

ride, that when they did so they might use only pack-saddles (59) and

were to ride sideways. Their clothes were to be differentiated from those

of Muslims
; Jews wearing yellow headgear and Christians thick cords

about their waists over their clothes. About their necks they must wear

leaden or copper bosses which must accompany them into the baths.

They were to be permitted, however, to wear turbans and taylasans.
2

Women must tie on the girdle under the izar 3 and they too must wear a

boss round the neck.

Dhimmis shall not ride horses, but may ride mules and asses with pack-

saddles, sideways. Abu Hamid permitted riding astride but with

1 This letter is extant in a number of versions; cf. Ibn 'Asakir, Tctrlkh

(Dar&ascus, 1330), i, 178, 149; Abshlhi, Mutsatraf (Cairo, 1306), I, 124; and see

A. S. Tritton, The Caliph and Dhimmis (Oxford, 1930).
2 Hoods of a kind. SeeJ.R.A.S. 1935, pp. 334 f.

3 Here presumably the outer garnwnt of that name. Cf. ibid, p. 321.
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wooden stirrups. They shall not take the chief place (sadr) in assemblies

and shall not be the first to give salutation. They must live in the narrowest

streets, their houses not raised higher than those of Muslims. Whether

they shall have tall buildings in any quarter allotted to them is a matter for

dispute. So also is the question (60) of their being allowed to add wings
to their buildings or windows projecting into the street.

The purpose of all this is to distinguish between them and Muslims
in a fashion which shall prevent any dignity being acquired by them. If

'Umar b. al-Khattab were now to see Jews and Christians! Their

buildings raise themselves above the houses and mosques of Muslims,

they have appellations which once belonged to the Caliphs and they

give themselves their titles. Amongst their appellations is
"
Rashid

"
(that

of the father of the Caliphs); they call themselves "Abu '1-Hasan", who
was 'All b. Abi Talib or

uAbu '1-Fadl", who was 'Abbas, the Apostle's
uncle. They go beyond the limits proper to their position and make great

display with their speeches and actions. Time reveals their devilish

nature and yet the hand of authority protects and supports them. They
ride horses [which are] reserved for Muslims, dress in the fine clothes

that should belong to them and even employ them as servants. "I have

even seen the Jew or the Christian mounted, urging on his steed, while

the Muslim ran at his stirrup; and frequently they abase themselves

before him begging for the remission of a burden he has imposed on
them."

As for their women, when they leave their houses and walk in the

streets they are hardly to be recognized. Also in the baths a Christian

woman frequently will sit (61) in the chief place while the Muslim women
sit below her. They go into the suqs also and sit in the shops of the mer-

chants, who pay them respect on account of their fine clothes, unaware
that they belong to the dhimmis.

It is therefore the duty of the muhtasib to act with energy and to

punish any of these people who openly commit offences [of the kind].

They must be forbidden to erect new churches or synagogues in the

lands of Islam. *Umar had commanded the destruction of every church

[synagogue] which was newly built after the Hijra and there remained

only what had existed before Islam. Also he sent 'Urwa from Najd to

destroy the churches in San'a; but the Copts struck^ bargain over their

churches in Egypt although he destroyed a number and left only what
had existed before the Prophets mission.

If a part of their buildings falls into dilapidation they are not pro-
hibited from restoring it, although some hold the opposite. The author of
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the Hdwt 1 declared that the muhtasib must have regard to the extent of

the dilapidation: a building completely in ruins must not be rebuilt.

It is the duty of the imam to protect dhimmis in Muslim territory.

Disputes between them and Muslims referred to the Muslim authorities

must be settled by the latter since no unbeliever may have jurisdiction

over Muslims. If the dispute is between dhimmis only it is debated

whether it is a Muslim duty to givejudgment between them. (62) Accord-

ing to one argument, where both parties consent to Muslim jurisdiction,

decision must be made between them. That is if both are of the same

religion. If one is Jewish and the other Christian the course of action

again is disputed, some being of opinion that there is no obligation to

decide between them, others declaring that since neither side will agree

to judgment by the other it is a Muslim duty so to decide.

(If they conclude a sale which is bad in law and delivery is completed,
suit then being brought before us, we shall not upset the contract; if,

however, delivery has not been made, the contract shall be upset.)

If a minor becomes a Muslim and recites the two articles of the creed,

since he is not legally responsible his conversion shall not be regarded as

valid. (63) Some distinction should be made between him and them,

however, and if on reaching puberty he professes unbelief he must be

threatened and returned to his people if he persists.

Poll-tax shall be levied on dhimmis according to their means. The
muhtasib or the tax-gatherer who comes to collect the tax shall station

the dhimml before him and giving him a blow on the side of the neck

shall say, "Pay the poll-tax, unbeliever ". The dhimml shall pay in an

attitude of humility and declare himself bound by the laws of Islam.

Any dhimml who refuses this, or wars against Muslims, or commits

fornication with a Muslim woman, or assaults her under pretence of

marriage, or beguiles her from her faith, or practises brigandage against

Muslims, or harbours polytheists, or gives information concerning

Muslim women, or mentions God or His Apostle in a derogatory manner,

shall have (64) the protection accorded to him revoked and shall be slain.

If he commits an act forbidden by the law but not harmful (e.g. neglecting

to wear distinctive dress or displaying fermented liquor), the protection

accorded him shall not be revoked, although summary punishment is to

be inflicted.
'

1
fl. al-Kabir by MawardI (d. 450/1058) or fl. al-Saghir by Najm al-Din

'Abd al-Ghaffar b. 'Abd al-Karim al-Qazwini (d. 665/1266) ;
cf. Brockelmann, I,

386, 304.
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CHAPTER V

Persons concerned with burial rites

The first duty of the next of kin to the dead is to provide for his burial

out of his estate, next comes payment of his debts and then the ritual

washing. The person ^referred for this duty is the father, failing whom
the grandfather, then the son, then son's son, then otherkinsmen according
to the closeness of their kinship, after all of whom comes the wife. Some
hold that she (65) takes precedence over the father. The muhtasib shall

authorize no person to perform the washing unless he is trustworthy,
has read the section on funerals in the books of the law and knows the

established ritual. Where the dead person is a woman she shall be

washed by women related to her, if they are available.

If a man dies and only a woman is left to perform the ablution, or if a

woman dies and only a man is left, the lustration shall be made with

sand because washing [with water] implies gazing upon what is inviolate.

Some say that washing is allowed when some article of clothing is

interposed.
For an unbeliever his unbelieving kinsmen are preferred as executors

to those who are believers.

During ablution the dead body shall be veiled from the eyes (66) and

none but the washer and the indispensable assistants shall be present.

[The order of the ritual of washing,] (67) The provision of a shroud for

the dead is a duty incumbent on the whole community. It has prior

claim to payment of debts or testamentary bequests. A man shall be

shrouded in three garments, while a woman may be shrouded in five.

(68) One is the least permissible and it should cover the whole body.
The method of shrouding.

Prayer for the dead is a duty incumbent on the whole community.

According to tradition it should be uttered in the presence of a congrega-
tion at the moment of the departure of the soul. The person most liable

for the duty of such prayer. (69) The ritual of prayer for the dead and

prayers recommended.

BURIAL. The least amount of sepulture is that sufficient to hide the

body and (70) protect it from wild beasts. The most'perfect burial is [in]

a grave, a lahd (''recess")
1
being preferable to a trench. The lahd should

face in the direction of the qibla, and the body should lie on its right side
;

1 A recess cut into the side of a grave at the bottom and sufficiently large to

receive the body.
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the mouth of the recess should be closed with bricks. According to

Shafi'l a level grave is preferable to a heaped-up one, but the latter is

now preferred to create a distinction from the Shfa practice. Except in

case of necessity not more than one person may be buried in a single

grave. The order of precedence in case of the burial of more than one

body in a grave.

(71) Reverence is to be shown towards graves; tfiey are not to be dis-

turbed except when all trace of the dead has disappeared or if the land

had been unlawfully seized. The situation arising if the shroud had been

unlawfully seized.

The muhtasib must visit burial-places and prevent women from

lamenting their dead, an offence which is punishable. There is a tradition

that the Prophet cursed any woman who uttered lamentation and any
who listened to her, any that shaved off her hair in mourning or that

shrieked aloud or tattooed another or was tattooed.
" Women-have no

reward for following a bier.'' (72) Weeping is permitted if unaccom-

panied by loud cries or rending of garments or beating the cheeks all

unlawful practices. Women must be prevented from visiting graves. If

they follow the bier they must not mingle with the men but shall come

behind. For preference the muhtasib shall cause the crier to announce

publicly that following the bier is forbidden. Mourning women [by

profession] and singers and other depraved characters shall be banished

from the town if they exercise their profession. Hermaphrodites shall

not shave off their beards nor mingle with women.

CHAPTER VI

Forbidden commercial transactions (e.g. invalid sales, usury, invalid

purchase by payment in advance, invalid hire and partnership):

legal safeguards in transactions which are the basis ofgain

Bad sale is that in which offer and acceptance and the mutual exchange
of satisfactory considerations have been omitted. All forms of usury,

debasement of coinage and other corrupt practices are forbidden.

(73) Sale [Barter].
1 This is lawful. Three factors are involved: the

contractor, the subject of the contract and the form of the contract.

Business may not be transacted with children, lunatics, slaves or blind

1 Most of the chapter with some additions and omissions is derived from

Ghazali's Ihya (ed. Cairo, 1306; II, ^5 f.).
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persons. What [money] is taken from them is chargeable to the seller and

what he delivers to them remains his loss.

Sale and purchase by a slave, if not by his master's permission, are

invalid. Reliance may be placed upon common report that such permis-
sion has been granted. The seller is responsible, if permission has been

withheld, for any monies received from the slave and must stand the loss

of any delivery he makes.

A blind man must appoint an agent in possession of sight to act for

him. (74) Transactions carried out by himself are invalid.

Trading by an unbeliever is valid, but no sale may be made to him of

copies of the Qur'an or of books of hadlth or of Muslim slaves. If he lives

in the "Dar al-Harb" there may be no sale of arms to him.

Six conditions attach to the contract. The subject of the contract may
not be ritually unclean (the sale of dogs, swine, ivory, etc. is invalid). The
case of oil or butter into which a dead mouse has fallen. (75-76) The
case of smoke from dung used in heating. The ritual cleansing of butter

and oils. (77) Unclean things are of four kinds: those unclean in essence

(e.g. dogs and swine) ;
those made unclean by association [contamination] ;

those made unclean by contamination but whose usefulness is not entirely

destroyed (e.g. an unclean garment); things unclean by contamination

which entirely destroys their usefulness (e.g. contaminated olive-oil).

Some see no harm in the sale of the latter for purposes other than food

(a parallel is the sale of silk-worms).

(78) The sale of the musk-rat is lawful. It is not, however, lawful to

sell reptiles or rats and no use may be made of them for profit (e.g. by
their use for ? conjuring). It is lawful to sell cats and bees and also

animals used in hunting or whose skins are useful or which may be used

for carrying burdens. Parrots, peacocks and singing-birds may be sold

for the enjoyment they provide. The dog is an exception and may not be

bought for its appearance.
It is not lawful to sell musical instruments or clay images such as the

toy animals sold at festivals for children to play with. Cloths, trays and

curtains bearing images may legally be sold.

(79) The subject of the sale must be in the actual possession of the

contractor or the owner. A husband's property may not be sold by his

wife nor the wife's by the husband without consent.

The subject of the contract must be capable of delivery. The sale, of no

commodity is valid if it cannot be delivered, as, for example, the sale of a

runaway slave, fish in the river, an embryo or the sperm of a stallion.

In the same class are wool on an animal's back and milk in an udder, for
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the reason thatwhat is not sold might be delivered with what is sold. Similar

is the case of the sale of articles which cannot be legally sold, e.g. articles

pledged or devoted to special objects or a slave-woman from whom a

child is expected or a young child without its mother. (80) It is a

matter for dispute whether the father may be sold.

The article for sale must be exactly specified and its quantity known

and the seller must be able to point to the actual commodity. If he says,
"

I sell you a sheep from this flock or a garment from those before you",
the sale is not valid, even though it is a common practice. It is proper to

sell half or quarter of an article.

Quantity is determined only by measurement, weight or ocular estima-

tion. Sale for a sum unspecified is invalid. (81) Quality is determined

by inspection of the article itself which is to be sold. Description cannot

take the place of this visual inspection. A sample is in essence the article

itself brought by the broker for display to the merchant, but the actual

commodity to be sold must be specified and the conditions attaching to

salam [purchase by payment in advance] must be fulfilled. According to

our colleagues sale [by sample] is invalid because the actual commodity
to be sold has not been seen. It is not lawful, further, 'to sell cloth on the

loom relying merely on a design, nor wheat still in the ear. But rice in

the husk and nuts and almonds in the inner shell (but not in both shells)

may be lawfully sold. Fresh beans may be sold in (82) both skins and a

concession is made with regard tofaqqd' (mushrooms).
The article to be sold must be capable of delivery, and sale may not take

place before delivery.
1 This consists of transfer of movable property and

vacation of immovable property.

There must be formal offer and acceptance. Where sale is by immediate

and mutual exchange of considerations there need be no formal contract.

Thus Shafi'I; but Abu Hanlfa differs, declaring that it is with goods of

small value that record of transactions is difficult. The answer to that is

that with such goods as small quantities of vegetables, bread, etc., the

usual practice is an immediate exchange of considerations (mu'ata).

Al-Rafi'I 2 established the rule for them. (83) Where more valuable com-

modities are concerned, sale by immediate exchange [without contract]

is not permitted. A case would be that of a broker who receives a piece

of brocade from a draper and having approached a customer strikes a

bargain with him and returns immediately to the draper with the value of

1
I.e. sale and delivery must be simultaneous.

2 Author of several works on jurisprudence (d. 623/1226); cf. Brockelmann,

i> 393-
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the article. Other cases of sale illegal by omission of formal offer and

acceptance. The name of bay' cannot be applied to mere exchange of

considerations and the act of delivery.

(84) Shafi'i suggests that the door shall be closed [against all trans-

actions not accompanied by offer and acceptance] because contracts of

the kind are void. This creates difficulties of two kinds; firstly, the prac-

tice [of immediate exchange] for small purchases was common in the

time of the Companions and enforcement of the rule concerning offer

and acceptance would be burdensome to grocer, baker and butcher;

secondly, people are constantly engaged in transactions of the kind and

no-one makes a purchase without knowing that he is being given posses-
sion of the commodity. A third possibility is for a distinction to be made
between articles of small value and others. That may create difficulties.

(85) Insistence on offer and acceptance in small purchases would be re-

garded as officiousness
;
for valuables, however, it would not be excessive

to demand it. Between the two come articles of medium value about

which doubt arises. The right attitude for the religious man to adopt is

one of caution ai}d to pay regard to the rules of the law customarily
known. Formal offer and acceptance are the sign of the transfer of

property whereas the physical action of taking and delivering is the

foundation of it. It differentiates barter from the giving of a gift (86), in

which offer and acceptance would be regarded as improper.

(87) For all foodstuffs sale by immediate exchange of considerations is

the rule and delivery by the seller grants leave to consume.

(88) The muhtasib is not permitted to fix the prices of commodities in

opposition to the owners. According to Ghazall, if during years of famine

prices are disturbed and it is desired to stabilize them there are two views

of the proposal, the one that on principle fixation of prices is illegal and

the other that it is not illegal in view of the [special] object in view.

According to Malik it is the duty of the imam to introduce fixed prices if

he sees an advantage in it. If it is objected that there would [also] be an

advantage to the poor in reducing prices, [the reply is that] it is no man's

duty to act as the hand of Allah. (89) The wisdom of God is revealed

systematically in what He commands by the tongues of His apostles, it is

not found in what the learned man derives from his learning or the man
of reason from his reasoning. If the imam determines prices, contracts

made in accordance with them are legal. A person who has hoarded

foodstuffs in time of scarcity and waits only for an opportunity in order

to sell, must be compelled by the muhtasib to sell his stock, for hoarding
is forbidden and the hoarder accursed. (90) Consideration of the ques-
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tion must take account of the season and the character of the commodity.
Prohibition is absolute against the hoarding of foodstuffs, but does not

extend to substances like drugs which are consumed but are not food-

stuffs. With regard to the season, it is possible to make the prohibition

universal and to apply at all times or to make it apply only to periods of

scarcity.

(91) Even if there is no immediate harm the hoarding of foodstuffs is

not free from objection as inducing the hope of the beginning of mis-

fortune. One of the successors of the Prophet's Companions exhorted a

man not to permit his son to sell two kinds of commodities (food and

shrouds) nor to engage in two trades those of the butcher and the gold-

smith.

It is unlawful to go out and meet travellers approaching the city and

by persuading them that demand for their goods is small induce them to

sell cheaply. If this trick has been practised on anyone the seller has an

option [to repudiate the sale] after his arrival in the market although any
contract made will be valid.

Ribd (Illicit gain)
1

It is forbidden by God. (92) Brokers who deal in money and traders in

foodstuffs must beware of it, for only in money and foodstuffs is there riba.

The money-changer must not grant credit [" delayed payment";

nasi'a] and receive increment. This means that the two monetary metals

may not be bartered except like for like by immediate exchange. Money-

changers may not deliver gold to the mint in payment for coined dinars

[to be made from
it]

because of the delayed payment and the chance of

increment, seeing that the coined money will not be returned of the same

weight.

Increment must be avoided in the exchange of a broken article [of

precious metal] for a whole one and in the barter of pure metal for alloy,

where it is a question of the gold [in the alloy] for gold or silver for silver.

Where the two metals to be exchanged are of different kinds, there is no

bar.

In the case of articles compounded of gold and silver, such as dinars

made of an alloy of the two metals, no transaction with them is possible

if the amount of gold is unknown, except if the coin is current in the place

and no equivalent coin is available. (93) Similar is the case of jewellery

1 See Amedroz, J.R.A.S. 1916, pp. 301 ff., and J. Schacht, Encyclopaedia of

Islam, s.v.
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composed of gold and silver. It may not be purchased either for gold or

silver; but if the quantity of gold in it is known, purchase may be made

by other means. Cloth containing gold or from which it may be obtained

may not be purchased for gold.

(94) Foodstuffs must be delivered and accepted at the time of con-

cluding the transaction and whether or not the commodity sold differs in

kind from that offered in exchange. If the two are of the same kind mutual

delivery must be taken and a true parity of values must be maintained.

A common transaction is that of the butcher to whom sheep are delivered

and has meat purchased from him in return either as immediate or

deferred payment. This is unlawful.

No one kind of food may be bartered for any other kind except by
immediate payment [and delivery], nor for the same kind except for

immediate payment of an exact equivalent. It is not lawful to barter for

wheat either meal, bread or fine flour, nor to barter for grapes either

grape-honey, vinegar or must ; etc.

This suffices as instruction on the subject of barter and the merchant

must be on his guard against the possibility of wrong.

(95) When money-changers permit the circulation of false coin a

wrong is done from the fact that those who engage in trade suffer loss.

The muhtasib must therefore compel money-changers to cut [spurious]
coins or otherwise change their form to secure that men are not defrauded

by them. The merchant also must be acquainted with the coinage not

only for his own information but also to prevent him from delivering

false coin to a Muslim and thereby sinning.

Where, in a transaction, one of the parties knowingly receives a false

coin, he is not held guiltless, for he accepted it only in order to pass it on

to others. It has been said that to put out one false dirham is more

grievous than stealing a hundred, for theft is a single offence (96) which

is completed and ceases whereas the passing of a false coin is a practice

which others will imitate.

By spurious coin is meant that which contains no silver but is merely

dipped [in gold or silver]. If it is alloyed with copper and is the current

coin in a city, it is disputed whether transactions with it are valid. A
person having a coin which contains a deficient amount of silver or less

than that of the town's coinage must inform anyone*with whom he deals.

He may not use it in a transaction when he knows that the recipient will

pass the coin into the city currency with fraudulent intent.

It is unlawful for the trader to over-praise his goods and attribute to

them qualities which they do not possess. To do the latter is fraudulent
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and the former is vain. (97) There is no harm however in praising

qualities present in the goods if the purchaser could not otherwise be

aware of them (as when describing the hidden qualities of slaves or

animals), but there may be no exaggeration. However, he shall not be

required to swear an oath concerning his statements. (98) Anecdote of

the silk-merchant Yunus b. 'Ubayd al-Ibili who refused to sell certain

goods over which his assistant had exclaimed in admiration so that he

felt it might be interpreted as praise.

Purchase by payment in advance. The purchaser must observe ten

conditions: the sum paid is to be definite so that it can be returned in

case of non-delivery of the purchase; it must be paid at the time and

place at which the bargain is concluded; the article purchased must be

capable of exact description (e.g. grain, animals, metals, etc.) mixtures

and articles made up of various component parts (e.g. bows ready for

use, boots and sandals (99) in which materials and workmanship form

different parts) cannot lawfully be so purchased; the description given
must be detailed leaving no room for deception; the precise term [for

delivery] must be specified ;
the article purchased must be capable of

delivery at the time specified no purchase can be made of grapes for a

time when they are unobtainable ; the place of delivery must be specified ;

the purchaser may not impose the condition that the article must come

from a particular restricted place such as a house or garden ;
no contract

can be made for purchase by advance payment for precious articles of

rare occurrence, (100) e.g. a pearl of a kind rarely to be found or a slave-

girl together with her child; no contract can be made for the sale by
advance purchase of foodstuffs where the consideration offered itself

consists of foodstuffs or of coin where the consideration offered is coin

(this has been discussed under riba).

Hiring. Three1 factors are involved: the cost of hire, the benefit

derived [and a third mentioned below]. The conditions involved are those

mentioned under sale
;
the cost of hire being parallel to the price although

by the benefit derived work only is intended. Effort and labour must be

involved. To hire a salesman to make speeches which shall facilitate the

sale of goods is unlawful and anything received by the salesman on

account of rank and dignities and the [consequent] respect paid to his

word when selling goods is unlawful gain, words being unproductive.
Terms agreed upon between sellers imply extortion.

Hiring for commission of acts forbidden by the shar* is unlawful (e.g.

the hiring of someone to extract a sound tooth). (101) The hiring of a

1 Ghazali's original mentions two only.
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man to flay an animal on condition of his receiving the skin is invalid

because his work affects both flesh and skin; so also is the hiring of a

man to sift flour on condition of receiving the bran as his hire. The law is

based on the Prophet's prohibition against the miller's qaflz^ which

meant hiring him for a qaflz of flour. So also the hire of an apple to smell

would be invalid for it has no value
;
and the hire of dirhams to ornament

a shop would not be legal, lest it give the appearance that they belong
to the shopkeeper. (102) So also the hire of a sculptor to make

images or of a goldsmith to make gold or silver vessels would be illegal.

The third principle involved is that the work done [for hire] shall not

be part of the ordinary duty of the person hired. But it is permissible to

hire someone to perform the hajj, to wash the dead, dig graves or carry

biers. Whether the receipt of hire for acting as leader in prayer is a

disputed question.

Partnership on legally invalid conditions is forbidden. There are three

kinds : (i) restricted partnership in which the partners do not amalgamate

capital but propose to share profit and loss (Abu Hamfa declares this to

be legal provided that the partners are of equal status, i.e. both Muslims

or both unbelievers, etc.); (ii) "partnership of bodies", in which porters

and brokers agree to share the hire for work done [Abu Hanlfa declares

this not illegal]; (iii) "partnership of faces'', in which a person of good
status and well known to merchants (103) uses his influence [to gain

work] while another performs the actual task.

CHAPTER VII

Practices forbidden to men and practices not forbidden

The wearing of silk or gold is forbidden to men. This applies also to

[gold] brocade. Seal-rings of silver and silver ornamentation on weapons
of war are permitted. (104) The making of vessels of gold or silver is

forbidden. There is doubt concerning small &w/W-cases, knives ornamented

with gold or silver and copies of the Qur'an similarly ornamented. The
ornamentation of the Ka'ba and mosques with gold and silver candle-

sticks is forbidden on the authority of the 'Iraqis.
2
furnishing with silk

carpets and perfuming with censers of silver and gold and drinking from

vessels made of them is forbidden to men.

1 A certain measure of capacity.
2

I.e. the followers of ra
y

y\ cf. Goldziher, Muh. Stud. II, 79, 81 f.
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(105) CHAPTER VIII

Acts forbidden in the Suqs

Traders must not set out seats or benches beyond the line of pillars

supporting the roof of the suq so as to obstruct the way for passers-by.

The prolongation of party-walls [? porches] and Side-buildings and the

planting of trees are forbidden (105 a) the ways [through the suqs] being
common property through which the public has the right to pass. So also

the tethering of animals is forbidden except as required for alighting and

mounting. Sweeping refuse into the passage-way, scattering melon-skins

and sprinkling water which may cause slipperiness there are all forbidden.

Water-spouts may not be allowed to project from walls so as to cause

defilement of the clothes of passers-by and obstruct the streets. Rain-

water and mud must be swept away from the streets and it is the duty of

the muhtasib to appoint persons to have care of such matters. He must

also prevent the carriage through the suqs of loads of wood, bales of

straw, water-skins, baskets of dung, etc., reeds or thorn-bushes which

may do damage to the clothes of the public and which must go by wider

streets if these are available. If not, then as public necessities they must

be permitted to pass.

Heavy loads must be removed from the backs of pack-animals standing
in courtyards, in order to prevent cruelty and it is the muhtasib' s duty to

order this to be done. He must see to it, further, that the occupants of

suqs maintain them in cleanliness.

CHAPTER IX

y rails, mithqdls and dirhams1

The muhtasib must have acquaintance with these [weights and

measures] since all transactions are based upon them and since the people
of each district have adopted a ratl differing (106) in dimensions from

that of others he must not be ignorant of them if he is to recognize
differences in prices.

The qintar (Qur'an in, 68 2
)
and its weight. The ratl and its weight in

different localities. (107) In some cities the ratl differs from quarter to

1 Cf. Behrnauer, Journ. As. 1860 (ii), ch. 3, p. 362; Wiedemann, Beitrdge,
XL (iii), pp. 201-6. 2 Cf. Baydawf, ed. Fleischer, i, p. 161.
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quarter and different ratls are used for different commodities (e.g. in

Qus1 where the ratl for meat, bread and vegetables weighs 315 dirhams

and that for other necessaries the Layti
2
ratl of 200 dirhams).

The uqiya in relationship to the ratl is one part to twelve.

The mithqal is, by general agreement, one dirham two daniqs and a

half, i.e 85^ grains, each grain of the weight of 100 clean, uniform, mustard

seeds. f

(108) The dirham is 6 daniqs, i.e. 60 grains, and the dinar is equivalent
to one dirham and three-sevenths, this ratio having been established by
the imams. The reason for establishing it at that weight

3
(109) one-half

of the combined weights of the "Baghal!" and "Tabari" dirhams, the

commonest in use.

The first to strike coins with designs was 'Abd al-Malik b. Marwan 4

the dinars [imitated from] Roman coins and the dirhams [from] coins of

the Chosroes. He commanded Hajjaj to strike dirhams in Iraq and he

did so in A.H. 74 others say A.H. 75
5 and in A.H. 76 in adjoining regions.

The legend on the coins. Other views on the original coinage.

CHAPTER X

Scales, measures of capacity and measures of length
6

(no) The most accurate scales have the two sides equal, the pans
balanced and the aperture for suspension in the middle of the beam. The

aperture must be sharply cut and the "nail" 7 made of [hard] steel so as

to allow easy movement.

The muhtasib must order possessors of scales to keep them free of oil

and dirt. Scales must be brought to rest before being used for weighing
and the pans must not be touched by the thumb with fraudulent intent.

Scales must not be suspended from the hand. A trick used in weighing

gold is to blow into the pan containing it or to fasten a fine strand of

1 In Egypt.
2 Or Laythi. The place from which it derives appears to have been in Egypt,

but noO J or w^J is recorded by the geographers. The reading Latlnt has been

suggested [E. Wiedemann, Beitrdge z. Gesch. d. Naturzvissfmschaften, XL, p. 205,
n. 8], but the Arabic forms occur too consistently to make this probable.

3 See Ibn Khaldun, Prolegomena, ed. Quatremere, n, 49.
4 Cf. Tabarl, n, 939 f. (A.H. 76); Baladhurl, Futuh, 465 ff.

5 Tabarl, I.e., states he was not appointed until A.H. 75.
6 Cf. Wiedemann, Beitrdge, XL (iii), pp. 201 ff., for a full translation.
7 I.e. the piece of metal by which the scales are suspended.
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hair to one side. Another trick is known as al-Mu'addi. It consists in

having a balance with a steel beam but with a
"
tongue" of soft iron

[which can be inclined].

(ill) The muhtasib must not forgive fraud in the use of measures and

weights.

The Coptic Steelyard.
1 The muhtasib must be familiar with it since it

can be fraudulently altered. Use of it is disapproved for heavy merchan-

dise. Weights for testing should be kept by the muhtasib and should

consist of pebbles contained in bags of palm-fibre or coarse canvas
; they

should be kept in a place where neither moisture nor dust can reach

them. Only trustworthy persons must be appointed by the muhtasib for

the testing of steelyards or granted permission to use them for weighing.

Weights (ratls) must be of iron and the muhtasib must test them and

affix his seal. They must not consist of stones, which knock against (112)
one another and diminish. If iron is not available stones may be used if

covered with hide and tested by the muhtasib so that there shall be no

substitution by means of wood or turnips. There shall be only one set in

each shop.

The muhtasib must make his visitations suddenly. There are money-

changers who embed the ends of steel needles in grains of wheat used as

weights, others use a half-dirham instead of a ruba'i* and others one-

eighth instead of two qlrats.
3

Measures of capacity. (113) The correct form of measure is that in

which the mouth and the width throughout are the same in dimension.

The best means of testing consists of small seeds which do not usually

vary in size, e.g. those of mustard, clover, etc. In every shop there shall

be exact measures, viz. the full measure, the half, the quarter and the

eighth, all bearing the muhtasib's seal. Some dealers in pulses and fodder

use pieces of wood hollowed out and while measuring a span on the out-

side are only four fingers deep. Others (114) attach various substances

to the bottom of measures. Many measure out in excess for themselves

(this being called ghazr or tarh by them) but give short measure to others

(this they call al-mushfiq).

The dimensions of the Prophet's measure (the mudd) and of the wayba.*

(115) There are seven kinds of cubit. The shortest, that of Fez, is

called the "house cubit" and is used by the inhabitants of every wadl.

1 Cf. Wiedemann, Beitrdge, xvi, pp. i36ff.
2
Almost, if not exactly, the weight of a half-dinar ; cf. Dozy, s.v.

I.e. J of a daniq instead of i daniq, which is one-sixth of a dirham and
contains 2 qira^s.

4 A measure for dry substances; see infra, ch. xi.
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The next, the Yusufl, was used for measuring buildings at Baghdad and

was introduced by the qadl Abu Yusuf. The cubit of the Sawad is longer
and was introduced by al-Rashid who determined it from the forearm of

a negro slave. It is used for cloths, merchandise and buildings and for the

Nilometer. The greater Hashiml cubit is third and was fixed by Abu
Musa al-Ash'ari. It is used in Basra and Kufa. The lesser Hashiml cubit

is that used (116) by the people of Ahwaz. The 'Umari cubit is that by
which 'Umar b. al-Khattab measured the land of the Sawad. The
Miratl cubit was used for measurements of the barid [post stages], em-

bankments, suqs, canals and excavations. The established legal cubit

mentioned by Ghazali is of 24 fingers' length, the finger being the length
of 6 barley-corns placed back to front and the barley-corn the width of

6 mule-hairs.

CHAPTER XI

Fodder-merchants and millers

They may not hoard grain nor mix bad wheat with good nor old with

new.

(117) Millers must cleanse the grain of earth before they grind it. The
sieves must be renewed periodically. The muhtasib must examine the

flour to prevent admixture with flour of chick-peas, etc., and must prevent

milling on the worn particles of the mill-stone, which cause harm to men.

Animals [employed for grinding] must be permitted to rest each day and

night and none must be employed to grind more than a wayba [at a time].

The muhtasib must inspect scales and weights used for the flour and

those used for money, also the measures and jars. Receptacles for flour

must be sound, or else it is lost upon the roads to the detriment of the

purchaser. (The sack [tillis] is 3 battas, each of which is 50 ratls.)

The muhtasib must assign the quantities to be delivered by the millers

to the bakers' shops each day. (i 18) They must be compelled also to mill

flour for consumption by people in their homes since most people avoid

eating bread from the suq. They must take precautions that those who
deliver this flour shall be honourable and trustworthy for they enter

men's houses and converse with their children and female slaves. Flour

shall be received and delivered by weight. For every jar (of it) the name
of its owner and his dwelling must be written and placed in a gourd which

shall be attached to the handle to prevent its being confused with others.

The flour belonging to one person shall not be mingled in the mill-hopper
with that belonging to another.



CHAPTER XII

Bakers and bread-makers

(119) The roofs of bake-houses must be high and have wide vents for

smoke. The muhtasib must order that ovens shall be kept swept,

kneading-troughs washed and covered with stravi mats.

For kneading men may not use their feet, knees or elbows. To do so

implies a lack of respect for the food; also drops of sweat may fall

into it. Smocks with tight sleeves must be worn at the task and the face

should be veiled. During the day-time a man with a fly-whisk should

drive away the flies.

The muhtasib must pay heed to the substances used for the adultera-

tion of bread.

No dough shall be baked until it has risen; unleavened bread lies

heavy in the scales and on the stomach. Bread should not be deficient in

salt and should have seeds of a good kind (e.g. cumin) sprinkled over it.

It should not be withdrawn from the oven until it is well baked (120) but

it must not be burnt.

The muhtasib will allot to each shop a daily quantity which it must

supply. He must visit bake-houses at the end of the day and permit no-one

to sleep in places on which dough is laid. He must see that chimneys
are kept in repair and oven-floors cleaned. A boy must be employed by
the baker to identify the trays of dough belonging to the different owners.

Fish must be baked separately from bread.

CHAPTER XIII

Cook-shops

The muhtasib must control them by weighing carcasses before they are

placed in the oven and after their removal
;
if the cooking has been com-

pleted there will be a diminution of a third. He must not authorize the

slaughter of any but local fat, young cattle and not permit the use of any
from Upper Egypt or Barqa or (121) those of mixed breed.

The test for completion of cooking is to pull quickly at the shoulder,

which should part easily.
1 The method of cutting up animals. No carcass

shall be lowered [into the oven] before being thoroughly cleansed. No

colouring-matter may be used except saffron. The use of honey and milk
1 Cf. Un Manuel Hispanique de Hisba, p. 40, 11. 15 ff.
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heightens the colour and the beholder believes the meat is cooked when
it is not.

Only clean earth mixed with pure water shall be used to plaster the

ovens
;
none shall be used which is taken from their shops and mingled

with blood and dung.

(122) Drippings from roasting carcasses, if kept overnight in hot

summers, deteriorate. * It is to the hurt of the customer if fresh lemon is

added to purify the taste and smell. Another fraud is to add the fat of

the kidneys to roast meat sold to customers.

When selling is finished, the chopping-blocks must be sprinkled with

salt and covered with empty jars to protect them from vermin.

CHAPTER XIV

The makers of sausages

It is best that the places in which the sausages are made should be

near the muhtasib's' booth, for the frauds practised in connection with

them are numerous. Only clean, sound and fat meat from the sheep
should be used. (123) Other meats are used fraudulently. The muhtasib

must order the cooking-pans to be changed at intervals.

CHAPTER XV

The sellers of liver and Bawarid 1

The livers of goats or oxen must be sold separately from those of

sheep. The meat is minced and cooked. (124) Any left overnight must

be sold separately.

Those who sell bawarid must be compelled not to soften cabbage in

anything but hot water. European beans must not be mingled with the

Harram variety and the stalks must be removed. Similarly for turnips.
Sal ammoniac may not be used, but natron is permitted as the custom has

always been. To remove the vegetables from hot water and plunge them
into cold gives them a [fresh] green colour for the customer's inspection,
but it is harmful, causing leprosy. The cooking of badinjan, (125) pur-

slain; "scrambled" eggs.

1
? Cold cooked [? pickled] vegetables.



CHAPTER XVI

Butchers

No animal which is edible is lawful for food without [ritual] slaughtering.

(126) Fish and locusts are exempt. Slaughter by a magian or an idolater

does not satisfy the law for Muslims, but that by >" People of the Book"

satisfies the law. Slaughter by minors, blind or intoxicated persons is

disapproved for the reason that they may err in making the sacrificial

cut.

Any instrument which has a sharp cutting edge even a reed or

sharpened stone is lawful for the sacrifice. It is preferable that the

slaughterer should be a Muslim of full age and understanding who shall

utter the name of God over the animal. Camels should be slaughtered

standing, (127) oxen and sheep lying down. The method of slaughter.

Cases of doubt (e.g. whether a dying animal still had life enough when

the act of sacrifice, dhibh, was performed upon it to make it lawful for

food. According to the Nihaya
1 if there was such movement, the meat

was lawful. The author of the Taqrlb
2 declares that other associated

tokens must be considered.

Sheep must not be dragged to slaughter roughly by the feet, nor

slaughtered with a blunt knife. This is cruelty to living creatures.

(128) Flaying shall not begin until the animal is cold. Cattle in calf must

not be slain. 'All b. Abi Talib commanded that only those beasts might

be slain which had dislocated hips or were one-eyed or blind, or lacked

teeth or suffered from neck-galls, madness, cracked hoofs, pest or other

"external" disease.3 If an animal is slaughtered and found to be with

young, that is lawful for food.

No man with fetid breath shall be employed to flay sheep. Blowing

water into holes in the flesh is forbidden.

Butchers must not slaughter at the doors of their shops, for they befoul

the roads with blood and dung and obstruct the roadway and do harm to

the public by the splashing of unclean matter; (129) the slaughter-house

1
Nihdyat al-Kifdya, a commentary by Taj al-Shari'a b. adr al-Shari'a on

the famous Hanafi manual of fiqh, the Hiddya. The commentary dates from

673/1274. Cf. H. Kn. vi, 481 f.

2
Taqrlb fVI Fiqh y a Shafi'I manual by Abu Shuja' Ahmad b. Hasan- Isfahan!

(fl. end of 6/12 century); Brockelmann, I, 392.
3 Cf. Un Manuel Hispanique de Hisba, p. 32. Sound cattle were not normally

slaughtered and those already dead or on the point of death could not lawfully

be "sacrificed" and used as food.
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is the proper place. Meat must not be allowed to project beyond the

counters in the shops to prevent harm to the clothes of passers-by.

Goats' flesh must be kept apart from mutton and must be marked with

saffron. Also the goats' tails must be left hanging on the carcasses until

the last. The flesh of ewes must be kept separate from that of rams. The
flesh of sick animals must be sold outside the shop and not be sold with

the sound carcasses. No part of it may be sold to cooks who cook for the

public.

When selling is over the muhtasib must compel the butcher to sprinkle

his chopping-block with salt (130) and cover it with palm-matting on

which is ajar weighted with stones, in order to prevent dogs from licking

it and to keep away vermin.

It is to the public welfare that butchers shall not combine together, in

order that they shall not agree on one price.

The muhtasib may test if flesh belongs to an animal which died of itself.

Animals whose flesh may be eaten and those whose flesh may not be

eaten
;
in general everything which the revealed law has declared lawful

is lawful and what it has forbidden is unlawful. Where no revealed law

has been transmitted (131) reference must be made to common usage.

Where usage [concerning a particular animal] is absent, action must be

based on comparison with things concerning which usage is agreed. In

all such matters the only standard is the practice of the [settled] Arabs

in the time of the Prophet,
1 but not that of the desert-dwellers and

common Arabs, for they are accustomed to eat anything.

(132) Clean domestic animals and wild animals the flesh of which may
be eaten. Animals of which the flesh may not be eaten; according to

ShafTi they are those possessed of fangs amongst the beasts and of talons

amongst the birds the question arises concerning the purpose of the

fangs. The large animals and the smaller ones. The hyena ;
whether to be

regarded as game. (133) The fox and the coney. The hare and the

lizard. (134) Differences concerning the jackal. The tame cat is unlawful,

the wild cat lawful for food, but about the wild cat there is dispute.

Unclean animals ; the dog and the pig. Reptiles and vermin rejected

as food by the Arabs those, namely, of the villages and not the dwellers

in the desert.

Animals whose flesh is not expressly forbidden (e.. the giraffe).

(135) Birds whose flesh may be eaten.

Animals born of an eatable and an uneatable animal may not be eaten

(e.g. the sab\ which is a cross between a wolf and a hyena) and the flesh of

1 Cf. Damirl, flaydt al-Ifayawdn (Cairo, 1311), n, 329, 11. izff.
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animals (sheep, camels, cows, fowls) which eat dung is disapproved

(though not forbidden).

(136) Of what is caught in the sea, all fish may be eaten. Frogs are

unlawful because the Prophet forbade the killing of them. Similar is the

case of water-serpents. The qadi Abu '1-Tayyib declared the nasnas to be

in the same category because it resembles human beings. The Khura-

sams cite a declaration which says that frogs, crabn
>, etc., are lawful food.

Some say that [aquatic] animals parallel to those on land which may be

eaten are lawful. The sea-dog and the sea-hog may not be eaten.

(137) The eating of harmful substances such as poison, glass, earth or

stones is forbidden because of God's command "Slay not yourselves"

[Qur'an iv, 33].

CHAPTER XVII

Sellers of sheep's heads

Heads and heels may be sold, whether raw or cooked. The scalding of

them must be done cleanly and in water extremely hot. Goats* heads

must not be sold with those of sheep and must be skinned before they are

scalded in order to preserve the distinction between them. The difference

is clear to the experienced, but some of the tokens are recounted for the

muhtasib if he is in doubt. (138) The sheep's eye has under it a hollow

which is absent from the goat and the goat's nose is narrow from the

bottom, unlike that of the sheep.

The heads may not be scalded in any but sweet water to which should

be added cinnamon, mastic, alum, olive-oil and salt to improve the flavour

and expel the slime.

CHAPTER XVIII

Owners of cook-shops

Their vessels must be kept covered and protected against flies and

creatures which crawl on the ground and they shall be washed with hot

water and alkali. Also the flesh of goats must be kept apart from that of

sheep, that of camels from that of oxen, so that no invalid may eat of

them and suffer harm. (139) Meat boiled in impure water will become

entirely impure.
A watch must be kept on them so that they do not supply over-much

fat and little meat.
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The muhtasib must give heed to their methods of adulterating foods

madira 1
, bouillon, muhallabiya

2
, (140) nayda. [For the latter] for every

sackful of flour a wayba of vegetables, Misr weight, must be added. No
old meal may be used for it and spoiling of the food will thereby be

prevented. The muhtasib shall not permit it to be made in the summer
when there is abundance of fruits, lest it remain unsold and become

sour, to the harm of the purchaser.

CHAPTER XIX

Sellers of (?) pickled meats

(141) The sellers of shara'ih must take precautions over food for public

consumption, washing their vessels with alkali and palm-fibre and scalding
them with hot water; also the caldron must be washed each day. Only
clean fuel may be used

;
there must be no firing with dung or sweepings.

If any vessel break it shall not be repaired with blood, which is

unclean, but with flour and a cord.

CHAPTER XX

Makers of harlsa

The muhtasib shall compel them to add to every wayba of meal

40 ratis of beef or 32 of mutton. Goat's or camel's flesh shall not be used ;

this imposes on the public and the fact is not disclosed. (142) The
vessel used for cooking the ingredients [overnight] shall be closed and

sealed by the overseer appointed by the hisba and opened only in his

presence. Frauds practised. Tests for adulteration of the fat used.

The vessels used for the harlsa and the fat must be kept clean lest

worms breed in them.

CHAPTER XXI

Fish-fryers

They must be ordered to wash each day the baskets and trays in which

they carry the fish and salt must be sprinkled in them every night.

(143) The same must be done with their deep [weighing-] scales, for if

they neglect to wash them a stench is exhaled and the dirt multiplies so

1 Sour-milk soup.
2 A sweetmeat.
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that the smell of fresh fish put into them becomes corrupted. Method of

cooking. Fresh fish must not be mingled with what has been left over-

night. The mark of the fresh fish is that its nose and gills are red.

The oil used for frying must be saffron-seed oil or fresh sesame-oil.

Baked fish must be prepared in the presence of an agent trusted by the

muhtasib.

( 144) Fish brought from a distant city or remaining unsold in the shops
shall not have the scales removed until it has been made safe with salt, in

particular the heads and mouths, where the worms breed first. Fish

which has become corrupt shall be thrown upon the dung-hills outside

the town.

CHAPTER XXII

Makers of zulablya
l

The frying-pan for zulablya must be of red copper of good quality.

Bran should first of all be burned in it, after which it should be cleaned

with rhubarb leaves. Then it should be returned to the fire, some honey

placed in it and heated until the honey burns, after which it should be

polished with crushed pot-sherds and washed out. It will then be ready
for use, all dirt having been cleaned away. The flour used must be of the

best quality of fine flour. The method of cooking. (145) No salt must be

used, for zulablya is eaten with sweet comestibles and would nauseate if

it contained salt.

CHAPTER XXIII

Makers of Halwa

Halwa is of many kinds and the quantities of the ingredients (e.g.

starch, almonds, pistachios, poppy-seeds) differ with each kind. (146)

Here are mentioned the best-known varieties. Methods of adulteration.

(147) Adulteration of
"
short-bread ". Recipes for making the varieties

of halwd known as Muqarrada and Sabuniya and of the Yaqtln jelly.

The Man/fish variety.

All the various adulterations of sweet-stuffs are obvious from the

appearance of the sweets and the muhtasib should exercise control over

the makers.

1 A tart filled with almonds and sugar, flavoured with rose-water, etc.
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The makers of syrups^-

The frauds practised in this category are numerous and it is not

possible to have complete knowledge of them all because drugs and

syrups are of various*kinds and cures depend upon the character of the

ingredients. Some are of benefit for particular ailments or temperaments
and when others are added they change the quality of the mixture and

inevitably do harm to the sufferer. (148) It is therefore the duty of the

muhtasib to inspire the makers of syrups with the fear of God and warn

them of divine punishment and immediate penalties. Also he must from

time to time inspect their syrups and drugs without warning and after

their shops are fastened, in the night.

The compounding of syrups of various kinds (149) and their names.

(150) These are the names of the syrups in ordinary use. They vary in

character according to their purposes. Each is composed of julep with

juice of the fruit frpm which it takes its name or flower-water or herb or

drug. It is not the julep which is the required ingredient as medicine,

that being only the medium for administering the fruit-juice, flower-water

or drugs. The artifice contained in it to make its sweetness desirable and so

make it the means of conveying the syrup quickly to the different organs.

Electuaries 2 have many names and so also have pastilles, robs, licking

medicines, pills, aperients, suppositories and all other concoctions, and to

take account of all would demand great space. (151) Medicines should

not be made up except for the most urgent needs and he who has control

of the compounders should compel them to use the drugs mentioned in

the Dustur [al-Maristani] of Ibn al-Bayan
3 or the work of Ibn al-Tilmldh,

4

which is more valuable.

[Adulteration of various drugs.] Rhubarb :
5 of this there are three

kinds.6 China rhubarb is the best variety. Those who bring it [from
1 Fruit and other juices boiled down and thickened with sugar while rubb

(English "rob") is inspissated juice alone. See further Sonntheimer, Zusam-

mengesetzte Heilmittelder Araber (Freiburg, 1845), p. 108, and other passages,
and Wiedemann, Beitrdge, XL, pp. i79f., iQ3ff.

2 Medicinal substances finely powdered and compound**! with honey or syrup.
3 Ibn Abi '1-Bayan al-Isra'Ili, physician to the Sultan al-Malik al-'Adil;

died some time after 634/1236 (cf. Ibn Abi Usaybi'a, n, 118; Brockelmann, 1,491).
4 A Christian and physician to several Abbasid Caliphs at Baghdad (d.

560/1164; cf. Ibn Abi Usaybi'a, i, 25Qff. ;
Ibn al-Qiftl, 34of.).

6 Cf. Guigues, Machriq, xi, 582.
6 Much ofthis is derived from Ibn Baytar [Bulaq, 1291],!!, i3o;Leclerc,n, i57f.
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China] relate that it is the root of a plant resembling colocasion. 1 It is

split into two or three pieces, hollowed out, strung upon cords and then

hung in the air to dry and harden. In appearance it resembles thick

pieces of wood each about the size of a man's palm or less. (152) The

"Zanj" and "Turkey" varieties are inferior to the China. Syrian

rhubarb comes from 'Amman and farriers give it to animals when their

livers are fevered. 2 It is harmful to man.

Agaric: tests for purity. It is said to be produced in cankered trees.

Taranjubln
3 varies from white to rather red, the granules are red and

round in the oil light. The taste is sweet. It is a dew which falls mainly
in Khurasan and Transoxiana.

Shir-khushk 4 is of two kinds and brought from Khurasan. [Tests for

adulteration.] (154) It is a dew which falls on the willow.

Cassia fistula. The sale of new flakes must be forbidden as being
harmful. It should be matured and be from three to ten years old.

The syrups of roses and lilies; julep. Barley-water must be made from

spring barley and no additions of water must be made.

(155) The making of barley-water. f

The muhtasib shall compel the maker of barley-water to wash his

vessels every day. Shutters of reeds or palm-fronds must be placed over

his shop at night in order to keep out the dogs. Jars which have grown
old and smell evilly must not be used. The tinning must be renewed

every three months.

CHAPTER XXV

The makers of drugs and resins

This is amongst the most important of the matters with which the

muhtasib must concern himself, and only such persons may be allowed

to sell drugs who have knowledge and experience. (156) Drugs should

be bought separately from the druggist and then compounded. The
muhtasib must give heed to the various ways in which drugs are adul-

terated. Tabashir 5 and its adulteration: the test for adulteration. Some

1 A kind of Arum fcWiedemann, Beitrage, XL, p. 188].
2 Cf. Wiedemann, op. cit. p. 186.
3 Manna. Cf. Wiedemann, Beitrdge, XLIX [translating the work of Nuwairi

(ti33i)]> P- 25.
4
"Siracost", "dry milk"; a species of manna.

5 A kind of
"
lime ", the product of the knots in a particular species of bamboo.

Cf. Ibn Baytar,n,p. 149;Wiedemann, Beitrdge, XL, p. iSj^Machriq, xi,p.583,n. 2.
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say tabashlr consists of the burnt roots of certain reeds and also that these

are set on fire by the rubbing together of their sides when the wind

blows, the resultant product being tabashlr.

Lubdn male frankincense is adulterated with gum and colophonium:
how detected.

Tamarind; 1 how adulterated. The tamarind [electuary]. (157) The
best kind is the filfil. There is also a species in form like the aubergine
with tamarind inside it. It has a fibre-like red silk and a small seed.

Indian princes keep it for their own private use.

Costus is adulterated with elecampane roots. Signs of adulteration.

Zughb*of spikenard is adulterated with zughb of colocassia. 3 Tokens of

adulteration.

Opium;
4 how adulterated. It is the expressed juice of the black

Egyptian poppy. The best kind is thick, heavy, bitter, with a strong

smell; it is easily soluble in hot water, softens in the heat of the sun. In

colour it is white inclining to red and in its taste is a certain bitter-

ness and astringency. The yellow variety with only a faint odour is

adulterated.

Blue bdellium;
5 how adulterated. Lubdn bark;

6 how adulterated.

Hairy saffron
;

7 how adulterated; (158) the tests for adulteration. When

ground, saffron is coarse; anything stained with it will have a greenish

colour. The odour is faint. The best kind is moist, of good colour

bright red, and of pure odour. Further kinds of adulteration.

Musk 8
is adulterated with Turkey rhubarb or dragon's blood or rdmik,

placed in a musk-pod. Marks of adulteration and tests therefor. (159)
Damascene rose-water; how adulterated: tests therefor. Ambergris
adulterated with wax, how tested. Civet, how adulterated and tested;

aloes, how adulterated and tested. Myrobolans,
9 how adulterated. The

tests. (160) Ambergris; fraudulent substitutes. Indian aloes,
10 how

adulterated, and camphor, how adulterated or simulated. (161) Tests.

Lapis lazuli, tests of purity and adulteration. Maghribl glass, indigo and

lime-stone gently heated together may be used to make a substitute for it.

1 Leguminous fruits of Tamarindus indica. Cf. Wiedemann, Beitrdge, XL,

p. 188.
2 Lit. "bloom" or "down". Cf. Lisan al-'Arab, s.v. ^Wiedemann, loc. cit.

3 Cf. Wiedemann, loc. cit.

4 Cf. ibid. pp. 176, 185.
5 Cf. ibid. p. 189.

6 Cf. ibid. pp. 177, 190.
7 Cf. ibid. p. 197.

* Cf. ibid. p. 180.
9 Cf. ibid. p. 190; Ibn Bay^ar (Bulaq), iv, 198.

10 Cf. Wiedemann, Beitrdge, XL, p. 183.
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Scammony, how adulterated. The best variety is delicate in colour like

Wax is adulterated by many; coarse olive-oil, bean-flour or ground

chick-peas being used. How tested. The purification of adulterated wax.

Further methods of adulteration.

(162) CHAPTER XXVI

Small traders*

The muhtasib must check their scales and weights. They must not

mix inferior goods with better, each kind must be sold separately at

its own rate. Many dilute vinegar with water. This can be tested by

inserting a piece of sulphur. Sugar-cane juice is diluted with water,

olive and sesame-oils with saffron-seed oil. Test with warm bread or by

inserting a wick and burning or by adding lemon-juice and tasting or

by dropping some of the adulterated oil into pure oil.

Watch must be kept on the friers of cheese. Onjy fresh sesame-oil

may be used for cooking it. (163) Toasted cheese must be drained of all

hot water. The water which is used to purify it [in the first place] must be

hot or else leprosy may be caused.

Their pickled foods must be inspected. Anything dry and not properly

ready [lit. "ripened"] must be returned to the vinegar. Anything which

has deteriorated or rotted or become worm-infested must be thrown

away. Sauces which have fermented must be poured away outside the

town. Similarly with cheese which has become stale in the jars, as well as

fats and oils. They may do harm to the public. Recipe for Kamih.

Murri [pickling brine] must not be prepared by cooking over a fire; it

causes leprosy. Bees' honey, how adulterated. Tests for it. (164) Some
adulterate it with gum.

Their goods must be protected by earthenware vessels so that no flies

or vermin may enter and no dust or dirt be dropped on them. The
muhtasib must command the traders to use only clean cloths for wiping
their vessels and they must provide themselves with whisks to keep away
flies during the day. Their clothes must be clean and also their hands and
vessels. Their scales and measures also must be kept clean.

Particular observation must be kept of those shops which are apart from
the suqs.

1 Or ghariy, a certain red dye (cf. Lane, s.v.).
2 The term seems to be confined to the small retailers of pickles, savouries, etc.
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(165) Milk-sellers

Their vessels must be covered and their place of trade whitewashed
and paved and the roof must be new, for flies like places where there is

milk. For the mouth* of the milk-jars likewise a stopper of clean palm-
fibre is necessary. Vats and other containers must be cleaned out daily
with new palm-fibre and clean water so that [the milk] shall not too soon

deteriorate in hot weather. The milk must be rich and unskimmed;
otherwise its taste and fatness are gone. The sale of milk diluted with

water is utterly forbidden; as to that there is a tradition related by
Rafi'I. 1 The test for it is to throw in a sprig of marsh-lentil. Other tests.

CHAPTER XXVIII

(166) Drapers

They must Know the laws of barter otherwise they may be guilty of

exacting riba. A practice forbidden is that of collusion the offering of a

high price by a person not intending to purchase but only to mislead

others. Another is
"
sale against a brother's sale ", i.e. offering goods for a

less price to a person who has already made a purchase from another

with the option of confirming or annulling the contract. (167) It is for-

bidden for a townsman to sell for a man from outside. The case would

arise when a man [from outside] with goods to sell of which people have

need the sale of which will help him while failure to do so will land him
in straits is approached by a broker who offers to secure a better

price for his goods. [People must be allowed to provision themselves

from each other without intermediary.]

It is unlawful to offer a garment for sale on condition that the purchaser
will sell his own or to offer an article partly for cash and partly for credit.

(168) Another forbidden practice is to offer goods for payment at an

unspecified time, e.g. to sell a piece of stuff to be paid for
" When the

Mecca pilgrims come". Another is to buy an article ^md sell it again to

another before receiving it. Barter by "mutual touch
" when one offers

an article belonging to himself for one belonging to the other and each

1 al-Qazwmi al-Shafi'i (d. 623/1226). He composed the Path al- Aziz 'aid

Kitdb al-Wajiz> a commentary on Ghazali's Wajlz ft *l-Fur . Cf. Journ. As.

1884, viii ser. vol. 3, p. 436.
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touches the other's property is forbidden. Similarly forbidden is barter

by
"
throwing at another ". This consists in saying

"
I barter this stuff of

mine for yours and when I throw it to you you must complete the

barter". Another is to say "I sell you anything on which this pebble

falls ".

The merchant must disclose all faults in his goods, whether obvious or

hidden. To do otherwise is to act cruelly and fraudulently. (169) The

Prophet once passed by a trader who was selling corn which roused his

curiosity. Putting his hand in he found it wet and asked the reason. The
man said that rain had fallen suddenly on it. "Why then", asked the

Prophet, "did you not put that at the top of the grain?
"

Jarlr (a convert

to Islam) always pointed out to customers the flaws in his goods. When
told that he would never sell anything if he continued the practice he

said: "We promised the Prophet to deal honestly with every Muslim."

There must be truth in discussing terms of purchase and the money
involved. A forbidden practice is for a man to purchase goods for a

definite sum payable at a specified deferred term, then to bargain for a

sum which will show him a profit if paid in cash immediately. This is not

permissible because the [deferred] term is allowed for by a portion of the

price. Another is for a man to purchase goods for a specified sum and

then, if he should find a flaw in them, to return to the seller with a

demand for a discount, (170) bargaining about the original price when the

question of a discount had not arisen. 1

Some arrange terms with a neighbour or assistant who shall sell them

stuff at one price and repurchase at a higher one, thus arranging for usury
in the guise of a sale.

CHAPTER XXIX

Criers (brokers)
2

The muhtasib must assure himself in his own court (171) that no

dallal shall be given office unless he is a man of honour, for he has charge
of people's goods. He may not of his own accord make any increase in

price nor be a partner of the draper (for whom he sells) nor receive the

money for goods sold except by leave of the owner. Some lend money to

1 Thus fixing the amount of compensation to his own advantage and beating
down the original price.

2 The dallal displayed goods for the owner, brought seller and buyer together
and received a commission on sales. He still functions.
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silk-workers, weavers or traders on condition that no sales will be made

except through themselves. This is forbidden. Some buy goods on
their own behalf and then approach others in order to sell. Some cry
their own wares and call false increases in price, making people think

that the higher price is being offered by traders for the goods and that

these are not his own. This is fraudulent.

It is forbidden to have a collusive agreement with a draper whereby
when a merchant comes with goods the draper points out the crier as an

honest broker (ijia) to whom the goods are entrusted and who receives

an agreed sum from the draper.

If the crier knows of any fault in the goods he must inform the pur-
chaser of it. The muhtasib must see that the crier receives his commission

only from the seller and must not cause the price to be abated in collusion

with the buyer.

CHAPTER XXX

Weavers

The stuff must be well woven, compact in texture and of the full length

agreed upon, the thread to be of good quality and freed of black crust by
means of rough black stone. No flour must be sprinkled over the cloth in

the weaving for the purpose of hiding roughnesses. When weaving a new

piece of stuff the thread must not be dyed unless it is first bleached, but

no black thread should be bleached for it turns yellow and does not hold

any [colour], to the loss of the purchaser.
Some weave the surface of the cloth out of good and uniform thread and

the rest of a different kind. (1716) This is fraudulent.

Thread must be received by weight for weaving and the cloth returned

by weight, to avoid doubt. If it is claimed by the customer that the

weaver has changed the thread and if he has a sample and the weaver

declares it is the same, the muhtasib shall take them before persons of

experience; if the customer has no sample or proof, the weaver shall

swear an oath that he has not changed it, being an honest man. If a man
hires a weaver to weave a piece of cloth of certain dimensions and he

weaves it differently, the learned say he deserves no hire. Thus 'Abbadi. 1

They may not stretch out their lengths of cloth in the street to cause

obstruction to passers-by.

1
(?)Abu 'Amir Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Harawi (d. 458/1066), a Shafi'i

faqlh. Cf. Brockelmann, I, 386.
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CHAPTER XXXI

Tailors , repairers y fullers and qalansuwa makers

Tailors must be ordered to cut out properly and shape the neck well,

to make the ornamental border wide, the sleeves of equal length and the

skirts even. Raised seams are better than tacking. The needle is to be

fine and the thread contained in the eye short a long one frays and

weakens. A valuable piece of stuff must be measured before it is cut out.

(172) Valuable stuff like silk or brocade must be accepted by weight

only, what is left after the garment is made up to be returned to the

owner. Some will impregnate a piece of silk or the like with water and

salt in order to increase its weight to correspond to what they received.

The muhtasib must forbid their causing delay to people in making up
their stuffs, making them return repeatedly or holding back their goods.

No greater delay than a week is allowed them for withholding goods from

their owner unless an arrangement has been made for a longer delay.

[Some points of law.] When stuff is made into arcoat (qaba) and the

owner claims he ordered a skirt, the tailor's word is to be taken thus

Ibn Abi Layll. Abu Hanlfa declares the owner's word is to be taken for

it is to him that reference is made with regard to details of his order.

Another alternative is for both to be made to swear an oath. (173) The

question arises whether on swearing an oath the tailor ceases to be liable

to pay compensation and whether he at the same time has a right to

payment for the work he has done. Argument on the amount of com-

pensation payable. (
1 74) If a customer brings a piece of stuff with orders

that, if it is sufficient, it is to be made into a shirt and the tailor cuts it

out without measuring and then finds it insufficient, the amount payable
is the difference in value between the cloth as it was, whole, and after it

is cut.

Repairers may not repair a valuable garment received from a fuller or

cloth-beater except in the owner's presence. Embroiderers and ornament-

stitchers must not transfer embroidery from one garment to another

which fullers or cloth-beaters may bring them.

Fullers must not;steal from stuffs entrusted to them nor wear them nor

permit any of their workmen to wear them. Nor may they pledge gar-
ments entrusted to them. On each article the owner's name must be

written.

[Some points of law.] The problem that arises when a fuller has washed
a garment which is then destroyed whilst in his possession (175) com-
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pensation and payment for work done. The problems that arise when the

damage is done by a third party, by the owner himself, by an employee.
The makers of qalansuwas must use new pieces of stuff either silk or

linen and not old dyed pieces. To use these [stiffened] with starch and

gum is fraudulent.

CHAPTER XXXII

(176) Silk-makers

[ ?] Raw silk must not be dyed before being bleached in order that it

may not afterwards deteriorate. But some do it in order to gain an increase

in weight. Syrian must not be mixed with local silk and sold as Syrian ;

nor may dyed [?] qatarish [Psilk] be mingled with dyed raw silk. Some

weight silk with prepared starch, others with melted butter or with oil.

Some mingle with the skein a quantity of some other material for purposes
of fraud.

CHAPTER XXXIII

Dyers

Most dyers of red silk and other thread and materials dye with henna

instead of madder and the dye appears bright; but when the sun strikes

it its colour deteriorates and its brightness disappears. Some take money
from a customer to dye kuhll. 1

They dip the cloth into a substance called

jarrada [" locust"], remove and treat it with the froth from the vat, and

return it to the owner. It is not long before it reverts to its original

colour. (177) On each article the owner's name must be written. Most

dyers pledge their customers' property or hire it to persons who wear it.

This is dishonesty.

CHAPTER XXXIV

Cotton-spinners

They must not mingle new cotton with old nor red with the white.

The cotton must be carded repeatedly so that the black husks and broken

seeds shall be removed. If the seed is allowed to remain it shows in the

weight and if left in a jubba or blanket and then washed and crushed it

will cut the article and people's clothes will suffer damage.
1 A dark blue verging on black.
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Some card the bad red cotton and place it at the bottom of the pile

with clean white cotton on top and this does not appear in the spinning.

They must be forbidden from allowing women to sit at their shop-
door to wait for the carding to be completed, nor must they converse

with them. The carded cotton must not be placed in cold wet places, for

that increases its weight, which diminishes when it dries. That is fraud.

(178) CHAPTER XXXV

Flax-spinners

The best Egyptian flax is the [?] white [?] J-NAW! variety, and the best

variety of that the smooth-leaved and the worst the short rough variety

which snaps easily. The poor quality must not be mingled with the good
nor that from Lower Egypt with that from Upper Egypt nor that from

Upper Egypt with the Kuri variety; all such practices being fraudulent.

They must not leave women sitting at the doors of their shops without

need. No one must be permitted to engage in the trade in flax who is not

proved in the muhtasib's court to be honourable and of good character,

for their dealings are with women.

CHAPTER XXXVI

Money-changers

To earn a livelihood by money-changing involves great risk to those

who engage in it; with it, indeed, there is no protection for the faith

unless some knowledge of the law is acquired so that the commission of

offences in any of its categories is avoided. The muhtasib's duty is to

visit their suq, to spy upon them, punish any whom he finds practising

usury and banish them from the suq. (179) A Qashani 1 dinar may not be

sold for a Shapuri dinar 2
(because of the difference of their composition),

nor a dinar and a robe for two dinars. Money-changers and drapers

practise this [usury] in another fashion: they will give a man a dinar as a

loan and sell him a cloak for two dinars, so that three dinars will be owing
to them, payable at a definite period. It is forbidden, because any loan

bringing benefit [to the lender] is unlawful, and if the man had not

received the dinar as a loan he would not have purchased the robe.

1
Seljuqs and Mongols struck coins at Qashan.

2
Probably coins with Pehlevi inscriptions whether Islamic or earlier. Cf.

Mordtmann, Z.D.M.G. 1854, 1865, 1879-90, and (for the Sassanian dinar) ibid.

1880, p. 150.
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CHAPTER XXXVII

Goldsmiths

They may not barter vessels of gold or silver or ornaments of gold-
smith's ware except for substances different in kind (and material) so that

increment may be lawful. If they are bartered for substances of the same
kind any increment or credit is unlawful.

[Some points of law.] Ornaments of the value of 1000 [dirhams] are

sold and suffer damage from the purchaser (180) and are then dis-

covered to contain old flaws. 1 The danger of ribd in the question of

compensation payable.

(181) If the goldsmith sells any ornament in which there is an ad-

mixture of a non-precious metal, he must inform the purchaser of the

amount of the admixture. If he undertakes to make an ornament for a

customer he must not place the metal into the furnace for smelting until

it has been weighed and then only in the presence of the customer.

Any solder used must be weighed before being introduced into the

ornament. No (iSz) bezels or jewels must be placed in rings before

weighing in the presence of the owner.

The deceptions of goldsmiths are secret and are scarcely to be recog-
nized. Nothing but their honesty will prevent them from practising

trickery. They know that about ( ?) lustres and tinctures which is known
to no one else. Some can colour silver in such fashion that the stain will

not leave the metal except after smelting with a (?) blow-pipe.
2

Smelting furnaces must not be raised up, but must be placed in jars

built up from the ground so that what is being smelted therein whether

gold or silver shall not be concealed from its owner. No part of the

metal shall be abstracted from the crucible with the tongs. This is called

"moulting in the fire". No copper shall be secretly mixed with it, nor

any other form of theft or dishonesty practised.

The makers of rings must not weight them with lead underneath the

bezels and sell them as silver. They must honestly describe the bezels,

for the majority are [but] coloured glass.

The dust from goldsmiths* shops belongs to the public, the individual

owners being unknown. It should be (183) given aw&y as charity on their

behalf. It may not be bartered except for money or similar equivalent,

for, containing gold or silver it is conducive to illegal profit.

1 For which the vendor was liable to pay compensation.
2
Something of the kind is here indicated. (See u^Wx) in Vocabulary.)
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CHAPTER XXXVIII

Coppersmiths and blacksmiths

They are compelled to inform the customer when they sell an article of

copper
1
containing solder. If it is tinned they must write

"
old, soldered

"

on it with a thick pen, so that the purchaser may clearly realize it.

Any sale on credit must be clearly [agreed upon and] declared. Workers

must not. . .add overmuch lead to the copper for smelting, for a mortar

or bowl made of it falling will break easily like glass. Bowls of cast

ware must be made solid so that no damage shall come to them if they
fall. The various weights of bowls and trays.

(184) Blacksmiths must not hammer out knives, scissors, pincers and

the like from soft iron, which is of no use for the purpose. Some assure

the purchaser that it is steel which is fraudulent. Nails rejected and

straightened out must not be placed with new nails in such fashion that the

purchaser will unhesitatingly believe them to be new. The same applies

to all varieties of iron-ware. Anyone who practises this illegality must be

banished from amongst Muslims.

CHAPTER XXXIX

Shoemakers

They must be compelled not to use [inferior material 2
]
nor any hide

but grained Ta'ifl leather, well tanned; no raw hide may be used. For

the thread none but the heart of flax may be used, and to obviate fraying
it should not be more than a cubit in length, while only fine needles

may be used. (185) They must not sew with hog's hair, which is unclean.

Thus Shafi'I, as opposed to Malik and Abu Hanlfa. Makers of women's
shoes must not use overmuch rag as padding between the outer network

and the lining nor between the [inner] sole and the outer, but they may
stitch up padding for the heel. They must not stitch up a sole split in the

tanning.

They must not delay delivery of goods, except by arrangement made
with the customer,Tor people suffer by the retention of their goods and

by being put off.

1 "Nuhds is of two kinds : that taken from the mine (ma'dinl) . . . and the yellow
artificial variety." (Ja'far b. 'All al-Dimishql: Kitdb al-Ishdra ild Mahdsin
al-Tijdra, Cairo, 1318, p. 28.)

a The text is corrupt here.
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CHAPTER XL

Farriers

Farriery is a noble art which philosophers have expounded in their

writings and about which they have composed [numerous] books.

Animals* diseases areinore difficult to treat than those of human beings,
for they lack speech wherewith to explain the illness or pain they are

experiencing. The clue to their ailments is to be obtained only by touch
and observation: the farrier therefore must be a man of good insight into

the ailments of animals and their treatment. No man may engage in

farriery who does not possess good knowledge and experience: rashly
and without experience to undertake the bleeding, cutting or branding of

an animal may lead to destruction and loss. He must make good any loss

in value he has caused and be punished by the muhtasib.

(186) Before paring the hoofs of horses and cattle the farrier must

inspect them. Any that are crooked must be pared level. If the animal

stands straight the rear nails must be small and the front ones large and
vice versa [if not]. 'There must be no excessive paring because of the

danger of wounding. Shoes must not be loose, or else they will move and

pebbles and sand may enter and cause harm, and they must not be too

tight on the hoofs or they may cause chronic suffering to the animal.

Hammered shoes cling best to the hoof, while those allowed to remain
soft hold nails more securely. Fine nails are better than thick ones.

If the animal requires to have tasri' 1 done or a vein opened, the

farrier must take the lancet between his fingers with the handle in his

palm, allowing half a finger-nail's length to protrude. Then let him open
the vein, keeping to the upper side of it, lightly and gently. He must not

make the cut until he has stopped the vein with his finger, and especially
so with the jugular veins

; being near the gullet they may incur danger.
If he proposes to do anything to the jugular veins of an animal he must
first tie up its throat tightly so that they stand out and he can then perform
what he intends.

The farrier must be well acquainted with the diseases of animals

(187) and persons must apply to him when they are in doubt about an
animal. The diseases are reputed to be 320 in number.*The best known of

them.
1

? "to have an early birth induced/'
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Brokers who deal in slaves, houses and animals

(188) Only those may be given power to act as slave-brokers whose

integrity and chastity is proved to the muhtasib, because they are en-

trusted with male and female slaves who are frequently alone with them

in their houses. A broker may sell no female or a male slave unless he

knows the seller or unless the latter can bring someone who knows him.

He must record his name and description in a register for fear that the

person sold is a free man or has been stolen. The contracts of slaves of

old standing must be examined to discover the conditions which had been

imposed on the [original] purchaser.

No defects must be concealed knowingly. The prospective purchaser

of a slave-girl may see her face and hands. He may not be permitted by
the slave-dealer to have her shown to him in his house or to be alone

with her there unless there are women with him. In that case he may
see her whole body. The prospective purchaser of a male slave may see

what is above the navel and below the knee. This is before the conclusion

of the contract. Afterwards he is permitted to see the whole of a female

slave's body.
A female slave and her child may not be parted. No slave, whether male

or female, who has become a Muslim may be sold to a dhimmi. A woman
may not be sold to a purchaser who proposes to employ her in singing.

(189) The broker must be discerning about defects and experienced in

the discovery of incipient weaknesses and diseases. Before selling a male

slave he must examine his whole body except the privy parts lest there

should be any defect of which the purchaser should be informed.

Cattle-brokers may not sell an animal without knowing the seller or

someone who knows him and his name must be recorded in his register

in case the animal is defective or has been stolen. The purchaser must be

informed of any blemishes, in the animal, of its age and habits. The broker

must claim nothing for it except what he has from the merchant himself.

Brokers dealing in land must be obliged under oath not to sell any
which is under a concealed disability, such as that it leaves the owner

under a writ of rrtortmain or is subject to a bond or pledge or that the

ownership is in doubt or that the owner is a minor (unless he has the

guardian's leave). Commission may be taken only from the seller. The
broker may not for any reason turn away from the person who offers a

high price to another who offers a smaller one.



CHAPTER XLII

(190) Hammams 1 and their attendants: their advantages

Sages have said that the best hammam is one which has an ancient

structure, wide air-space and sweet water. The physical effect of the

hammam is to warm1

by its air and moisten by the water. The first

chamber cools and moistens, the second heats and relaxes, the third heats

and dries.

Hammams have their value and their danger. Their value is that they
clear the organs of smell, evacuate superfluities, dissolve vapours, bind

when the body is relaxed by dysentery, clean away impurities and sweat,

remove irritation, itch and fatigue, freshen the body, improve digestion,

absorb fluxes and rheums and prevent quotidian, hectic and quartan
fevers 2 after their temperament has matured.

The danger is that they relax the body, enfeeble the natural heat when
too long a stay is made in them, blunt the appetite for food and enfeeble

the carnal powers. The worst harm done is when hot water is poured on

to enfeebled limbs. That is done when the bather is fasting and it causes

violent desiccation or else emaciation and weakness.

The baths should be used near to the time of fullness after a meal but

after the first digestion. That moistens the body, fattens it and beautifies

the flesh.

Pictures about the doors of the hammam or inside are forbidden by the

law. They must be removed. (191) Conversation in the hammam is dis-

approved and the Qur'an should not be read except to oneself; entering
the baths at nightfall or near to sunset is also disapproved, for that is the

time when demons are abroad. 3

It is said that hot water in winter is a luxury about which men will be

questioned [at the Day of Reckoning]. Ibn 'Umar said that the hammam
is a luxury which was produced as an innovation. The Companions of the

Prophet entered hammams in Syria. No excess of water should be used.

No woman should go to the hammam except after child-birth or being
ill

;

4 when compelled to go she should wear a cloak reaching to the ground.
1 NR declares that hammams (public hot baths) do not strictly come under the

supervision of the muhtasib but that there is general advantage to be obtained
from information about them.

2 Cf. Mafdtlh al-Olum
t
ed. Van Vloten, p. 165; Browne, Translation of the

Chahdr Maqdla, pp. 142-4.
* Cf. Lane, Modern Egyptians, ch. xiv (Everyman edition, p. 344).
4 But see ibid. p. 343. It is inconsistent also with what follows.
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The hammam must be kept clean with pure fresh water

;
the stone floor

must be scrubbed with some rough material to prevent adhesion of lote-

leaves 1 and marsh-mallow 2 on which it is possible to slip. The [?] daily-

supply tank 3 should be cleansed each day of the impurities that gather

from the water-channels
;
also the slime which settles at the bottom must

be removed each month, otherwise the water will be corrupted in taste

and smell.

Pipes must not be stopped with combings but with clean rags or palm-
fibre. (192) Twice a day male frankincense, mastic

4 or laudanum 5 should

be used for fumigation.

Shoemakers and felt-makers must not be allowed to wash any felt or

leather in the baths, for persons are injured by the smell. No person

suffering from elephantiasis or leprosy must be admitted.

The bath-owner must have a number of robes to hire out, wide

enough to cover the part between the navel and the knee. He must give

orders that the hammam shall be opened early because people need it to

perform their ablutions before prayers. The attendant must keep the

belongings of the customers safe and he must pay compensation thus

the truest view if anything is lost.

A large [porous] water-jar must be kept in the hammam and marked
" Sweet water" or "For the public to drink", particularly in the hot

weather. Also the bath-man should have lote-leaves and rubbing-stones,

for persons have need of these and are unable to go outside the baths.

If he were to appoint a lote-seller to be always at the hammam-door to

sell necessities for the bath, that would be a benefit.

The man on duty shall use good steel razors so that people may have

enjoyment of them. The barber should be light [of touch], nimble and

understanding in the art of shaving and his razor should be sharp. He
should not stand facing (193) the head and the parts where the hair

grows, nor should he eat what corrupts the breath, such as onions, garlic

or leeks on the day when it is his turn of duty, so that people may not be

offended by the smell of him when he is shaving. He may not cut a boy's

hair without his guardian's permission nor a slave's without the master's

permission ;
and he shall not shave the cheek of a catamite nor the chin of

a hermaphrodite.
1 Used instead of soap (cf. Lane, op. cit. p. 518).
2 A preparation of it is used for washing the head.
3

(?) That containing the daily allotment of water. Cf. Dozy, s.v. AJJJ, and

Lane, op. cit. pp. 343 f.

4 Cf. Lane, op. cit. p. 152.
5 Mentioned by Dioscorides as a fumigant; cf. Ibn Baytar, iv, 90.
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It is the duty of the muhtasib to inspect the hammams frequently and

to pay heed to what we here set forth. If he sees anyone leaving his

nakedness uncovered he must punish him.

The women in this place are more extreme in their sensuality than the

men. They practise newly-invented forms of lawlessness introduced by
the excess of luxury, and there has been indulgence towards them when

they should have been denounced so that the contagion has spread to the

centre and all about. Clothes have been introduced of a kind which

would not have occurred to the imagination of Satan himself. They are

clothes for wear in public, but by which there can be concealed neither

the top of the mirt1 nor the lower part of their wrappers. And amongst
other things they put on head-dresses like camels' humps and go out

plainly revealing their forms in public.

(194) The muhtasib must forbid such conduct, admonish the women
and put them in fear of God's punishment: this, if he has power to

deliver his denunciation; but if not, he is released from the duty.
Another reprehensible practice is that of the bath-attendants who un-

cover the thigh and what is below the navel. Another is that of inserting

the hand under the loin : it is against the law to touch the privy parts of

others.

(195) CHAPTER XLIII

Lote-leaf sellers

They must not grind up summer leaves without the winter leaves, for

these brighten the colour and increase their effectiveness. No ordinary

garden-leaves must be mingled with them; for some employ willow,

mulberry and other leaves. The test for adulteration is to pound some in

a bowl. If, when pounded, a white foam arises, it is good, but if the foam

is yellow there is adulteration. Others adulterate it with a substance

called S-RADAH which is made of the stone of the lote-drupe. This they

dry and grind up with it and when used for washing it lodges in the roots

of the hair and is not removed, and it does not cleanse. The test of the

pure variety is that every jarful weighs a ratl and 2 ounces (Misri).

The millers of the alkali 2
plant must grind nothing but the flower as it

stands, for some adulterate it with the lupin. (196) If, when grinding,

1 Some specifically feminine garment, probably a loin-cloth or waist-wrapper.
2 Cf. QazwinI, 'Ajd'ib al-Makhluqat, ed. Wuestenfeld, I, 254-301; Wiede-

mann, Beitrdge, Liv, pp. 297 and 314.
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difficulty is caused to the animal l then add to every irdabb a quarter of a

wayba of lupin,
2
during the night. This will not prevent removal of dirt

by the user, but if an excess of lupin-flour is used it will do so and it will

remain as a paste on the user's hand. Other forms of adulteration.

CHAPTER XLIV

Phlebotomists and cuppers*

No one shall undertake phlebotomy except if it is well known that he is

learned and reliable in the anatomy of organs, veins, muscles and arteries 4

and acquainted with their disposition, that the lancet may not strike any

vein, muscle or artery not intended and so lead to injury of the member
and destruction of the part bled. Those intending to learn phlebotomy
must practise on beetroot leaves, or rather the veins in such leaves. 5 No
slave must be bled without the owner's permission, nor a minor without

that of his guardian, nor a pregnant woman, nor one menstruating.

(197) Bleeding must not be performed except in a public place, nor with

any but a sharp instrument, nor when he [the operator] is in a state of

mental agitation.

The muhtasib must exact a promise and a bond from them that in ten

specified cases they will not bleed except after consultation with physicians ;

namely when the patient is under 14 years old, senile, suffering from

extreme leanness, desiccation or emaciation, pallid with anaemia, suffer-

ing from chronic disease or an excessively cold temperament or great

pain. Five further cases, in which caution must be used.

There are two occasions for bleeding, the discretionary and the com-

pulsory. When it is a matter open to discretion the proper time is in the

early morning when digestion and evacuation have been completed.

(198) The occasion when bleeding is compulsory is at the urgent moment
which allows of no delay and no regard can be paid to any hindering

argument. The patient must not eat to repletion after the bleeding, nor

1 Which turns the wheel.
2 An irdabb consisted of 6 waybas\ hence the addition would amount to

one twenty-fourth.
3 Cf. Behrnauer, Journ. As. 1861 Ci), pp. 41 ff.

4 Or rather; the pulsating veins; cf. Mafdtth al-Olum y p. 153.
5 NR adds, "The phlebotomist must refrain from menial tasks which will

induce hardness in the fingers and insensitiveness which will incapacitate him
from discovering the veins. Also he must pay attention to his eyes with

strengthening stibia, etc."
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over-exert himself, but he should rather lie down on his back. He should

beware however not to sleep, for that induces weakness in the members.

If the hand swells after bleeding, the other hand, if possible, should be

bled.

The phlebotomist must possess a number of lancets ; also a sinew with

which to tie the arm and musk in pods and pastilles with which to restore

a fainting patient. The tip of the lancet should be rubbed with oil.

This prevents pain at the incision but healing is not so rapid. The lancet

should be held between thumb and middle finger, the forefinger being

left to feel with.

The incision should be wider in winter to prevent congealing of the

blood and narrower in summer, so that the patient shall not too quickly

be overcome. His strength must be maintained.

(199) The veins which may be bled. Their situation. The muhtasib

must examine phlebotomists with respect to their acquaintance with

them. The best known veins in the head, hands, body and feet and

the arteries. The various advantages to be derived from bleeding them.

Of the veins in the head are two called wa$waq y
which prevent procreation

when bled; the muhtasib must swear phlebotomists not to bleed them.

Various other veins in the head.

(200) The veins of the hand [and arm] are the cephalic, median,

basilic, exterior cubital, usailim [vena salvatella] and the axillary,
1 which

is a branch of the basilic. In bleeding the cephalic vein (the healthiest),

the end of the muscle should be deflected over a soft part. If it is desired

to repeat the bleeding, the cut should be enlarged. There is grave risk in

bleeding the median vein because of the muscle which lies underneath it.

Sometimes it lies between two nerves or else there is a fine round muscle

like a bowstring above it. Bleeding of the basilic also involves danger

because of the artery below, the blood from which, if it is cut, cannot be

stanched. The usailim is most correctly bled lengthwise and the cubital

vein obliquely.

The veins of the foot [and leg] number four, (i) That of the sciatic

nerve, which should be bled from the outer side, at the ankle-joint, or, if

buried, from the branch which lies between the little toe and the next. It

is useful to know this, particularly for gout. (2) The vena saphena,
2 which

lies on the left side. Its bleeding benefits for haemorrhoids and premature

1 Cf. Mafdtth al-Olum, pp. 153 f. and E. Seidel, "Die Medizin im Kitab

Mafatih al-'Ultim" in Sitzungsberichte der phys.-med. Sozietat in Erlangen,

Bd. 47, S. i (1915), pp. ?f. of the Separatabdruck.
2 Cf. ibid. loc. cit.
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menstruation and is good for the organs below the liver. (201) (3) The
vein inside the knee, and (4) that lying behind the tendon of Achilles,

which is, as it were, a branch of the vena saphena.
The arteries whose bleeding is permitted are, as a rule, the temporal

artery and that lying between the thumb and forefinger. Galen ordered

that it should be bled during sleep.

Cupping is of great benefit and is less dangerous than phlebotomy.
The operator must have a light touch, must make his scarification and

quickly apply the cup. The test of the lightness of his touch will be

whether he causes the patient any pain.

The best time for cupping is the 2nd or 3rd hour of the day.
1
Cupping

benefits heaviness at the brows, itching in the eyes, and evil odour in the

mouth
;
but it also produces forgetfulness.

The phlebotomist should carry with him instruments for circumcision

(consisting of a razor and scissors), for it is a duty incumbent both on

men and women. To this the generality of men of learning agree. Abu
Hanifa called it a recommended practice, but not a compulsory duty.

(202) For the male it consists in abscission of the prepuce hiding the glans

penis, for the female in cutting the skin over the vagina and above the

urethra.

It is a practice compulsory upon men and women, who must carry it

out on themselves and on their children. If it is neglected, the imam
must enforce its being carried out.

Liability if the operation is badly performed and the patient is injured

or dies. The amount payable as compensation.

(203) CHAPTER XLV

Physicians, oculists, surgeons and bone-setters

Medicine is an art both theoretical and practical the acquisition of

which is permitted by the law for the reason that thereby health is safe-

guarded and weaknesses and sicknesses repelled from this noble structure

[of the body]. [Hadlths.] (204) It [the practice of medicine] is one of the

duties for which the
fcommunity is responsible and yet there is no Muslim

to fulfil it. Many a town has no physician who is not a dhimm! 2
belonging

to a people whose evidence about physicians is not accepted [in the courts]

1
I.e. between 7 and 10 a.m. according to the season of the year. Cf. Lane,

Modern Egyptians, ch. ix (Everyman edition, p. 226).
2 A "

protected" non-Muslim Christian, Jew or Zoroastrian.
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where the laws of medicine are concerned. No [Muslim] occupies himself

with it; everyone repairs to the study of the law and more particularly
that portion of it given over to disputes and litigiousness and the town is

full of legists occupied with granting fatwas and giving replies to legal

queries on points which arise. Can there be any reason for the faith's

permitting a state of things in which large numbers occupy themselves

with one particular duty while another is neglected, except that by medi-

cine there is no access to judgeships and governorships whereby it is

possible to claim superiority over rivals and to acquire authority over

enemies? (205) Alas, knowledge of the faith is blotted out.

The physician is he who knows the structure of the body, the tem-

perament of the members, the diseases which occur in them, their causes,

qualities and symptoms, the remedies which benefit them, the methods of

procuring substitutes for those [remedies] which are unobtainable and

the means of extracting them and the ways of treating [diseases] so as to

procure a quantitative balance between sickness and remedy and the way
to oppose the sickness with the properties of the remedy. He who does

not possess these qualities is unfitted to have the treatment of the sick

entrusted to him and it is unlawful for him to undertake any treatment

involving a risk. [Hadlth.]

Physicians must have a chief of their own craft. It is said that the

Greek kings placed in every city a physician known for his learning and

before him were presented the other physicians in the city for him to

examine. Anyone whose science he found defective he ordered to

devote himself to study and the reading of science and forbade him to

undertake any treatment.

(206) When the physician comes to visit a patient, he must inquire of

him the cause of his sickness and what pain he experiences. He must

then prescribe a regimen for him of syrups and other [compounds] of

drugs and shall write a copy of it for the near relatives in the presence of

those there with the patient. On the morrow he shall inquire into the

[progress of the] disease and inspect the urine-flask and ask the patient if

the sickness has diminished or not. He shall then prescribe in accordance

with the requirements of the case and write a copy which he shall give to

the relatives. Similarly on the third day and the fourth until either the

patient is healed or dies. If the patient recovers the physician shall

receive his fee and honorarium; if he dies, the nearest relatives shall

present themselves before the noted [chief] doctor and lay before him the

copies [of the prescriptions] which the physician wrote. If, in his opinion,

they meet the requirements of science and the art of medicine without
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negligence or fault on the physician's part, he shall say, "This man's life

was ended by the term of his allotted span." But if he is of the opposite

opinion, he shall say,
"
Exact the blood-money for your kinsman from the

physician, for it is he who slew him by his poor skill and negligence."

In this excellent way they took their precautions so that no one could

engage in the practice of medicine who was unfitted for it and no physician
could be neglectful.

The muhtasib must exact the oath of Hippocrates from all physicians,

(207) causing them to swear that they will never administer to anyone a

harmful medicament nor compound a poison for anyone, nor describe

poisons to members of the public, nor mention to any woman a medica-

ment for procuring abortion of the embryo nor to any man one which will

prevent procreation. They shall avert their glances from the women's

quarters when they come in to the sick and they shall not reveal any secret

nor tear aside any veil nor venture upon anything which has been for-

bidden to them.

Oculists must be examined by the muhtasib on the "Book" of

Hunayn b. Ishaq,
1
namely the "Ten Discourses on the Eye".

2 Those

whom he finds competent in the subjects of the examination, those,

namely, who know the structure of the layers of the eye and their number

(seven) and of the number of the humours (three) and of the diseases of

the eye (three) and the ramifications of these diseases
;
who know, further,

how to compound the salves (kuhls) and to mix the various drugs
these shall be licensed by the muhtasib to undertake the treatment of

eyes. The practitioner must not be negligent with respect to the instru-

ments of his craft, such as hooks for removal of sabal 3 and pterygium,
lancets for bleeding, the case of kuhl-pencils, etc.

No trust must be put in most of the oculists of the roads, for there is

no honesty in them. The muhtasib must prevent them from onslaughts
on men's eyes with incisions and application of kuhl, for they have no

science or experience of diseases or weaknesses which arise. No man
should rely on them for treatment of his eyes nor trust (208) kuhls and

eye-ointments. Some make eye-ointments whose basis is starch and gum.
This they stain different colours

;
red with vermilion, green with curcuma

1 d. 260/873; cf.tE. G. Browne, Translation of the Chahdr Maqdla (Gibb
Series), p. 147; Ibn Abi Usaybi'a, I, i84ff. ; Fihrist, 294; Qifti, pp. 171 fT.

2
Qifti mentions a work entitled O**^ cM* ^^^ ^U* and containing

one maqala only, but the work says it contains ten.
3 A film, formed by swelling or inflation of the external veins of the eye, upon

the white of the eye and the appearance of a web between the veins and the white.

Cf. Lane, s.v.
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and indigo, black with juice of acacia-pods and yellow with saffron. Some
make up eye-ointments of the red horned poppy, which they make into

a paste with gum, others make a kuhl of burnt myrobolans stones and

pepper. All their knaveries in connection with kuhls cannot be recorded.

Setters of [broken] bones shall not be permitted to practise until they
have acquired knowledge of the sixth chapter of the Thesaurus of Paul,

1

on "Bone-setting", and know the number of the human bones two

hundred and forty-eight and the appearance shape and size of each one,

so that if it is broken or dislocated it can be restored to its original state.

The muhtasib must examine them on these subjects.

Surgeons must have knowledge of the book of Galen known as Kata
Genos 2

(on wounds and dressings), of the anatomy of the members of the

human body and what muscles, veins, arteries and nerves they contain,

so that these may be avoided when abscesses are being opened or haemorr-

hoids excised. (209) The surgeon should have with him a set of lancets,

some with round heads, some with square and some cross-cut; also

knives, a frontal hatchet, an amputating saw, an ear-piercer, a set of

leeches, a case of dressings and the olibanum remedy which stops the

flow of blood.

There are some who practise trickery on the public by inserting a

bone into a wound and then extract it while persons are gathered around

and claim that it is their cutting [? decisive] medicaments which have

extracted it. Some apply a plaster of lime washed in oil, which they dye
red with red earth, green with curcuma and indigo or black with powdered
charcoal.

CHAPTER XLVI

Instructors of boys

They must not teach writing in the mosques, because the Prophet
commanded that mosques must be kept clear of boys and lunatics, who
blacken the walls and defile the ground. For teaching, the preceptors
must take open places round about the markets. They must be forbidden

to teach in their own houses.

1 A Greek of Alexandria who wrote a Kunnash ft
y

l-Tibb ("Thesaurus of

Medicine"). Cf. Qifti, p. 261.
2 The treatise also known as De Compositione Medicamentorum secundum

Genera, translated (under the title A^^t J~jj3 V^5 ) by Ilubaysh, nephew
of Hunayn b. Ishaq. Cf. Qifji, p. 131, 1. 8, and W. A. Greenhill, Rhazes on the

Small-pox (London, 1848), p. 141.
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Teaching is the noblest of professions. (210) It is required that the

teacher shall be honourable, chaste and trustworthy, shall know the

Qur'an by heart, have good handwriting and know arithmetic. It is best

that he should be a married man. No bachelor should be permitted to

open a school for boys unless he is an old man known for his religion and

piety. Even then permission should not be granted unless it is agreed
that he is of pure character and qualified to teacR. He must be gentle

with young children and teach them [first] the short chapters of the

Qur'an after they know the letters of the alphabet, then the traditional

articles of the creed, then the elements of arithmetic and whatever he

thinks fit of letter-writing. In the customary holiday-times he must order

them to improve their hand-writing after a model and set them the task of

putting down from memory what he has dictated to them.

When a boy is seven years old the teacher must order him to say his

prayers with the congregation. He must be ordered to show loyalty to

his parents and obedience to their commands, to salute them and to kiss

their hands when he comes to them. He must be beaten for bad manners,

insulting speech (211) and other breaches of the law such as playing with

dice and eggs or at backgammon or any gambling game. Beating must
not be done with a stick thick enough to break bones nor thin enough to

harm the body, but with a medium one. A scourge with a wide thong
should be used and the aim should be at the rump, thighs, and lower part
of the feet, for in these places no disease or injury is to be feared.

The teacher must not employ boys for his own requirements or in any
task involving any shame to their parents as in moving earth or dung or

carrying stones, nor send them to his house when it is empty, so that he

may not become liable to any suspicion. He must not send a boy with a

woman to write a letter.

He who has charge of boys must be honourable, trustworthy and

married, for he is entrusted with them early and late and is alone with

them in unfrequented places.

He must not teach writing to women [tradition supporting]. They
should be taught the Sura of the Right.

1 It is said that a woman taught
to write is like a serpent given poison to drink.

Boys must be forbidden to learn by rote the poetry of Ibn al-Hajjaj.
2

1
I.e. Sura xxiv. It deals with the conduct of women.

2 d. 391/1000. He was for long muhtasib at Baghdad, but was dismissed from
office. His diwan, for the most part of obscene and frivolous content, was highly
regarded by some. Cf. Ibn Khallikan (Cairo, 1310), I, 155, who called him &
Aft^aJI^ jj^-oJt ("The author of improper jests and obscenities"); Brockel-

mann, I, 81.
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CHAPTER XLVII

(212) Mosque-attendants and Muezzins

The muhtasib has oversight of "Friday" mosques and others. He
must order their attendants to sweep and clean them every day, to beat

the straw-matting clea*n, wipe down the walls and wash the lamps, which

they must light calling on the name of God. The gates must be closed

after worship and kept free of young boys and lunatics, of persons who
wish to eat or to sleep there or to carry on any trade or to sell goods or

look for strayed animals or to sit there in order to carry on worldly
conversation.

Those who live in the neighbourhood of a mosque must be approached
and exhorted to be zealous in worship there when they hear the adhan in

order to display the tokens of [adherence to] the faith and the symbols of

[attachment to] Islam.

(213) The imam must be a man of intelligence, able to recite, learned

in the law, having speech unimpeded by a stammer or any thickness of

utterance. If he is a minor, a slave, or a lawbreaker, his performance of

the office is valid but he cannot be endowed with [permanent] authority

to act. The least requirement in the imam is that he shall be assiduous in

reading the Qur'an and shall know it by heart and be familiar with the

rules of public worship. It is best for him to be a legist and have the

Qur'an by heart; if there be at the same time a legist who is not able to

recite the Qu'ran and a person able to recite but not a legist, the legist is

to be preferred if he is able to undertake the ritual of the Fatiha correctly,

for what is required by the Qur'an is restricted in scope, whereas that

required by the hadlth is not restricted.

Friday is important for public worship. It stands amongst days as the

'Ids with relation to years. In it is the special hour for petitions which

receive answer, that hour which no worshipper (214) reaches without

gaining his desire. Command men therefore to rise early for it and to be

prompt in seeking it with the earliest and choicest of pious acts, for it is a

day upon the like of which the sun does not set and by which this religion

is distinguished above [that of] the People of the Book before it. It is the

middle of the necklace of the week and because it contains within it all the

excellencies of the week it is called the
"
Day of Gathering". Call to men

therefore to assemble on it and, at the time of the adhan, watch them in

the suqs, which are the battle-grounds of Satan. If anyone disregards it

in favour of winning more gain or neglects it in order to pursue his
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pleasures and games, fall upon him with the weapons of 'Umar which will

lower his esteem and cause him to taste the evil consequences of his

behaviour. Let not the age of an elder stay your hand nor the dignity of a

dignitary, for that which destroyed your predecessors was only this, that

if one of the nobility committed theft, he was allowed to depart, but when
a humble man did so he was made to suffer the penalty.

The legists differ on the question whether it is ^obligatory officially to

appoint an imam for Friday worship. The view of Abu Hamfa and the

'Iraq school is that the office is one of those which by law are endowed

with authority and that no worship on Friday is valid unless the sovereign
or his deputy is present. The Imam al-Shafi'l and the Hijaz legists

believed [firstly] that it was [merely] recommended to believe that the

imam was required and [secondly] that the presence of the sovereign
was not an essential condition, (215) and if the worshippers performed
their devotions according to the prescribed ritual these were legally

carried out and valid.

It is lawful for the imam in worship to be a slave, even though his

[permanent] authority has not been ratified. There is a difference of

opinion on the question whether the imamate of a minor is valid.

Friday worship may not be performed with less than forty men, who
must be free and responsible and do not either in winter or summer travel

away (except for urgent reasons) from the town in which the Friday

assembly is held. The imam must be the forty-first person [in the

assembly]. Thus one view; but another says he may be one of the

forty.

One of the rules of Friday worship is that if the khatib1
is wearing a

black robe in which silk predominates or is grasping a gilded sword, that

is a misdemeanour and it must be denounced. Black alone is not dis-

liked but it is not recommended, since the best-liked robes in God's sight

are the white ones. If anyone says of this that it is heresy or disapproved
he means thereby that it was the practice in the early days of Islam

;
but

if the intention is not that it should be forbidden then it must not be

called either heretical or disapproved but merely the neglect of what is

best liked.

Persons must be forbidden from stepping over the backs of others on

the Friday after the call to prayer, for it is a cause of annoyance.
If any imam prolongs the ritual of worship to such an extent that the

weaker are unable [to sustain it] or those who have private prayers are

thereby prevented from offering them up, the muhtasib must denounce
1 Who delivers the khutba, the Friday oration.
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the practice as the Prophet did in the case of Ma'adh, to whom he said :

(216) "Art thou a tormentor, Ma'adh?" [Hadlth.]
If the sovereign appoints an imam for Friday worship he has the first

right to officiate even if more learned persons are present. If he is absent,

the deputy appointed by him has the first right.

In each year there are special seasons for worship, as on dates during
Ramadan and the season for private petitions on the first Friday of

Rajab and the night of the middle of Sha'ban, when the mosques should

be filled. (217) If any attend without any object but to pay an evening
visit or meet friends for levity and misconduct such people bring

worship to naught and follow their own lusts. Send upon them those who
shall despoil them and torment them with blows and fill their eyes with

terror and their hearts with awe. God's houses are pure of defilements :

they were not established for the Satan of sociability but for men: let

no one therefore be present but those who will bow down and prostrate

themselves and praise God, for it is incumbent on the Muslim to display

[his performance of] the prime duties of Islam in order to strengthen the

beliefs of the community.
No one but an honourable man shall pronounce the call to prayer from

the minaret; and he must be acquainted with the times for prayer. The
muhtasib shall examine them in this; anyone ignorant of them shall

be prevented from uttering the adhan for he may utter the call at an

improper hour and so cause a person who is fasting to break his fast or

someone else to do what he has sworn not to do or other persons to pray
before the proper time and so invalidate their prayer. He must therefore

know the time of prayer and also must read the chapter on adhan and

iqdma
1 in works of law.

(218) It is recommended that the muezzin shall have a good voice, but

the muhtasib must forbid him to pronounce the adhan indistinctly, and

when he ascends the minaret he must keep his gaze lowered and not gaze

upon the women-folk or into the houses of the people a promise to

this effect shall be exacted from him. And no one shall ascend the minaret

but the muezzin at prayer-times. The muezzin must know the stations of

the moon 2 and the form of the constellations in them in order that he may

1 The same call as the adhan with the addition of the words S^LoJI C 15 jJ>

("The time of prayer has come"). Cf. Lane, s.v. >ol3, and Modern Egyptians,
ch. in (Everyman edition, p. 79 n,).

2
Through one of which it passes each night of the month. See for them the

Rasa'tl Ikhwdn al-Safd (Cairo, 1347/1928), i, 89, and Qazwini, 'Ajd'ib al-

Makhluqdt.
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know the periods of the night and how the hours pass. There are twenty-

eight stations.

Dawn breaks regularly in one of these stations for thirteen days, then

moves to the following one, and if the muezzin knows in which station

dawn appears and looks to that which is stationed in the middle of the

heavens he will know what is ascending and what descending and what

interval there is between him and the dawn.

The muezzin is required to be a Muslim of sound mind and a male.

The adhan will not be valid from an unbeliever, a woman, a lunatic or a

drunken man, but that from a minor (219) with power to discriminate

will be valid. Ritual purity is recommended for the adhan
,
but it will be

valid without. Disapprobation of a state of impurity is stronger for the

iqama. The adhan is a double call, the iqama single with idraj.
1

[It is

recommended] further that the muezzin should stand, facing the qibla,

and glance to the north and south respectively for the two calls Hayy
'ala 'l-sala,

2 his body remaining turned to the qibla.

It is an essential in the adhan to have the voice raised and a require-

ment that the words shall be in their correct order
;
but if the order is

reversed there shall be no repetition. If the error was committed jestingly

or carelessly the muezzin must be severely punished.
There shall be no call to any but the obligatory prayers ;

for others such

as prayers at an eclipse, at the two 'Ids or for rain the call shall be in-

cluded with that for the ordinary prayers.

The muezzin must prolong his utterance of the tadhkdr 3 and the

tasbih* during the nights of Ramadan. He must first announce the dawn,
then drink water, then announce the approach of morning and then of the

adhan. Then he must extinguish the lamp and then utter the adhan. If

he is unable to extinguish the lamp he must break it, for if a person is too

distant to hear the adhan, all he may rely upon for [the time of] his eating

and drinking is his sight of the lamp and whether it is alight or ex-

tinguished.

The muezzin may receive payment for his duties. Imams may not do

so for acting as leaders in worship, but if anything is paid to them with-

out being legally due it is permissible (220) to receive it as a gift. If they

are maintained by the public treasury the truest view is that this is

permissible.

1 A mode of chanting or quick recitation.
2 "Come to prayer.'*
3 The formula Allahu Akbar or al-Hamdu IVlldh, etc.
4 The formula Subhdn Allah.
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The muhtasib must command the mosque-attendants to stand at the

gates of the mosque on Fridays and prevent vagabonds entering on pur-

pose to beg, for thereby they cause annoyance to the people and prevent
them from devoting themselves to their prayers and worship. In parti-

cular there are those who stand and relate traditions and anecdotes for

which no authority has been transmitted. The public in listening to their

words are distracted from the true purpose for which they came. The
muhtasib must prevent this and send assistants to aid the mosque-
attendants in their task.

Another disapproved practice is the frequent repetition of the adhan

in a particular mosque whether by one individual or more. There is no

use in it when no person unaware is left in the mosque and the voice is

unable to carry from the mosque in order to reach persons not in it.

The muhtasib must command the Qur'an readers to recite it as God
commanded, forbidding them to intone it or to recite in a singing voice

as songs and poems are recited. (221) Further, they must not come to a

funeral unless summoned by the nearest of kin of the deceased. If they are

given anything without their requesting it, they are permitted to receive

it as a gift.

CHAPTER XLVIII

Preachers^

None but a man known for piety and religion may undertake the office

of preacher. He must be learned in the law, know the Qur'an by heart and

remember the traditions of the Prophet and of the early heroes [of Islam],

and he must be tested by questions on these subjects. Hasan al-Basri 2

was so tested by 'All b. Abi Talib when addressing an audience. He was

asked "What is the first principle of the faith?
"
he replied,

"
Reverence."

He was then asked "What is its bane?
"
he replied,

"
Desire." 'All then

said, "Speak, now, if you wish."

He who fulfils the necessary conditions is permitted to sit in the pulpit
of Friday-mosques and others wherever he wishes. Anyone who does not

fulfil the conditions (222) must be prevented from speaking and if he

will not refrain he shall be punished. Maintenance shall be granted to a

man having some little knowledge of the learning of a preacher and of the

traditions ; yet he may not ascend the pulpit but shall stand in his place

1 Cf. Goldzihcr, Beitrdge zur Literaturgeschichte der SVa, p. 37.
2 See R. A. Nicholson, Lit. History of the Arabs (1930), pp. 208, 225.
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for the dignity required for ascent into the pulpit is a high one. The

Prophet ascended it, the "Pious" Caliphs and the imams.

In the early ages of Islam none ascended the pulpit but the preacher in

the Assembly mosque on Friday or on a day of festival or a personage of

high rank who would admonish the people and urge them to upright
works. And in this lies great benefit. But now in our own day the preacher
is not sought out except to give public utterance to the record of some

deceased person or to perform a marriage ceremony or for some frivolous

gathering. People do not assemble about him to hear admonition or for

edification, but it has become a kind of amusement or sport or social

gathering; and in the assembly there takes place that which is improper,
men gathering together with women so that they see each other, and

there are other things also not proper to be mentioned. (223) These are

innovations which lead men astray and it is best that the door should be

closed on them; but only a man known for his piety has power to prevent
them.

The learned called preachers "story-tellers". A certain 'alim declared

that preaching-meetings were the best of all meetings and the dress there

worn the most noble of all. There hardness of heart was softened, there

sins were repented of and faults confessed.

(224) The preacher must fulfil certain conditions. He must be learned

in the Qur'an and the traditions, of honest speech and clear exposition.

Further, he must be adept at allusions and enigmas, for it has been said

that an allusion is often more eloquent than an explicit statement and

hints more eloquent than words. Malik b. Dinar said :

' ' The true preacher
is he whose house-gear admonishes you as you enter and you see his

vessel for ablution and his prayer-rug."

Amongst things disapproved are the utterances of narrators [of tradi-

tions] and preachers who mingle novelties [heresies] with their discourses.

The narrator who tells untruths in his narratives commits sin and he

must be stopped. Similarly the preacher who introduces novel heresies

must be prevented from continuing and attendance at his meetings is

forbidden except with the avowed intention of refuting him.

If the preacher is a young man who adorns himself for women in

his dress and appearance, is profuse in his poetical quotations, gestures

and movements, and if women attend his meetings, then his conduct

must be denounced and he must be prevented from continuing for the

harm wrought is greater than the benefit. This will be clear from the

circumstances associated with him. The office of preacher shall not be

granted to anyone but him whose behaviour is God-fearing, whose
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demeanour is calm and reverent and whose garb is that of honourable

men.

(225) Between men and women a screen must be placed to prevent the

women from being looked upon. Women must be forbidden to attend

mosques for worship or preaching-meetings if they fear that attention

may be distracted by them. 'A'isha forbade them [to attend]. But a

woman should not be forbidden to pass through a mosque veiled.

Reading of the Qur'an before the preacher with intonation that alters

the rhythm must be prevented, being strongly disapproved.

CHAPTER XLIX

Astrologers and letter-writers

Traditions have been transmitted which show that it is forbidden to

employ this art [astrology]. The Prophet said :

" He who goes to a diviner

and believes his word misbelieves that which had been revealed through
Muhammad." (226) Astrologers and letter-writers shall have it enforced

against them not to sit in lanes, byways or shops. They must take their

place on the middle of the highway, for the majority of those who sit

with them are women, and to-day there are young men who associate

with these letter-writers and astrologers, having no other purpose than

to be present when a woman has her horoscope revealed or writes a

letter. One makes himself agreeable to her and their being together
leads to those things which it would be improper here to mention. If they
sit in the public highway the matter [of dealing with them] is simpler
than if they sit in shops or in byways.
The muhtasib shall compel them under an oath not to write for any

person any matter concerned with wizardry, such as love, stirring up

[?the passions], haemorrhages, (227) ophthalmia, tongue-tying and other

such matters; for enchantment is an unlawful practice. So also letter-

writers shall be compelled not to write anything which is contrary to

common custom in any document dealing with terms in a commercial

transaction, contract, hiring, security or decree, or anything which is the

prerogative of notaries and which they write. They shall not make for any
man a copy of any document set out by his hand nor of any contract, etc.

;

nor shall they write for a woman a message to a man not of her kin and

this circumstance will scarcely be capable of concealment from them on

account of her manner of addressing him. Nor shall they write anything

5-2
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concerned with the affairs of the state, nor write anything which is out of

the ordinary or which demands information especially that which will

gain particular advantage for the sender whereby harm will be brought

upon others. If the muhtasib finds anyone indulging in these practices

he must expel him and punish him.

CHAPTER L

Punishments, statutory and judicial

The whip and the dirra [scourge]. (228) A middling whip must be

employed, one not too thick and strong nor too thin and soft to hurt the

body. The dirra shall be of ox-hide or camel-hide pierced and shall hang
on the muhtasib's booth that the people may see it and the hearts of evil-

doers tremble and fraudulent persons be warned.

An adulterer1 who is a bikr 2 shall be beaten a hundred strokes in view

of the people. By that is meant one who is of full age and understanding
and a free agent, whether he is a Muslim, a dhimml or a renegade. By
adultery is meant that a man had carnal intercourse with a woman not

lawful to him and without either a contract [of marriage] or doubt that

there might be a contract existing or possession or doubt that possession

might exist. Definition of carnal intercourse. An essential condition pre-

liminary to punishment is that there is knowledge of the woman's being
unlawful to the man. Reason and puberty are not taken into account

because minors and lunatics are not regarded as responsible persons, by
the well-known hadlth.

A man, whether receiving statutory or judicial punishment, shall stand

and shall neither be stretched out nor be tied, for each member must

receive its share of the beating. The face, head, genital organs and other

dangerous parts shall be protected, because there is a tradition that 'All

said to an executioner, "Beat him and give each member its due, but

guard his face and his genital organs." (229) Most followers of al-Shafi'I,

however, declare that the head should not be protected because of a

tradition that Abu Bakr said to an executioner,
"
Strike the head. Satan

dwells there/' Also the head will normally be covered and so no harm

to it need be feared. The ribs are in the same category as the head. Abu
Hamfa declared that it should be protected because it is most to be

treated with caution.

1 The word also means "fornicator". 2 See infra.
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The culprit must not be stripped. He should wear a shirt, but if he

has on a padded jubba or a fur he must have it taken away. Only men
shall inflict the punishment because they are more discerning about it,

and it must not reach the stage where it causes wounds and makes blood

flow.

A woman shall be beaten seated in her cloak, because she is concealed

out of pudency, and if she were to stand she might be uncovered. Her

garments therefore should be tied on her so that she may be hidden by
them. The tying on of the clothes must be done by a woman.

If the man is a muhsan the penalty is stoning; the muhsan being a man
who has possessed a wife in lawful wedlock. 1

If the adulterer is a bikr he shall suffer universal expulsion as well as

the statutory penalty, and the bikr is a man who has not possessed a wife

in lawful wedlock. The legists differ on the question of the subsequent

expulsion. Abu Hanlfa counsels against it, confining himself to the

physical punishment. Malik declares that the man is expelled but not

the woman. Shaf?I holds that both must be expelled from their city for

all purposes to a distance of a day and a night's journey at least.

The punishment for the unbeliever and the Muslim are the same, in

the view of Shafi'I, with regard both to the flogging and the banish-

ment. (230) It is related that 'Urnar declared stoning to be a duty
demanded by God except that it is to be carried out only if the man
is a muhsan, that proof of the offence is established and that there has

been a confession.

If a man who is a bikr commits adultery with a muhsana or a muhsan

with a woman who is a bikr, the bikr shall be beaten and the other party
stoned. If the offence has been committed repeatedly before the punish-
ment that one punishment shall suffice for all.

Adultery shall be established either by confession or proof. As for

confession : if a man of full age and understanding admits once an act of

adultery, willingly, the punishment shall be inflicted on him. Abu
Hanlfa maintained the punishment is not to be inflicted unless the con-

fession is four times repeated. If the penalty is declared to be due to him

by reason of his own confession, and if he then retracts it before the

penalty is inflicted the punishment lapses.

Proof consists in this, that four men, competent witnesses shall declare

that they witnessed the act of sexual congress, specifically. If they cannot

make the declaration in clear terms it is not evidence. Their clear evidence

may be accepted from them either together or separately. Abu Hanlfa

1 Cf. R. Levy, Sociology of Islam, I,
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however denies this and says that he would not accept the separate state-

ments and he pronounced such separate statements as qadhafa [punish-
able slander]. Their evidence may be acceptance after the interval of a

year or more. If the witnesses to the adultery do not make up the com-

plete four in number, they are slanderers, and according to one view they
are liable to penalties. There is dispute about whether evidence must be

taken from two witnesses or from four in the event of a confession of

adultery.

(231) When an adulterer is to be stoned after proof of his offence, a pit

shall be dug and he shall be let down into it as far as his middle to prevent
him from escaping. If he should escape he must be followed until he

dies. If he is to be stoned on his own confession no pit shall be dug, and

if he escapes he shall not be followed.

A pregnant woman shall not be punished until after she has borne her

child and not then until a nurse has been found for it.

If a man claims in excuse for adultery that there was the possibility of

doubt on account of an invalid marriage or that he thought in confusion

that the woman was his wife or that he was in ignorance of the unlaw-

fulness of adultery, then, if he had but newly covenanted to be a Muslim

or had been brought up in the wilderness, the penalty lapses. If a man
confesses before decision is made the penalty lapses, but not afterwards.

All this is subject to the imam's delegating power [to the muhtasib] to

punish, for the power to inflict legal penalties is vested in the imam and it

is outside the muhtasib's authority.

If the offender is a slave-girl, her master shall beat her half the number

of strokes legal for a free woman. This is the case if the matter is based on

her confession. If it is a matter of proof, the duty falls rather to the tem-

poral ruler, for he is under the necessity of testing the credibility of

witnesses, (232) which the master is not.

Sodomy and bestiality are forbidden in the same way as adultery

[fornication] or even more strictly. 'There is dispute about the penalty for

sodomy. ShafVi declared that 'All and 'Abd Allah disputed if stoning

was the penalty whether the offender was a rnuhsan or not. Malik and

Ahmad [b. Hanbal] declared in its favour. Another opinion is that

sodomy is like adultery : the penalty is stoning if the offender is a muhsan

and flogging if he is a bikr. Abu Hanlfa said there is no statutory

penalty for it. The man must be punished [after judicial decision] and

imprisoned for life for the reason that the offence is in the Qur'an
1 called

"an obscene act" and the penalty for that is imprisonment for life.

1
vi, 152; vii, 31, 78.
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Punishment for bestiality is a matter for dispute in the same way as that

for sodomy. A third view expressed about it is that there shall be punish-
ment at the discretion of the judge. (233) It is held by many of the

learned, and rightly, that the [more severe] statutory penalty is imposed
as a deterrent from the object lusted after. The argument is that it is

necessary [to prevent] wine-drinking but not the drinking of urine.

Intercourse with an animal is not a [normal] desire even if certain vile

natures incline to it.

Some reckon both bestiality and masturbation as fornication. The same

questions then arise as in the case of adultery, and the further question

[in the case of bestiality] of whether the animal must be slain and whether

it may be ritually slaughtered [for food].

(234) The penalty for an unsupported accusation of adultery is eighty

stripes. For this there is Qur'anic support.
1 It can be exacted on demand

[of the person accused] or remitted if pardon is granted. Five conditions

must be present in the person so accused and three in the accuser for

the penalty to be exacted. The former are that he shall be of full age,

free, sane, a Muslim and chaste; if he is a minor, a lunatic, an unbeliever

or has been guilty of an act of unchastity for which he has been punished,
then the statutory penalty is not exacted from the accuser but he shall be

made to suffer a [lesser] penalty [at the judge's discretion] because of the

harm done and "to clear the tongue
"

[i.e. for expiation]. The latter are

that the person bringing the charge shall be of full age, sane and free.

If he is a minor or a lunatic no punishment, either statutory or judicially

decreed, is inflicted. A slave is beaten forty strokes, half the penalty for a

free man, because of his disability through servitude. (235) The un-

believer shall suffer the penalty for [accusing] a Muslim and a woman for

a man.

The person bringing an unsupported accusation shall be declared a

delinquent and his evidence is not to be accepted. If he withdraws, his

delinquency ends and his evidence is again accepted both before the

punishment is administered and afterwards. ShafTi said, "The with-

drawal of the person bringing an unsupported accusation is his denial of

himself, in that he declares his accusation to be false. If he withdraws,

then, apart from this accusation, the imputation of offence and the refusal

to accept his evidence are rescinded.
" Abu Hanlfa said, "His evidence

may be accepted before infliction of the penalty but not afterwards even

if he withdraws."

Unsupported accusation of sodomy or bestiality is parallel to the
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accusation of adultery in the demand that the statutory penalty shall be

inflicted. Unsupported accusation of fraud or theft does not demand
infliction of the statutory penalty, but there shall be punishment at the

judge's discretion on account of the wrong done.

Accusation of adultery shall be in explicit language, as, for example,
"Thou fornicator" or "Thou hast committed adultery" or "I saw you
commit adultery". If one says "Thou sinner,' thou evil-doer, thou

sodomite" that may possibly be metaphorical and the statutory penalty is

not enforceable unless a [definite] accusation was intended. If a man says

"Thou child of two adulterers" that is a charge of adultery against the

[other's] parents and he may have the penalty inflicted on him if they

demand it. Should they be dead the [demand for] the penalty may
be inherited. Abu Hanifa denied this.

If the person accused wishes to compound for the penalty by acceptance
of a sum of money, that is not permitted. If the person bringing an

unsupported accusation should not come to be punished until the person
accused has [in fact] committed fornication the penalty for the charge is

not remitted.

If a man says, "Thou libertine", it is, (236) in the view of some of

ShafiTs followers, to be taken metaphorically. According to others it is

a clear statement by the Prophet's word: "The child for the bed [of its

mother and putative father] and stoning for the libertine." Malik

regarded any allusions to such matters as open statements requiring the

penalty. The penalty, in the view of Shafi'i and Abu Hanifa, is not com-

pulsory for an insinuation unless it is acknowledged to have been intended

for an accusation. If a man accuses his wife of adultery [on insufficient

grounds] he suffers the penalty unless he divorces her by li'an. 1

Consummation of a marriage the validity of which is in doubt because

of the absence of a wall [the woman's male next-of-kin] or of witnesses, is

not subject to penalty.

Mut'a 2
marriage frequently leads to adultery and the penalty for it

must be inflicted.

If a man be found in bed with a woman, kissing and embracing her,

the penalty is not the statutory one but one at the discretion [of thejudge].

Intercourse not per vulvam with a woman outside the prohibited degrees
is punishable at the discretion of the judge: it is an offence for which no

1 An oath sworn by the husband "
calling down a curse

"
upon himself if he

has told a lie. See R. Levy, Sociology of Islam, i, 171, etc.
2
Marriage for a fixed temporary period with a specified mahr. Amongst the

Shi* a it is lawful.
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penalty or expiation is prescribed. Masturbation is punishable at the

discretion of the judge. When a woman has intercourse with a woman
both are punished at the discretion of the judge.
A man having intercourse with a slave girl owned jointly by him and

others, or owned by his son, shall be punished at the judge's discretion,

but the statutory penalty shall not be imposed since that is precluded
where there is doubt. If he has intercourse with his sister whom he owns

as a slave, there are two possibilities; the first that he suffers the statutory

penalty because ownership does not make sexual intercourse lawful, the

second that he is punished according to the judge's discretion. Punish-

ment at the discretion of the judge is also inflicted for intercourse with a

woman during her menstrual period.

(237) Ta'zir [punishment decided upon by ajudge] is the prerogative of

the imam or his representative. It is applied to punishments other than

those fixed by statute [hudud] and those called ta'dib ["correction"]. That

ta'zlr is lawful is indicated by a tradition of the Prophet: "Amputation of

the hand shall not be inflicted for [stealing] fruit or palm-spathe unless

the place in which the fruit is dried actually contains it [at the time of the

theft]." If it does, and the value amounts to that of a shield,
1 then the

penalty of amputation is inflicted. 2 If the value is less, then a fine equi-
valent in value is imposed and stripes as punishment.

Ta'dib is the term applied to a husband's beating of his wife or a

teacher's beating of his pupil.

Ta'zlr is inflicted on anyone who commits a misdemeanour for which

there is no statutory penalty or expiation, as for example improper inter-

course, theft of an article less than a nisab* in value, an unsupported
accusation of adultery, treachery in some matter not involving talio or

false witness. The first four Caliphs practised ta'zir and God permitted a

husband to beat his rebellious wife, and a parallel is drawn for other

offences according to the discretion of the imam or his representative.

(238) His decision will vary according to the offence and the circum-

stances of the offender.

Ta'zlr equals the statutory penalties in being correction designed to

bring about reformation and provide warning. It differs in that the

correction of persons of standing who have been of good conduct is less

severe than that carried out upon persons of vile speech and frivolous

1 The value in the time of Muhammad was a dinar, or 10 dirhams
;
the lowest

amount for which the penalty was inflicted.
2 Cf. Lane, s.v. ^> p. 130.

3 The quarter of a dinar. According to some authorities amputation of the

hand was not inflicted for the theft of articles valued at less than this.
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conduct and is graded according to the rank of the persons concerned,

although they are treated as equal in respect of the statutory penalties.

The punishment [ta'zir] of a man of high rank is ostracism
;
that of a man

of a lesser rank is verbal castigation, the severest thing being without

actually charging him specifically with an offence to say that he de-

serves to be called a sinner ; for lower classes than these the punishment
resorted to is imprisonment, the period being regulated according to the

status of the offender and the nature of the offence, so that it may be a

day or any longer term appointed. The imam or his representative may
inflict flagellation at his discretion, but the number of strokes inflicted

must not reach the lower limit of the statutory penalties. For a free man
it must not reach forty strokes or twenty for a slave. (239) Abu Hanlfa

declared that the most was thirty-nine whether for free man or slave.

Abu Yusuf said seventy-five. Malik and al-Awza'I L declare ten strokes to

be the greatest punishment for what is not liable to a statutory penalty.

The imam or his representative may lawfully remit the punishment.
The author of al-Muhadhdhab* said, "If civil claims are involved the

imam has no power to remit them/' Ghazali said the imam had no

power to remit these claims if there was insistence on them.

The next-of-kin is under an obligation to demand tctzir for insults or

blows. If the person insulted or beaten grants forgiveness, he that is

responsible has the power at his discretion to do what he regards as

expedient and he may impose a tcfzir as correction, that being part of

what is (240) demanded by public expediency, or he may remit it.

If the imam inflicts the tctzir and the man dies, he is responsible;

though the contrary view also is held. The true view is that he is respon-
sible because it is punishment of which one condition is that the person

punished is guaranteed his life.
3 Abu Hanlfa considered that the imam

had power to decide what would be most expedient and whether he

would order corporal punishment or not. If he ordered such punishment
and the man died no responsibility lay with him.

Punishment may be inflicted with a staff or a whip in which the knot at

the end has been broken [undone]. In statutory punishment the blows

must be distributed over the whole body, with certain precautions. For

ta'zlr it is in dispute whether the same principle holds or whether all the

1 Founder of a short-lived school in Syria. He died 157/774. Cf. Macdonald,
Muslim Theology (1926), p. 98.

2 al-Muhadhdhab ft l-madhhab, by Abu Ishaq Ibrahim b. 'All al-Firuzabadi

(d. 476/1083; cf. Brockelmann, I, 387).
3

I.e. he has not been condemned to death.
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blows may be delivered on the same part of the body. It is permissible to

strip the culprit of all his clothes except enough to cover his privy parts.

(241) He shall be publicly displayed and his crime proclaimed that is if

he repeats his offence. It is permissible to shave off the hair of his head,

but not his beard. It is disputed whether it is lawful to blacken his face.

There is traditional support for making the culprit ride backwards on

an animal and he may 'also be crucified,
1 but food and drink are not with-

held nor is he prevented from washing for prayers. He must perform the

ritual by inclinations of the head, repeating the prayers when he is

liberated. The period of crucifixion must not exceed three days.

Punishment by fine is lawful in the view of Malik. Shafi'I regarded it

as a well-established principle, pointing as evidence to the fact that it is

enforced against any man who has intercourse with his wife in the men-

strual period. Where a man fraudently withholds the alms-tax it is taken

from him and half his property also as penalty. Traditions in support.

(242) It is related that 'Umar poured away milk which had been adul-

terated and that 'All burnt food illegally hoarded. Ghazall held that the

temporal authority had power to do such things if it thought it expedient.
I hold that he may as punishment break any vessel holding fermented

liquor, for it was done in the Prophet's time to emphasize an admonition

and it has never been established that the practice was abrogated. If it be

asked whether the temporal authority has power to destroy property as

punishment for offences against the law (e.g. to burn houses in which

wine is drunk), the answer is that it would not be beyond the scope of

what is demanded by public expediency. But only the imam is, in our

view, (243) empowered to act in these cases and individual members of

the public are forbidden to take any steps, because there lie concealed

here circumstances demanding ijtihad. We say further that if wine has

been poured away it is not lawful to follow this by breaking the vessels

which have contained it unless they are used exclusively for wine.

There are various stages in the performance of the function of the

hisba: first comes prohibition [of unlawful acts], secondly admonition,

thirdly prevention and deterrence. Deterrence refers to future actions,

punishment to what is past, while hindering refers to immediate acts

in the course of their commission. Individual members of the public are

allowed only to hinder such acts, namely to put a stop to illegal acts;

anything further is the prerogative of the ruling powers.
Admonition comes usefully only from a person who can admonish

himself, and we hold that any person who knows that his words will not

1
Presumably this means tied by hands and feet to a cross.
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be listened to in the hisba because of public knowledge of his own delin-

quencies has no right to undertake the function.

The second stage means placing [the culprit] in fear of God and

threatening him with corporal punishment so that he may desist from

what he is doing. The third stage is reviling the culprit harshly (244) but

not to the extent of charging him specifically with fornication. Thus he

may be addressed as
"
Evil-doer !

" "
Fool !

" and asked if he does not fear

God. In fact he is a fool, for if he were not one he would not offend

against God. For this stage there are two rules to be observed, the first

that [the muhtasib] shall not proceed to take it up unless he has

failed with gentler methods of admonition and the second that he shall

utter no word which is not true and not let his tongue range over matters

not essential. He must confine himself strictly to what is essential in his

manifestation of anger and contempt on account of the man's offence. If

he knows that the man, if addressed, will strike but that he will not do

so if he is treated to stern and disapproving looks, then he must be so

treated. It is not sufficient to disapprove mentally; anger must be

displayed.

A condition of the offence is that it shall be patent to the muhtasib

without any need for ijtihad, and if this is necessary the matter is outside

the jurisdiction of the hisba. The Hanafi [muhtasib] therefore (245) has

no authority to denounce a Shafi'lte for eating a lizard or a hyena or

something over which God's name has not been proclaimed [at slaughter],

nor may the ShafVite denounce a Hanafi for drinking nabldh which is not

intoxicant or his receiving an inheritance to which he is not entitled by

kinship,
1 or dwelling in a house acquired by right of pre-emption as a

neighbour.
2 But the Shafi'ite may denounce a Hanafi for drinking nabldh

[if it is intoxicating] but he may not interfere with a Hanafi for marrying
without a wall [legal guardian].

If a man proposes to use his house as a dye-shop or a fuller's shop or a

blacksmith's, contrary to practice, then the doctors of Merv forbid it

whilst those of Iraq say that if he strengthens the walls and has a care for

local custom he would not be forbidden. Some of our [Shafi'ite] col-

leagues are doubtful in the case of smoke from bread-baking if a man
uses his house as a bakery in opposition to local usage.
The muhtasib must forbid castration of human beings and animals.

If a claim to blood-money arises he must exact it for the claimant where

there is no conflict or dispute.

1 Cf. Vocabulary, s.v.^*.).
2 All these cases require decision by a mujtahid.
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White hair must not be dyed black; but a man fighting in a jihad is

permitted to dye his. In the beard are ten styles disapproved in varying

degree : for it to be dyed black, bleached with sulphur, cleared of white

hairs, cut too small, grown too long, trimmed in an affected manner,
allowed to grow untidily, admired in a youth for its blackness and in an

old man for its whiteness, dyed red or yellow (246) without any motive

but in imitation of the pious. Dyeing it black is forbidden by the Prophet.
A man in the time of 'Umar took a wife after having dyed his hair black.

But the dye wore off and his white hair appeared, whereupon the woman's

family bore him to 'Umar who annulled the marriage and sentenced him
to be beaten. It is said that Pharaoh was the first to dye his hair black.

The Prophet also forbade the plucking out of white hair, saying it was

the light of Muslims. 'Amr b. Abl Layll refused to accept the evidence of

a man who plucked the white hair out of his beard and punished anyone
who did it for the sake of women ; but he did not forbid anyone to dye it

with henna or katm. 1

The length proper for beards is disputed. Some say that a man should

grasp his beard at the chin and remove what is below his grasp. But some

prefer to leave it as it is in accordance with a tradition of the Prophet,
who said (247)

"
Spare the beard." This may be right. But one should

not reduce the beard too greatly or twist it to the sides
;
and too long a

beard disfigures the natural appearance and loosens the tongues of

cavillers. A certain doctor said: "I wonder at a man of reason with a

long beard does not remove some of it and allows it to become two beards.

The middle course is best in all things.
"

It is for that reason men say:
" Where there is a long beard there will be scant sense."

The moustache, by Prophetic tradition, should be kept close cut, but

the ends may be allowed to grow. 'Umar and others did it, for that does

not allow the mouth to be covered nor does any food adhere which does

not reach the mouth. There is a tradition as follows: "Jews let their

moustaches grow and cut their beards short, therefore act in contrary

fashion."

There is no harm in shaving off the hair of the head if cleanliness is

desired and none in leaving it, provided it be trimmed and combed. But

it must not be cut into a circular crown as is the habit of dissolute people,

nor must it be left to hang in loose locks after the style of members of

noble families, since this is their mark. For a man who is not a member
of a noble family to do it is a form of deception.

1 A vegetable dye used for staining hair black after it has been coloured red

with henna [Biberstein-Kazimirski, s.v.].
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It is an approved practice to pluck out the hair of the armpits every forty

days. This is easy to persons accustomed to it. Shaving suffices if one is

used to that, for plucking involves pain and the sole purpose is to be clean.

(248) Next comes the pubic hair. It should be removed by shaving
and depilatory, which should not be delayed over forty days.

The finger-nails should be pared, because of their ugly appearance
when they are long and dirt collects under them.

The navel-string and prepuce should be cut short soon after birth. As

for purification by circumcision, the Jewish practice is for it to be done

on the seventh day after birth and it is best to differ from them by post-

poning the operation until the child is strong and the danger lessened.

The muhtasib shall forbid any playing of musical instruments for gain
and shall punish both the person who receives and him who gives. He
must prevent blind men and beggars who sit in special places in the suqs
from reciting the Qur'an and begging. The law has forbidden it.

CHAPTER LI

Judges and witnesses

Qadtf [" decision", "judgeship"] means, philologically, consideration

of a matter and determining it. Now judgeship enforces the positive

provisions of the law and prevention of what is unlawful, and since man's

nature is compounded of rivalry, love of possessions and contentiousness,

there arises the need to induce them to right conduct by means which put
an end to dispute. Both Qur'an and the Prophetic traditions speak of

judgeship and judicial sentence. (249, 250) The Prophet acted as judge
between disputants in numberless cases (251) and gave judicial authority

to many of his Companions. He sent 'All as qadl to Yemen and said to

him,
"
If two parties appear before you, decide nothing until you have

heard the second man." 'All said that no decision thereafter was in doubt

to him.

When the Prophet sent Ma'adh as qadl to Yemen he inquired by what

he would make his decisions. He replied:
"
By the book of God." "And

if you find nothing there?" "Then by the practice of God's Apostle."

"And if you find nothing there?" "Then I shall exercise my own judg-

ment." The Apostle answered, "Praise be to God who hath granted the

apostle of God's Apostle the power to attain what God desires." 1

1 Cf. Mawardi, p. nof.
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'Attab b. Usayd
1 held the judgeship at Mecca in the year of the con-

quest and Abu Bakr sent Anas b. Malik as qadl to Bahrayn.
'Umar sent Abu Musa al-Ash'arl to Basra as qadl and subsequently

wrote to him: "The judgeship is a firmly-established and obligatory
office. Use your understanding when [arguments] are placed before you,
for right which is not put into force is of no value. Let all men be equal
in your sight, in your court and in your equity so that the strong may not

hope to procure your unjust dealing nor the weak despair of your equity.

The onus of proof at law is on the plaintiff and the person accused must

swear an oath. [Efforts at] reconciliation between the parties may be

made except if what is unlawful is thereby treated as lawful and vice

versa. (252) Let no decision which you made yesterday, and which you
have reconsidered so that you have been guided to the right course,

prevent you from turning to the truth. The truth has existed from all

time and to return to it is better than to continue in falsehood. Use your

understanding in those matters over which your mind hesitates, where

there is no precedent in God's book or the practice of His Apostle. Have

acquaintance with the analogies and the parallels. Balance matters in

your understanding and base your judgment on what is nearest to God
and approximates most to the truth. For him who makes a claim,

whether he be absent or present, fix a term. If he brings proof his due

shall be exacted for him; if he fails you must have recourse to judgment,
for it is very revealing to blindness and probes deepest into argument.

Anyone may be an attorney for another except one who has been punished
for an unsupported accusation or is currently believed guilty of false

witness."

The office of judge is one the establishment of which is a duty incum-

bent on the community as a whole. If one person assumes office the

remainder have their obligation discharged. It consists in requiring
fulfilment of the commands of the law and prevention of what is pro-

hibited. It possesses greater merit than the jihad.

The judge must know the Qur'an, the Sunna, what the community has

agreed upon by ijma' and the divergent views held by the earlier doctors.

Further, he must have a well-instructed mind so as to comprehend the

various aspects of qiyas [the system of inference] when need arises
;
he

must understand how to extricate the [true] tradition where there is a

conflict and where to give preference amongst the pronouncements of the

authorities where there is any equivocality ;
he must be well-endowed in

reasoning powers, reliable, firm, clement, intelligent and alert, (253) not

1 Cf. Tabari, I, 1659.
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to be taken unawares nor gullible by deception, sound in the faculties

hearing and sight, acquainted with the dialects of the people under I

jurisdiction, chaste in all respects, an abstainer [from ill], remote fro

cupidity, just, upright, truthful in speech, of good reasoning power ai

resource. When he pronounces sentence he should bring final decisio

the blame of no caviller should affect him in God's sight, and he must

dignified, calm and godly. It were best for him to belong to the Qurays
There is a tradition that 'All b. Abi Talib appointed Abu '1-Asw;

al-Du'ali to be judge but dismissed him after he had held office for ;

hour. When he asked why he had been dismissed, saying that he h;

neither behaved dishonourably nor been deceived, 'All replied: "It h

come to my ears that your speech is louder than that of the litigar

arguing before you."
The imam al-ShafVi said, "The qadl must be neither tyrannical ai

overbearing nor feeble and abject." An early authority said, "He mv
be strong without violence, gentle without weakness

;
for the overbearii

judge terrifies the suitor so that he is unable to give voice to his argume

clearly, while the feeble judge raises hope in the breast of the suitor

winning him over, and he therefore lets his tongue wag."
If there is only one man who fulfils the necessary conditions for t

judgeship, it is his duty to assume the office and the imam may comj

him, having first made his acquaintance in order to endow him wi

authority. (254) It is said that he must accept office if it is required

him, but he need not make himself known as eligible. If he fulfils t

conditions but fears he may be guilty of dishonesty or bias he must acce

and restrain himself from what he fears. If there are a number of perso
in a town fulfilling the conditions, the imam must appoint the me

learned, but the appointment of one of the less learned is valid,

amongst those qualified, one puts himself forward for office and anoth

holds back, the latter should in preference be appointed as being o

desirous of peace.

A number of conditions must be taken into consideration for t

appointment of a judge to be valid. The person appointed must be of fi

age and understanding, free, a male, a Muslim, equitable, possessed

hearing, sight and knowledge. (255) If the person appointed is overcor

by madness his authority lapses, but if he becomes subject to swooni

his authority is not affected, for that is a kind of disease. The appointing

of a slave or a person of incomplete freedom is not valid. No woman

hermaphrodite may be appointed, contrary to the view of Abu Ham
No unbeliever may have authority to be judge over Muslims nor o\
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persons of his own religion. Abu Hamfa, however, conceded him authority
over persons of his own religion and declared that his decisions must be

enforced.

No law-breaker may be a judge. Equity must be taken into account in

every grant of authority, for it is required that the judge's sentence shall

be carried out and his decision obeyed, whereas there is a specific com-

mand concerning the law-breaker that men must hesitate to do his

bidding. His appointment therefore is invalid.

The appointment of a blind man is invalid. The onset of blindness

invalidates the appointment but no attention need be paid to weakness of

sight or to night-blindness. [Complete] deafness also is a bar to an

appointment, but difficulty of hearing need not invalidate it if raised

voices are audible. The authorityand appointment of a dumb man are void

and the onset of dumbness invalidates. The authority of an [ignorant]

unlearned man is invalid, but there is a dubious opinion voiced by a

follower of Abu Hamfa (256) permitting it, if he refers to men of learning

and decides by what they say. On the question of an illiterate person, one

who cannot write well, there are two views, the more correct one being
that his authority is valid, for the Prophet was illiterate.

The mujtahid must be acquainted with the Qur'an, the Sunna, ijma'

and qiyas where it is obvious. In the Qur'an he must know the passages
which are precedents for decisions; they are 500 in number, but the

mujtahid can deduce other decisions by means of them. He is not re-

quired to memorize them; it is sufficient to know them on reference. In

the Sunna, he must know the traditions which are precedents for deci-

sions. If they are recorded, restricted in number and arranged in order

there is no need to memorize them but he must know them. They are [in

such collections] as the Sunan of Abu Dawud and Bayhaql. He must

know also what has been established by ijma* and shall not give decisions

opposing it. Lastly he must be acquainted with qiyas, the fourth "root"

ofjurisprudence. At the present time there is no mujtahid ofindependent

authority.

The true authority \wilayd\ is vested in him who is appointed by the

temporal sovereign to see that the interests of Muslims receive no harm

(257), but he sins if he grants authority to an evil-doer or an ignorant
man. Yet if he does grant authority to any man, his rulings must of

necessity be enforced. Wilaya may be conferred either by direct words

or by periphrasis. The direct words are
"

I appoint you judge" or
"

I grant

you wilaya", etc. The periphrasis is "I rely upon you in the office of

judge", etc.
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If two parties to a dispute ask a third person to decide between them,

there is a conflict of opinion concerning the validity of the proceeding.
The true view holds it valid if there is no judge in the city, for otherwise

this means dismissal of the judge and a disregard of the imam. Ghazall

said, "If we permitted this, it would be as though the qadl's authority

were lawful but his decision not enforceable except against a person who
consented to it." Those who believe this procedure valid exclude from it

cases concerned with marriage, divorce by Wan, talio and unsupported
accusation of adultery. There is risk in these cases and they are reserved

for the judge appointed by the imam.

The qadl must sit for justice in an open place in the middle of the town,

one well known and to which people repair. It must not be in a mosque,
for a man may come to him being unclean or a woman in her menstrual

period or a dhimml or a young boy or a barefoot person or some other

who is not free from uncleanness. These do harm to the mosque, and

defile the floors; also voices are raised and there is great clamour when
men congregate together (258) and dispute with one another. The law

forbids all this.
1

[A story in illustration.]

(259) If a judge withdraws from litigants when they repair to him
and refuses to consider the case they present so that [the administration

of] justice is at a standstill and the parties appeal for help, that judge
must have his conduct denounced by the muhtasib. The eminence of his

position must not prevent this denunciation. Ibrahim b. Batha, who
held the hisba on both sides of the river at Baghdad, once passed by the

gate ofAbu 'Amr b. Hammad, at that time chief qadl, and saw the litigants

seated about his gate waiting for him to sit in judgment. The day was
then well advanced and the sun high. He therefore halted and, sum-

moning the qadl's chamberlain, he said, "Tell the chief qadl that the

litigants are sitting at the gate, the sun has reached them and they suffer

hardship by their waiting. Either, therefore, he must take his seat for

them or make his excuses and let them depart so that they may return at

another time."

If the muhtasib sees any man behaving frivolously in a court of

justice or attacking the judge for his verdict, he must punish him. If the

qadl bursts out in anger against a man he must be deterred, for he cannot

judge in anger and he must not give utterance to nonsense or coarse

language. (260) If amongst the qadl's servants there is one of handsome

appearance, he must not be sent to bring women to the court.

1 Traditions vary on the question. Some permit the use of the mosque as a

court. Cf. Un Manuel Hispanique, p. f .
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As for the advocates1 who appear before the judge there is no good in

them and no advantage to the public at the present time. Most of them
are of scanty religion. They take [money] from both parties and hold fast

to it for some legal reason. They delay settlement so that justice is lost

out of the hands of him that seeks it and has a right to it. But if the two

parties appear in person the truth is speedily apparent from their speech
if they have no representative, and it is better at the present time to have

no attorney except for a woman who does not go out in public or a

minor. In these instances the judge should appoint representatives.

Witnesses. The word 'adala means philologically
"
straightness

" and

'adl [" attorney", etc.] derives its meaning from that of i'tidal ["equi-

poise", "equity"], and the *adl is so called because his actions are

equitable in such fashion that he shows no bias from the truth. (261) The

prophets have been made "witnesses" for their people as being the

noblest persons of their time. The imam's authority is not firmly estab-

lished nor is obedience given loyally to him if he is not equitable, and the

qadl's sentences are not put into effect unless he is equitable, nor the

mufti's rulings.

(262) The Caliph, the Sultan and the qadl act on the words of the

witnesses and rely on their statements. On the word of two of them

persons may be put to death, marriages may be legalized, error brought
to an end, property transferred and penalties enforced and no opposition
to them prospers. Any man of understanding therefore who aspires to

the office of 'adl must acquaint himself with all that is necessary of the

laws of evidence and what it involves in practice. It is the highest part

which can be taken by a free Muslim and he should call upon God's

aid to enable him to fulfil his duty and to help against any who seek it

unworthily, desiring only to gain leadership by it or to gain satisfaction

against someone who has opposed them or is driven by desire for rank.

It is related that Abu Hanlfa said he was once in the company of

Muharib b. Duthar when two men were giving evidence against a third.

He denied the truth of what the two averred against him and Muharib,
who had been reclining, (263) sat up and repeated a tradition of the

Prophet to the effect that the feet of a false witness would cling to the fire

of Hell. He then continued and said to the two witnesses: "If you are

speaking the truth remain where you are
;
if you are lying, cover your heads

and depart." Thereupon they arose, covered their heads and departed.

1 Wukald\ Wakil seems to mean "attorney" or "advocate" here. But cf.

Amedroz, J.R.A.S. 1911, p. 668 (n.), who declares that no mention of advocacy
in Muslim legal procedure is known to him.

6-2
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The *adl legally is a person who combines the qualities of uprightness
in the faith, in the law and in honour. These are made up of seven

parts and if a man is possessed of all of them he is fitted to receive the

office of witness. They are freedom, sanity, Islam, full age, probity in

the faith, honourable conduct and alertness of mind. The evidence of an

unobservant person is not accepted nor that of one known to be fre-

quently in error. An unobservant person will frequently not regard the

actual truth but will rush to a belief in his own imaginings. Consequently
his evidence is not to be accepted except in an obvious matter which the

qadl must thoroughly investigate and probe.
The evidence of a young boy is not accepted. Malik accepted it in

cases of murder and wounding if the boy understood (264) the signi-

ficance of evidence and was sound in Islam.

The evidence of a slave or a partial slave is not accepted although
Ahmad [b. Hanbal] accepted it. Nor is the evidence of an unbeliever to

be accepted, but Abu Hanifa accepted the evidence of one unbeliever

against another. Nor is the evidence accepted of a lunatic or an evil-doer

even if he be one who speaks the truth. Some would accept the latter's

evidence if there is a conviction in the judge's mind that it is true. The
rule is stated to be that for his evidence to be accepted he shall not have

committed a major sin nor persistently engaged in minor sins. Con-

cerning the definition of major and minor sins there is some dispute.

Some say the major sin is one for which a statutory penalty or a threat

[of punishment hereafter] has been declared either by the text of the

Qur'an or by the Sunna of the Prophet. The evidence is rejected, there-

fore, of anyone who has committed a forbidden act such as murder,

fornication, theft or wine-drinking or who has of set purpose neglected a

religious duty such as prayer, alms or a compulsory fast such person

being regarded as a sinner.

To listen to the music of lute, harp, tambour, flute and anything which

is struck in lively emotion, is to commit a forbidden act. The music of the

tambourine although not authorized is regarded with indifference by the

law. (265) The same applies to all drums except the
" Sudan" drum,

which is narrow in the middle and wide at the ends. The music of the

shabbaba1
is disapproved.

On the question of the lawfulness of listening to singing there is

dispute.

[Any permission] is conditional on there being no excess and no com-

plete addiction to it. The evidence of a person who makes a constant

1 A kind of reed-pipe or flute.
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practice of listening to music in the suqs and streets is rejected. But if a

man listens to music in private for recreation, he remains competent to

give evidence. There is no harm if a man purchases girls to sing for him,

provided that he does not go to excess or indulge [in this pursuit]

publicly. But if he acquires them in order to gain money by their being
invited to peoples* houses, his evidence is to be rejected. This is a minor

and not a major sin. (266) Listening to the songs of camel-drivers and

the chants of desert Arabs is not disapproved.
On the question of the composition and recitation of poetry, Shafi'i

said: "Poetry is speech, of which the good is good and the bad bad.

What is to be avoided is that which contains falsehood or insult or a

baseless accusation. If a man recites it in denunciation of its author, it is

permissible ;
but if he recites it in approval or in the effort to memorize it,

that is regarded as a fault." In this context, anything of which the

utterance is not forbidden may be heard without its being forbidden.

Music and dancing are not in themselves unlawful; it is the constant

indulgence in them which is harmful to good conduct.

Dressing in silk and sitting on it and wearing gold or using it are

forbidden. But these are minor sins. One Shafi'ite exaggerated to the

extent of saying that if the witnesses to a marriage when the contract was

being made were seated upon silk, the marriage is not validly contracted.

Most Shafi'ites regard playing at backgammon as a major sin and it is

unlawful. Shafi'I himself disapproved of the playing of backgammon and

said there was no clear proof of its being forbidden.

Of chess Malik held the same view as of backgammon, holding it for-

bidden. According to Abu Hanlfa (267) it was disapproved. Shafi'I's view

was that it was not forbidden. Indeed chess requires thought, reflexion,

foresight, intelligence and the capacity for different kinds of play as well

as self-control on the day of play. Further it presents a parallel to the

various aspects of warfare and the science of the stratagems of war. The

king is parallel to the Sultan and the queen to the vizier, sometimes being
close at his side and at other times far away from him on some business.

The knight and the elephant [bishop] are obviously two pieces resembling
war equipment, maintaining positions near to the king. The pawns are

parallel to foot-soldiery in front of the king and the queen, while the rook

is the king's shield on either side. Any piece on the same row can be

taken, except the king, and all that may be done with him is to beleaguer
him. There are numerous details and devices which cannot be recounted

in this brief work. A number of the Prophet's Companions and Followers

played the game. Sa'ld b. Jubayr and 'Ata played it back to back.
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According to Shafi'I a man's character as a witness depends on the

degree of attention he devotes to the game. If it leads to scandalous

conduct in that he gambles or plays in the suqs, or devotes himself to it

to the neglect of the statutory prayers he forsakes the position of an
l

adl.

To take a hammam for singing and for social gatherings and amuse-

ment is not disapproved. But he who turns himself into a buffoon

(268) so that men laugh at his speech or dress, as for example a legist

who wears a qaba* or bonnet in towns where that is not the custom, for-

sakes the path of right conduct. So also he who uncovers his head or

stretches out his legs in company in a place where it is not the practice,

forsakes the way of good conduct. One should not eat in the street or in

the suqs with people looking on, nor pass water on a frequented highway,
nor carry one's own goods meanly begrudging a porter's hire.

Workpeople carrying on humble crafts, e.g. cuppers, weavers, watch-

men, bath-attendants, scavengers, fishermen and persons in contact

with uncleannesses either in their clothing or their persons about them
if their way of life is good and they remove any uncleanness from them

three views have been expressed. The first is that their evidence is not

acceptable for the reason that their choice of trade, although it is

generally regarded as base, is proof of the meanness of their intelligence.

The second is that their evidence is to be accepted, since necessity leads

them to their choice. The third is that what is regarded as base from the

side of religion is to be considered disabling and what is so regarded from

the worldly side e.g. weaving is not to be considered disabling. Some

say that if it was the trade of their fathers and in which they have been

reared it is not to be considered as disabling, but only if they chose it for

themselves.

Witnesses must guard their speech and conduct in matters over which

men differ, so that the tongues of the common people may be prevented
from attacking them and to obviate suspicion. Their food must be pure,
their clothes well ordered and their speech guarded. (269) Also they
must display a cheerful mien in the company of their brethren and

neighbours : they must avoid base company and the society of him that is

known for heresy. Let them avoid any breach of good conduct openly
and be under obligation to none.
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CHAPTER LII

Princes and governors

The muhtasib must frequent the audiences of princesand governors and
command them to show clemency towards the people subject to them
and to remind them of the traditions of the Prophet which have been

transmitted concerning this subject.
There is a hadlth which says: "Do not ask for rulership. If thou art

given it by thy request thou art made answerable for it; but if thou art

given it without thy request thou art assisted in it."

(270) 'Umar b. al-Khattab went about with the patrol each night. He
used to say,

"
If a sheep should go astray whilst I read the Qur'an, I should

be held answerable for it on the Day of Resurrection."

'Abd Allah b. 'Umar sees the Caliph 'Umar in a dream and learns

from him how he lay in the grave in fear of God although in his worldly
life he had none of the accoutrements of authority other than a dirra.

When Sulayman b.
cAbd al-Malik1 died his son and 'Umar b. 'Abd al-

'Aziz placed him in the grave and he was agitated and moved about in

their hands so that his son said, "By God, my father lives." 'Umar

replied, "By God, thy father is being punished in haste."

(271) The fate hereafter of those who serve princes or who pass by
when a man is being maltreated.

(272) Thou who hast authority in the affairs of Muslims art under

obligation to take heed to thyself and to fulfil the commands of God.

Wrong done by rulers is of grave import for they treat the false as the

true. The story of a ruler who forbade the public to fish in a stream where

once they had had permission to do so, and how the fish all disappeared.
The responsibilities of rulership are great. The person holding authority

should associate only with the learned and the pious who may teach him
the path of equity and facilitate discharge of his responsibilities. Justice

to great and small is the most noble quality in a ruler. He must have

oversight of his ministers and agents and forbid them to exact more than

is due from debtors, but let him be gentle in counsel and speech
1 Umayyad Caliph reigned A.H. 96-99,
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CHAPTER LIII

(273) The muhtasib and his duties

He must remain close to the suqs, riding in them at all times and going

amongst the traders. He must investigate shops and streets and test

weights and measures and see what is adulterated. He must make his

visits unannounced and at any time of day or night. He must seal up for

the night any shop which he has not been able to search during the day
and make his investigation early the next morning. He must have reliable

assistants but must depend on his own examination [for his decision],

A true hadlth declares that the muhtasib may decide by weight of his

own suspicion and use threats not permitted in law if public expediency
lies therein. (274) The Prophet told the story of the Judgment of Solomon.

The muhtasib must always have assistants at his side whether he is

seated at home or riding abroad. This adds to his dignity and increases

the awe in which he is held. (275) They must be persons of chaste and

honourable life, strong and courageous. He must hold them in check and

train them in their duties. When they summon a party to a dispute they
must never inform him of the charge lest he should think out an argu-
ment by which he may release himself. If a man is summoned to be

present with all his stock and equipment he must be brought as the

rnuhtasib's assistants find him and he must not be allowed to leave any
of his weights in his shop or let them fall on the way. If he is a Christian

dhimml found without the girdle or a Jew without the special token he

must be brought as he stands.

No messenger must go out before consulting the muhtasib and when
he does go out he must do so with determination and courage and seek

the offender swiftly, for this is what terrifies and deters from evil-doing.

If the muhtasib orders punisment to be deferred, it must be deferred and

the offender's head must not be bared until the order is given. Also if he

orders corporal punishment they must see whether he means it to be

with whip or dirra
y
for each man is punished in the manner suited to him

and to his offence.

The tradition is that where the offence is against God there is pardon,
but not where it is against man. (276) The muhtasib who neglects his

duties or offends against honourable conduct, by law loses his office. If

[the public] is powerless [to remove him] the matter must be taken to

him who has authority, namely the imam or his representative.

The muhtasib shall receive his emoluments from the ruling power and

it must be such as shall suffice him.
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CHAPTER LIV

Ship-men

They shall be compelled not to overload their vessels inordinately for

fear of sinking and they shall not set out during a gale. If they carry
women they must set a partition between them and the men.

CHAPTER LV

Sellers of earthenware and pottery

The sellers of earthenware jars and vessels shall not overlay any that

are pierced or cracked with gypsum made into a paste with fat and white

of egg and sell them as though they were sound.

CHAPTER LVI

Potters and porcelain-makers

To oversee them there shall be appointed a trustworthy manwho knows
their craft and their corrupt practices. The zubadi vases [made of cream-

coloured porcelain] shall be made only of ground pebbles and not of

sand, except what is imported (277) and used for feasts. The porcelain
must be of even texture, of the accustomed mould, perfectly glazed. Into

the colouring there must be blue kali and copper-particles and (?) mag-
nesia. This must not be replaced by indigo or

( ?) shukis. They must be

sound so that food can be placed in them without their breaking in the

hand of any person holding them.

Faulty vessels must be set aside and used for purposes other than food.

Ovens must not be heated with human or other dung, which is

unclean, but with esparto grass [halfa] t
rice husks or similar things.

Sellers of porcelain [-clay] must sell the clay for the pots separately
from that for the ovens. The variety must be pointed out to the purchaser.
If a customer comes to purchase a hundred vessels from a porcelain-

maker he must not confine himself to displaying a single vessel and

afterwards deliver something different. That is fraudulent. The porters
are under an obligation to assist customers who are strangers, and others,

and to see that they receive what is due to them.
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CHAPTER LVII

Needle-makers

A trusty man of their own craft shall be appointed over them. He shall

prevent them from mixing steel needles (278) with those of soft iron (for

when these are sharpened they may be mixed with those of Damascus

steel). Each kind must be kept distinct. The makers must be sworn to this.

The best needles are the
"
tailoring" needles called by them al-

Musawwada. These are sharpened three times and polished. The best

have round eyes.

The makers must be compelled to heat the needles and temper them,

for steel when heated and tempered hardens [becomes brittle] while other

metal in this process becomes softer.

Sack-needles may be made either of steel or soft iron. They are of

different kinds named according to the number contained in a ratl.

CHAPTER LVIII

Spindle-makers

(279) No one may be allowed by the muhtasib to follow this trade

unless he is known for his chastity and honour, seeing that most of their

dealings are with women.

The spindles must be made of the wood of sasam or red mimosa

nilotica, free of knots and worm, for if it becomes hollow it will break

when a woman spins with it. Similarly with the brass in it which must be

hammered and not cast. It must be solid. They must have a fear of God
in their dealings with women.

CHAPTER LIX

Henna-sellers and their adulterations

There shall be appointed over them a man of their own trade who
knows their deceptions. He shall compel them not to sell any not free of

all faults and free from sand and coarse flour. Adulteration with sand

and hot oil can be detected by sifting when the sand or flour remains on

the sieve. Also the adulterated kind is heavier.
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Comb-makers

(280) Combs for men and women must be made of no wood but that of

the Greek box-tree. And it must not be green, otherwise it will warp as it

dries and break. (The best combs are made of tortoise-shell.) Any use

made of wood other than box-wood (e.g. orange-wood) shows in the

combing, for splinters of wood appear and tear out the user's hair. The
workman must use good craftsmanship and the points must be in line.

It should remain straight for a time after it is cut and pressed hard in a

press, for it will not move properly unless it is true. The work on the

inside should be well done so that the
" mouth "

[? the intervals between
the teeth] shall be small and the teeth fine. It must move sharply through
the hair and the teeth should therefore be rounded with a chisel, avoiding
all splintering.

CHAPTER LXI

Presses for sesame and olive-oil

There must be appointed over them a trustworthy man who has

knowledge of their craft. He must forbid them to use sesame unless it

has been washed, cleansed, roasted and pounded until all the husk has

departed. It must then be ground. No workman shall descend to press
the sesame until he has cleaned his feet with a scrubbing-stone. About
his middle there must be a coat with narrow sleeves for fear that he

should perspire. Also his mouth should be covered to prevent any

spittle dropping when he speaks. The troughs must be covered with

palm-leaf mats when work has ceased.

Their jars must be measured especially in the summer for their weight
decreases. (281) Ajar of standard measure contains 26^ Egyptian ratls.

Pressers of hot olive-oil must not press cotton-seed unless it has been

roasted, for if the raw seed is used the odour is concealed and they

practise trickery by mixing the oil of it with sweet olive-oil. Saffron-seed

oil is harmful to pregnant women.
Their bottles and measures must be tested.
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Sieve-makers

There must be appointed over them a trustworthy man who has

experience of their deceptions. He must command them to wash all

hair before they use it and they must guard against using the hair of

animals which have died of themselves. The criterion of it is that it is

coarse and breaks quickly. Hair used must be utilized as it is without

dyeing. Some take copperas, boil it and leave the hair in it. This weakens

it so that it snaps in use and holds nothing. (282) They sell it without

informing the purchaser that it is dyed. This is fraudulent.

They must be required to swear that they will not use for sieves the

skins of animals which have died of themselves. They must cleanse

the skins before they cut the hole in them [to form the sieve] so that

they shall not easily show cuts.

CHAPTER LXIII

Tanners and leather-bottle makers

They must not dye skins with wheaten flour or bran, nor strip the

insides of perished carcasses. Goat-skins shall be tanned only with qaraz
1

of Yemen; for every 100 small skins forty ratls (Egyptian) of the qaraz
and every TOO large skins sixty ratls. Each set must remain in a constant

solution of qaraz in a pit for three days, after which it is removed to

another pit with qaraz equal in weight to the previous amount. This is to

be done four times in succession in order to remove all grease.

One deception practised is to repeat the process three times only, oak-

galls being used the third time. This is harmful to the skins. A mark of

this deception is that the skins blacken in the sun. Tanning in summer is

better than winter-tanning.

If 200 skins are placed in a pit not less than two men must be employed
there. The hides of oxen which have died of themselves must not be

placed with those of slaughtered beasts.

(283) The makers of leather bottles shall use only the skins of ritually

slaughtered animals. Surprise visits must be paid to their shops to in-

vestigate whether they do this. The signs of differentiation. The smell

1 Fruit of the acacia (mimosa) used for tanning.
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must be observed and roughness to the touch, for in the animal which
has died of itself some hair-roots will remain, also the skin cracks as it

dries.

Large bottles must be made of three layers, middle-sized ones of two

and small ones of one which shall be stout and sound and free of patching.

CHAPTER LXIV

Felt-makers

The wool of animals died of themselves shall not be used. It can be

distinguished by its softness and ill odour. The wool from heads must

not be used. It is distinguishable by its roughness. A red felt shall weigh
four ratls and a blue one a ratl and a half. The thread of all felts shall be

well made and the gum must be moistened without any wool-flock.

(284) CHAPTER LXV

Furriers

No furs of sheep skins (or any other) may be sold unless well tanned

and properly stitched and seamed. No old goods must be mixed with

new nor any patched articles. Goods must not be taken amongst the

houses for sale so that certain persons are given advantage ; they must be

taken to the furriers' suq and sold publicly so that the strong and the

weak may acquire them.

CHAPTER LXVI

Reed-mat makers

No reeds but the qulzuml variety may be dyed, for they are rotted by

dyeing and do not hold together. Only Cyprus madder may be used at all

for dyeing. Logwood must not be used because it changes colour and if

anything acid falls on it it becomes yellow and remains stained. If

occasionally madder is dear and scarce, two-thirds are used with one-

third of logwood. The black dye for mats is made with iron-water and

copperas. They should be dried on the spot in the [dye-] pit so as not to

be weakened. The water should be pure, for the matting is used in mosques
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(285) and men pray on them. The materials used for making them up
should be regular flax thread. No matting must be cut until it is properly

plaited, otherwise the reeds dry and it becomes like a sieve. They run

by squares (abyat), the best having a hundred stitches and the inferior

ones fewer.

The criers must be warned not to give short measure if they see

strangers purchasing. They are to be truthful with respect to what the

merchant delivers to them and they may not reduce the price.

CHAPTER LXVII

Straw-sellers

With [chopped] wheat-straw no other variety (e.g. bean-stalk and

birslm-stalk) may be taken, nor any coarse roots of wheat. They must

swear by God not to practise fraud on Muslims. Their skips must be of

regular size, the weight to be 250 ratls. When they fill them from ships,

they must not remove them to their own places in order to diminish

the weight and transfer the straw to the purchaser in smaller skips.

CHAPTER LXVIII

(286) Sellers of timber and saw-dust

They must not purchase wood from a minor nor from one against whom
there is any ban, nor any wood which is waqf for a mosque. They must not

conspire together to raise prices against purchasers. Split branches of

palm-wood sawn square into balks must be sold separately and the

customer informed.

CHAPTER LXIX

Carpenters, sawyers, masons, lime-burners, etc.

Most workmen make an agreement about a specified daily wage, but

they come late in the morning and depart before evening. Terms must be

made to prevent this.

Certain masons, carpenters and painters will assure a prospective

employer of the ease with which a certain matter can be carried out and

quote a low price to him; then, when he is persuaded and the work
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begun, he is required to provide more than he is able. Frequently he is

thereby reduced to poverty and loaded with debt, being compelled to sell

the place before it is completed.

(287) If a workman does not use instruments such as angles and weights
and lines to ensure that the building will be true and without any departure
from the perpendicular, then he will be responsible for any fault.

Any timber hired for scaffolding which is cut must be replaced or

compensation be paid.

The workmen who are known as raqqasin [" dancers"] must wear

drawers to hide their privy parts when they go up and down [ladders].

They must not depart until sunset.

Sawyers are under an obligation to see that in every workshop the men
work in threes. One shall sharpen the saws and he shall take the place of

one of the others who may become tired.

They must not combine together against the public. Masons must

swear not to take bribes or gifts from lime-burners and makers of

gypsum who wish to secure their acquiescence when the lime is in-

sufficiently burnt or is of bad quality. The mark of well-burnt lime is that

it is yellow in the kiln before being ground. When mixed with water and

placed in a vessel it dries quickly; otherwise it is adulterated. (288) No
old lime may be used nor any but the best.

Plasterers when plastering a house white must not use too large an

admixture of lime with the white plaster when it is being made into a

paste for the purpose of ease in spreading it on walls. With an excess of

lime the plaster falls from the wall when the owner repairs it.

Carpenters who make locks must have appointed over them a man

possessed of honesty and experienced in their craft, for it is an important
one since therein lies the security of wealth and protection for women-
folk. They must be forbidden to make a key after the pattern of another

unless both are for persons who are partners and known for their honour.

The head of the piece in which the [movable inner] teeth are fixed

must not be pierced lest they should be thrown out; but the piece must

be morticed in, a place for the teeth being hollowed out in it. The upper
ends of the teeth should be squared, the other ends round and filed

smooth and flat at the tip. Similarly for the teeth of the key so that the

projecting parts of the lock shall not be harmed either from above or

below. 1
(289) The locks themselves must be differentiated in pattern by

1 For a description of the wooden lock see Lane, Modern Egyptians, Intro-

duction. The account in the above refers of course to the inner mechanism which
is usually fixed against the door and concealed.
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means of varying wards, so that no key may be made after the pattern of

another.

Oil-sellers [painters] similarly must swear not to provide adulterated

goods and that they will paint [oil] three times anything which they sell

to the public and will expose it to the sun before delivery to the owner.

The majority give only one oiling or two so that the article perishes when
the least amount of water or damp touches it.

They must be forbidden to paint pictures. The Apostle cursed painters

of figures. According to a tradition, he said : ''Those who fashion images
will be punished and commanded on the Day of Resurrection to bring

their creations to life."

CHAPTER LXX

Details concerning the hisba not already mentioned

Rice-merchants practise great trickery. They must not mix salt with

their rice and claim it is all good. They must not turn the heads of the

sacks containing the rice so that the sifted rice is on the surface whilst

there is powdered rice below.

(290) Fan-makers and sellers of sulphur and besoms. Fan-makers

may use none but clean palm-leaves, none but the top to be taken. The

stripped branch [? for the handle] shall be thick so as not to break and

hurt the user. The head must be securely fastened on so that it shall not

be dragged off easily.

"Sulphur-straws" shall be made only of pure dry sulphur, for the

green and moist does not catch easily alight.

Besoms must be made of palm-fibre. They may not be stuffed with the

dust of the palm-fibre or straw and so tied up that the purchaser believes

it is all of palm-fibre, for in use it will fall to pieces and do the purchaser
harm.

Pitch-sellers. They must swear not to adulterate the pitch with saw-

dust, sand or oil dregs ;
nor shall they moisten tow with water in order to

increase its weight. All this becomes apparent in the fire. Dry pitch is

sometimes adulterated with burnt bread.

Water-carriers. Those who sell water for drinking in pots must be

commanded to maintain their large jars in cleanliness, to cover them and

wash them out frequently to remove the impurities which gather in them.

Their pots must be washed and scoured daily with small potsherds and

soda and fumigated, for they become foul from people's mouths and
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breath. (291) They must not fill the pot above the perforated cover, nor

mix river-water with brackish water. The pot must be of medium size

and the cover neither too small nor too large. The large jars must be so

suspended that the wind can strike upon them and so be cooled. Each
man must be served with the kind of pot which suits his station. A man
who is a chieftain or of high rank must be given a new pot in which no

one before has drunk.

The large jars must be provided with covers of palm-leaves and

crossed pieces of palm-branches. No one is permitted to drink from the

pot reserved for [dipping into] the large jar and no one may dip a dirty

hand into it. Efforts must be made by the water-seller to maintain the

cleanliness of his shop, his person and his clothes. The muhtasib must

visit the shops at frequent intervals and without notice both by day and

night. If he finds jars uncovered or dirty pots or finds that river-water is

being mixed with well-water, he must punish the offender, pour away the

water and close up his shop, so that others may be deterred.

Wise men who have travelled in various lands and drunk their waters

all agree that there is no water to be found better and sweeter than that of

the Nile. There is a tradition that Gabriel brought down the river Nile

on his left wing and the Euphrates on his right, showing that Nile

water is lighter than Euphrates water.

Makers of water-skins and buckets. (292) They must make no vessel

for keeping water, which is a means of life, except from skins dyed with

Yemenite qaraz and whose dye is permanent. No mule-skin may be used,

nor any that is worm-eaten or worn-out and dirty. No naf l may be used,

nor any lining-leather nor the lining of worn-out water-skins.

Those who sell water from skins must enter the river far from places

which are dirty. They must not fill near a public drinking-place or the

outflow of a hammam but must go upstream or to a distance downstream.

Anyone putting new water-skins to use must first employ them to carry

water to mill-tanks or to presses or to places where mortar is being made,
and this for a number of days. They must not sell the water for drinking,

for it will be of foul taste, colour and smell from the effect of the tanning.

Round the necks of their beasts they must tie bells or clappers of iron

or brass so that there is a loud noise made by them when they pass

through the suqs and the blind and the careless and children also may
take care. The same must be done by donkey-hirers, (293) carters and

those who carry fire-wood, loads of rubbish and the like.

1 A piece of leather used as a tray or on the ground as a substitute for a

table(-cloth).
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Launderers. They must not wash clothes for the public in water that

has alkali, lime or natron boiled in it, for it harms the clothes, makes them

more liable to tear and breeds lice. They must not press out the clothes

on wood nor with wood.

(294) It is forbidden to set rams to butt one another in competition,
cocks to fight or quails to cry. It is well known that it is forbidden to

stir up to strife animals which are of ready courage (lit. "moist-livered")
and quick temper and which are, moreover, lawful for food and are not

to be wantonly slain. The practice of purchasing these creatures and

rousing them to strife is increasing. Frequent disturbances result

which lead to blows, torn clothes and broken heads
;
dust and faction are

stirred up and there is conflict between different parties all which leads

to unlawfulness.

Judge in these matters by your own authority and act as your knowledge
guides you. To maintain silence in the face of heresy is to acquiesce in it

and to fail to denounce it is to command it to be committed. Let your
actions be for the sake of God.

Details of this kind might go to great length, for there is no end to

unlawful acts, but you must be content with what is set down here.
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VOCABULARY
The references are to the pages (side-figures) of the text [O]

O W"*!J
I soft iron [Persian >*\j*jJ]. Cf. E. Wiedemann, Beitrdge, xxv (liber Stahl

und Eisen bei den muslimischen Volker), p. 128, and xxxn, p. 46.

195.

a plant from which is extracted a red juice prepared with sugar, etc., as

a cure for haemorrhages, 148.

"
crucible", 182.

.>>- 3jt>^ appears to mean [? cold] cooked vegetables, 124.

a seller

** horse myrobolans" [a violent purge, cf. Dozy, s.vJ], 148.

jjo "flea-wort" (cf. Ibn Baytar, I, p. 132), 113.
t> -X P

[Syriac iZciSO] Rogation, 58.

229.

[= ^LA^JL^] "large w^ine-jar" (cf. Kremer, Beitrdge), 122, 130.

[For the plural ?*->-WI cf. Nuwairi, Nihdyat al-Arab, on "sugar" ; tr.

Wiedemann, Beitrdge, XLI, p. 87.]

a species of tree, 160.

small retailer, 162.

9^Ut *

D f. 122

3 battas= 150 ra^ls, 117.

^l^o "cattle 3 or 4 years old", 121.
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*. ? "wards [of a lock]'*, 289.

., 148-

. ?" lustres", 182.

II ^...<>. o "[cattle] of mixed breed", 120.

158.

digestive medicine [ Persian uA)^>^ J
cf. Vullers, $.u.], 150.

o

an infidel, inhabitant of the Ddr al-Harb, 51.

J, 204. [Cf. Qur'an 33: said to have been written when
Medina was besieged by a "confederation" of the Jewish tribes

with the Meccans see Tabarl iii, I464
8

.]

c_

VIII to hoard, "corner", 89 f.

"scammony", a gum resin used as a drastic purgative (Ibn
Bayjar, iv, 141, in, 17), 161.

a seller of hints, 113.

, 133-

IV "to come to an arrangement", "to declare terms (of purchase)",
169.

j^> apparently a soft pasty substance, 114, 184.

*-^~.^~ a kind of jelly or mould, Dozy, S.T;., 146.

to treat, manipulate (a substance), 160.

?" imported", 154.

? a conical [set], i.e. large to small, fitting one into the other,

the option of confirming or annulling a sale within an agreed
period.

Jt wild lettuce, Lactuca virosa (Wiedemann, Beitrdge, XL, p. 186),

157-

a kind of biscuit. Cf. Dozy, ~JUA., and Kremer, Beitrdge, s.v. t

147.
^
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pincers" [^J^A^ ^UXX ^^5*3], usually "awl", 184.

53 n.

II, to prepare, or treat (a substance) (cf. Manuel Hispanique, vocab.

s.v.), 142, 160, 176, etc.

*j> whip of ox-hide, or made of strips of hide into which date-stones

have been stitched, 45.

"to assume a coating, or to become coated by (a substance)" (cf.

Manuel Hispanique, s.v.), 160.

a vulgar form of i^Zj** , "a [punting-Jpole
"

(cf. Lane, s.v.), ig.

[P.] "a set", 112.

^t\ j>I-o, 151.

"to be slimy", 125.

[also v^W.JjL 182. Dozy [^.i>.] translates by"affinage" and
Behrnauer, J.A.. 1861 (i, p. 33) by "creuset". But see Wiedemann,
Beitrage, xxxn, p. 37 and n. 3, where the meaning "refining and
blowing from above" is given. Cf. C. A. Storey, Lexicographical
Jottings in "A Volume of Oriental Studies presented to E. G.
Browne ", p. 450, and H. Ritter, Islam, vn, p. 52.

a weight approximating to the half-dinar, 112 n.

"unlawful profit" (cf. Amedroz, J.R.A.S. 1916, pp. 29QrT.), 91 fT.

j3 relatives w^ho are neither entitled to t>a5|^5 nor are to be
classed with the 4***A (cf. Lane, s.v.), 245.

sink", 130....
an inferior kind of treacle (cf. de Goeje, Bibl. Geogr. Arab.

iv, p. 328), 154.

"private petitions", 2i6f.

>Lotj "A substance compounded of various ingredients; a term

applied to the musk employed in commerce" (Dozy) (cf. Wiede-
mann, Beitraget XL, pp. i88f.), 158.

^^H^-^j cabbalism, "matters connected with spirits", 226f.

IV, seek out, make for, 53.

juj ["meerschaum"], alcyonium (Ibn Baytar (Bulaq), n, 154),
160.
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j> 157 n. 2.

j

^^Jj a tart filled with almonds and sugar and flavoured with rose-

water, musk or camphor ; baked in moulds of various shapes (Mez,
Abu 'l-Kasim, p. xl), 1441".

Jj
"
dirty" or impure wax, 161.

?> *47-

*. ^jJ^ZoJI ^AJ, 135.

, 207 n.

195.

II ajj j [? "to bring on early birth"], 186.

to clarify fat, 139.

"purchase by payment in advance ", 81, 98 ff.

1

^1 vena salvatella, 200.

flour, or a substance resembling burghul, a kind of wheaten

porridge (cf. Dozy, s.v.), 163.

"smoked sheeps* trotters", 137.

VIII, [. . >CJ] joULwl to accede to, 3.

A5^w pi. of J>51~ "a trader in the suq", 105.

*Xj^*J "to clean out [cooking-pots]", 155.
o

,t)!^M~~c an implement for cleaning pots, etc., 155.

(?) gall-nuts (cf. Dozy, s.v. JW-/), 159.

(?), 159.
j

^X>.:^o halwa, 146.

drippings from roasting carcasses, 121.

a strip of meat [? pickled], 141.

a seller of
^5lp, 141.

tremper et macerer d'eau [B.-K. s.r;.], 143.

VIII, "to come to terms", "promise", 185.
J

the practice of giving short measure, 114.
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halwa, 147.

$i\ part of an animal's heel harmful for food, 137.

.i.o a ;..*o = Aa .:,^> (cf. Lane, s.v. ..;>..>), 112.

gj*0 recipe, 163.

3/A*<b [.j. JA*O] skein (of silk) (cf. Dozy, s.v.) y 176.

~UL 156 n. i.

, z65 .

marsh-lentil (cf. Ibn Baytar (Bulaq 1291), in), 98.

I, n. act. =jj.c- q.v., 114.

"float", 130.

III,
<4

(?)to separate" (cheese from the water in which it is being
cooked), 162.

9 III, n. act.
<c

exposure (for sale)",

40.

*

jut a person regarded as fitted to give evidence in a court of law ; some-
times a "professional" witness, an attorney, 13, 21 f., 260.

,
260.

j

> Iiof.

V with i^c- Casual VIII, 45.

j

"customary law'*, 15, 18.

*

*-* "what is according to the law", "the positive commands of

the law", 33 and ch. II passim.

Ox

**1 nrm (f flesh), 1 60.

5, 237 f.

(s/t) juice of the sugar-cane (cf. Wiedemann, Beitrdge,

XL, p. 195 (b)), 139.

III, to have a mutual exchange, barter, as distinct from <o> 83.

u>*** C? bread-crumbs], 163.
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making up" [a fire in an oven], 119.

32, 36.

or i^j a certain red dye [Lane], 161.

-

.G. I, n. act. jj "measuring in excess for oneself" =^j^, 114.

? pot for cooking, 138.

"Baumzucker" (cf. Wiedemann, Beitrage, LII,
" Ober den Zucker bei

den Muslimen", pp. ryyf.), 153.

"strong", "genuine", 158.

i-o3 "silver", "money", 176.

w -

*53 clid (a species of mushroom), 82, 155.

the best kind of gypsum, 288.

a seller of /w/, 113.

w
orj^^^) a species of manna collected in Yemen [B.-K.], 139.

c3 234-6.

A.lj.3 "jar", "bottle", "carboy", 154.

hal\va,

(cf. 2^i "linge blanc", B.-K. ^.?;.), 178.

"vat", "jar" (cf. Manuel Hispanique, vocab. s.^.),

SjUaS syrup or treacle treated with fresh milk, vinegar and "white
lead" (cf. Wiedemann, Beitrdge, XL, p. 194; ordinary treacle, XL,

1956, XLI, 89), 139.

176.

j*A3, 101.

arum [? root], 142.

O^5 The formula of " submission " uttered in the course of worship

in the mosque on Fridays [O3^^ >iU 01], 38.
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halwa, 146.

IV, J>y*Jt (^c A-ol5\ "made him leave the suq", 178; V,
"having a fixed price*', denom. of 4~o*t3, 178.

, 277 .

III, ^l , apparently Here "to make ritually clean" [? equal to the
late Hebrew ICO] (see further Dozy, s.v.), 139.

, 176 n.

"(?) skirret", a sweet, edible root, 161.

[
= ^jj.^] certain oleaginous seeds, 114.

158.

OW, 156-

70 n.

III, "to constrain" (a debtor to appear before a judge) (cf.y.R.A.S.
1911, pp. 642 f., and 1916, pp. 85, 142, 145), 39.

^UaJ (cf. Dozy, quoting Muhit al-Muhlf) ^

147.

III [to barter by] "mutual touch", 168.

155.

J-
^L* "the hollow under the eye of a sheep", 138.

? absinth [Dozy]. Wiedemann (Beitrage, XL, p. 186), quoting Th. W.
Juynboll, says it is the juice of plants resembling poppies (Ibn
Baytar, n, 462), 157.

(i) VI (instead of the usual III) "to inflict corporal punishment",
O J

? denom. of <A.Ux> , 49.

(ii) ^kZ* "exchanged by barter" as opposed to>*^J&o q.v.

Latin muria, French saumur, "pickling brine", 163.

193 n.

?r3J~*> "mixing [old and new ironware] together", 184.

a kind of soup made with milk, 139.
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x e f

a red earth used for dyeing, lai.

JLo 9~t^ &\ 03*^ <**+M jAa*)\ 2*3 "pounded safflower", the latter a

plant which yields a red dye, lai, 143.

^ a . "collusion (in trade)", 166.

j

^5, 183 n.

_^>ls*^Jt [or .-*j^-*Jl], 183.

LJ fiS.A,i.) "postponed payment", "credit", 92.

J~J jlJI J-15, 182.

* >n> to be ripe, properly cooked or pickled, 163.

a^iul rennet.

t^Ai* halwa, 147.

Jl53 lambs' bowels stuffed with minced mutton (cf. Dozy, s.v. ;

Fraenkel, Fremdworter, p. 38), I22f.

o ^

J
j..C:.x> "forbidden by law", 33, 41 ff. and ch. II passim.

<> a savoury paste used in certain towns of Egypt. It is made
chiefly of bruised wheat, 140.

<L*ojJb a paste made of dried meat pounded together w^ith cooked
wheat, 141.

^^jljjk maker or seller of harisa, 141.

^ V* Zi* >

^U^X^^o a sweetmeat made of flour, milk, sugar, almonds, etc. (Dozy,
s.v.), 139.

199.

<<a set", 209.

] 199.

"mandate", "authority", 14.

The Egyptian wayba w^eighs from 40 to 45 ratls, 118.
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Accusations of adultery, 234-6
adhdn, 36, 41, 219
'adl, 263
adultery, punishment for, definition of,

228
advocates, 260
agaric, 152
alkali (for washing), 141, 195
allegories (false), 43
alms, 42 f.

aloes, i59f.

ambergris, i59f.

anatomy, human, 208
animals, consideration for, 40 f., 105*2,

117, i2yf.
animals, those which may be eaten

and those which may not, i3off. ;

domestic, 132; wild, i32f.

Arabs, 13 if., 134
astrologers, ch. XLIX, 225 f.

Backgammon, 211, 266

badinjan, I24f.
bakers, 117, 119
baqqdl, 136
barbers, I92f.
baridy

1 1 6

barley-water, i54f.
barter, 73 fT.

; by "mutual touch **, 168 ;

by "throwing at another", 168

baths, public, see hammams ; atten-

dants at, 268
bdellium (blue), 157
beards (styles disapproved), 245 f.

begging (inmosques), 220; in(suqs), 248
behaviour (in public), 268
bells (tied round necks of water-

carriers' beasts), 292
besoms, 290
bestiality, 232
bikr, definition, 229
birds (whose flesh may be eaten), 135
blacksmiths, ch. xxxvin, 183
blood, for repairing vessels, 141

blood-money, 106

bone-setters, ch. XLV, 203, 208
box-wood, 280

bread, 119
brokers, 17 iff., i88f.

burials, ch. v passim
butchers, 125 ff., 268

butting-matches (between rams), 294

Camel-drivers, 266

camphor, 160

carpenters, 286, 288
cassia fistula y 154
castration, 245
chess, 266 f.

Christians, ch. iv passim, 275
churches, 58, 6 1

circumcision, 20 if., 248
civet, 159
cock-fights, 294
coin, false, 95 f.

coins, Roman, 109
collusion (in trade), 166
colocasium (colocassia), 157
colours (for pottery), 277
combs, ch. LX, 279 f.

contracts, commercial, 73
conversion (by dhimmis), 57 ; (of

dhimmis), 62

cook-shops, i2of., i38f.

coppersmiths, ch. xxxvin, 183
costus, 157
cotton-spinners, ch. xxxiv, 177
credit, 92
criers (dalldh, brokers), 171 f., 285
crosses, 58
crucifixion, 241
cubits, iisf.

cuppers, 268
custom (local), 245, 268; see also 'urf

Dalldl,

dancing, 266

debtors, 39

1 The references are to the pages of O, as in the translation.
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defendant (not to be informed before-

hand of the charge), 275
demons, 191
dhimmi, 34, and ch. rv passim ;

punished for not wearing distin-

guishing article of attire, 275
dice, 21 1

dinar, 108, 179
dirham, 106, 108, 112

dirra, 228

disputes, between dhimmis and Mus-
lims, 6 1

; between dhimmis them-
selves, 6 1 f.

drapers, i66fF.

dress, 2 if.
; (ofdhimmis), 58 f. ; (of Mus-

lims), 103 fT. ; (of the kha^ib), 215 ; (at

preaching-meetings), 223; (of faqlh),
268 ; (of builders* apprentices), 287

drugs, 15 if., 207
drums, 265
drunkenness, criterion of, 51

dye (for reed-mats), 284 f.

dyers, ch. xxxin, 176 f.

Earthenware, 276
eating in public, 268 ; during Ramadan,

42
education, ch. XLVI, 201 f.

eggs, cooking of, 125
electuary, isof.
examinations (in medicine, etc.), 205 f.,

207
eye, the (structure of), 207

Fans, 290
farriers, ch. XL, i8sf.

felt-makers, ch. LXIV, 192, 283
festival, see 'Id

finger-nails [paring], 248
fish, how cooked and treated, 143 f.;

tokens of freshness, 143 f.

flax, 178
flour, 117
food (animals for), i3off.

fornication, see adultery
frankincense, 156
fraud, in description of goods, 96 f. ;

in

weighing, no; in measuring, 1 1 3 f . ;

by millers, i i6f. ; in sausage-making,
1 22 f. ; in making harisa, 142 ;

inmak-
ing sweet-stuffs, 146 f.; in making
syrups, i47f. ; in drugs, i5if., is6f.

Friday assembly, 34 f.; prayers, 213
frogs, 136
frying-pans, 144
fullers, 174
funeral rites, ch. v passim
furriers, ch. LXV, 284

Game, [killing, in Medina], 24 if

gaming, 211

gold, 103 f.; (wearing unlawful), 266

goldsmiths, loif.

governors, 269
guardians, 40

Hadith. The "Ashab al-Hadith" (75)
based the shar* upon Qur'an and
hadith alone, rejecting all use ofqiyds
(cf. Goldziher, Zahirtten, pp. 3f).

hair (styles of dressing), 21-2, 58, 193,

247 ; (dyeing), 245 ; (how dressed by
Jews), 247 ; (pubic), 248

hajj, 102

halwa, i45ff.

hammams, ch. XLII, i9of. ; used for

social gatherings, 268
head (bared during physical punish-

ment), 275
head-gear, 193, 268

henna, 246; ch. LIX, 279
heresy, 43
hermaphrodites, 72, 255
Hippocrates [oath of], 206 f.

hiring, 100
hisba (stages in performance of), 243
hoarding (of wheat, etc.), 89 f., 116

horseshoes, 186

'Id, 213
ijma', 43, 252, 256
ijtihad, 15, 256
images, 78; see also toys
imams (of mosques), qualifications of,

213
incest, 236
instruments (musical), ch. in passim,

78, 248; (surgical), 209
intercourse (sexual, definition), 228

intoxicants, 48 fT.

iqama, 217 n., 219
'Iraqiyun, 104 and 104 n.

irdabb, 196 n.

vory, 74
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Jesus, 243, 271

jewellery, 93
Jews, ch. iv passim, 247, 275
jihad, 245, 252
judge (qualities demanded), 252 f. ;

(unofficial), 257; (neglectful of

duties), 258
judgeship, ch. LI passim, 248 ff. ; esta-

blishment of the office a duty on the

community, 252
justice (court of), 257 f.; procedure,

25 lf.

Ka'ba, 104
katm, 246
khatib, 215

Labour, regulations for, 282

lamentation, 71

Lapis lazuli, 161

laudanum, 192
launderers, 293
law (procedure at), see justice

Laytl or LaythI, io6ff., 107 n.

leather bottles, 283
leprosy, 124
lime-burners, 288
locks (wooden), 288

lote-leaves, 191, 195

Manna, 153
markets, see suqs
marriages, dubious, 236 f.

marsh-mallow, 191
masons, 286

mastic, 192
masturbation (punishment for), 233,

236
mazdlim, 15
measures (of capacity), 113, 117
menstruation, 241
milk (tests for quality), 165

milk-sellers, i65f.

millers, 116-18

minors, represented by wakil in law,

260; evidence not accepted, 263 f.

mithqal, io6f.

money-changers, 92, 95, 178 f. (ch.
xxxvi )

moon (stations of), 218

mosques, not to be used by teachers,

209; or by qadis, 257 f.; not to be

ill

children orentered by young
lunatics, 212

mosque-attendants, ch. XLVII, 212,
220

mourning, 7 1 f.

moustache, 247
mudd, 114
muezzins, 212, 21 8f.

rnuhsan, definition, 229
muljtasib, qualifications, I3f., 44; dif-

ference between him and qadi, 1 6 f. ;

difference between him and the pri-
vate individual, i7f. ; liability of (for

death of offenders), 49 f.; power of

entry into private premises, 53 f. ; no

power to fix prices, 88
;
his duty to

have streets cleaned, 105*2; must
guard amenities of suqs and streets,

105 ff. ; must prevent cruelty to laden

animals, 105 a; must have acquain-
tance with weights, 106, and coin-

age, 109 f. ; must see that scales are

kept clean, no; must not condone
fraudulent use of measures and

weights, in; must test weights,
1 1 1 f . ;

must see that millers renew
their sieves, 117; must allot quan-
tities of flour to be delivered by them
to the bakers, 117; shall have bakers'

ovens swept, 119 and know the

adulterants used with bread, 119;
must keep control of cook-shops,
120; must watch the making of

sausages, i22f. ; must prevent but-

chers from slaughtering at their

shop-doors, i28f. ; must prevent
them from combining to fix prices,

130; must watch cook-shops for

food-adulteration, 139 f. ; must check
frauds of harlsa-makers, 142 ; wea-

pons for inflicting punishment,
227 f.; can act only if offence is

patent, 245 ; must denounce neglect-
ful judges, 259; must remain near

suqs and ride in them frequently,

273 ; allowed to use threats to gain
his point, 273 ;

must always have
assistants at his side, 274 f.; is re-

moved from office if delinquent,

276; receives his emoluments from
the Sultan, 276

mujtahid, see ijtihdd
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music, ch. in passim ; (instruments,

playing for gain forbidden), 248;

(hearing of, forbidden), 264; (not in

itself unlawful), 266

musk, 158
mut'a marriage, 236

Nabldh, 47, 53
names, 60

nasnas, 136
needle-makers, ch. LVII, 277 f.

needles, ch. LVII, 277 f.

Nile-water, 291
Milometer , 115

Oculists, ch. XLV, 203, 207
offer and acceptance, 82 ff.

oil (for frying fish), 143
oil-pressers, 281

oil-sellers, 289
olibanum, 209
olive-oil, 281

opium, 157
ornamentation, personal (legality of),

103
ostracism, 238

Painters, 286

parents (obedience to), 2iof.

partnership, 102

perfume, 104
phlebotomy, ch. XLIV, i96ff.

physicians, ch. XLV, 203
pictures, on hammam doors, 190; for-

bidden by law, 289
pitch-sellers, 290
plasterers, 288

poetry, 266

porcelain, see pottery
pottery, 276 f.

prayer for the dead, 68

prayers, see also worship, 215
preachers, ch. XLVIII, 221 ff.

prices (of commodities, to be fixed only

by sellers), 88

princes, 269
procreation, prevention of, 199, 207
proof at law (provided by plaintiff),

251
Prophet (the), passim
"protected'* peoples, ch. iv passim
pulpit (who is qualified for the), 222

punishment (corporal), 49 f. , 2 1 1 , 228 f. ,

239 f.

purchase by payment in advance, 81,

98 ff.

purslain, 125

Qa$d\ qadl, see judgeship, judge
qalansuwa, 175
qaraz, 282, 292
qlrat, 112 n.

qiyas, 252, 256
quintal, 106
Qur'an (recitation of), 220 f.

Rajab, 216

Ramadan, 216, 219
ra^l, 1 06, 1 1 1 f.

ra'y, 104 n.

reed-mat makers, ch. LXVI, 285
rhubarb, China (production of), 151

rice-merchants, 289 f.

rob [rubb], 147 n. i, 150
rose-water, 159

Sd' y 114
sabal, 207 n.

saffron, 158
saffron-seed oil, harmful to pregnant
women, 281

salam (purchase by payment in ad-

vance), 98 f.

sale, see barter

sample, sale from, 81

saqqa', see water-carrier

sausages, 122

sawyers, 287
scales, no
scammony, 161

scavengers, 268 ; see also suqs
schools (elementary), 209 f.

sculptor (illegal to hire), 101

sesame-oil, 280 f.

Sha'ban, 216

shaving, I92t.

ship-men, 276
shoemakers, ch. xxxix, i84f., 192
shrouds, 67 f.

sieve-makers, ch. LXII, 281

silk, io3f., ch. xxxii, i76f. ; (use un-

lawful), 266

singing, 265
singing-girls, i88f., 265
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sins, major and minor, 264, 265
slaughter, ritual (for food), i25ff.
slaves (treatment of, etc.), 40, 74, 118,

i88f.
; may lead prayer, 215; in-

eligible for judgeship, 255 ; evidence
not acceptable, 264

social grades, 268, 291
sodomy, 232
Solomon (Judgment of), 274
spindle-makers, ch. LVIII, 279
steelyard, 1 1 1

stoning, how inflicted, 231
straw-sellers, ch. LXVII, 285
"sulphur-straws ", 290
Sunna, 251, 252, 256, 264
suqs, regulations for, ch. vin passim,

i28f., 248
surgeons, ch. XLV, 203, 208 f.

synagogues, 61

syrups, i47ff.

Tabashlr, 156, n. 5

tadhkdr, 219, n. 3
ta'dtb ("correction"), 237
tailors, ch. xxxi, 171 f.

tamarind, 156
tanners, ch. LXIII, 282

taranjubm, i52f.
tasblhy 219, n. 4
taxation (dhimmls), 63
taylasan, 59 n.

ta'zir, 2371".

teachers, 209!'.

tillis, 117, 140
tools (mason's), 287
tortoise-shell, 280

toys (lawfulness of), 52f., [78]
trades (base), 268
traditions (dubious), 44
Tree (of the Covenant) at Hudaybiyah,

cf. Qur'an, XLVIII, 18, 55

Unbelievers (as judges), 255 ; evidence
not accepted, 264

unclean commodities, 74
underselling, 167

uqiya, io6f., 112
(

urf, 131, 145
usury, 91 f.

Veins, I99f.

vessels, repairing, 141
vinegar, test for purity of, 162

Waqf, 286
washing (of corpses), 66

watchmen, 268
water, the best from the Nile, 291
water-carriers, 290 f.

water-skins, 292
wayba, 114, 118, 196 n.

weapons, adornment of, 103
weavers, 268

weighing, frauds used in, no
weights, inf.
\vheat, grains of, as jewellers' weights,

112

whip, 227 f.

wtldya ("authority "), 2s6f.
wine, ch. in

witnesses, 260 ff.
; see also

fadl

wizardry, 226 f.

women, public association with, 44 f.;

offences against, 47 ; (dhimmi), 60 f. ;

and funeral rites, 65 f. ; and mourn-
ing, 7 1 f. ; not to be taught to write,
2 1 1

;
attendance at mosques for

worship, 225 ; often visit astrologers
and letter-writers, 226 ; having inter-

course with each other, 236 ; appoint-
ment to judgeship invalid, 255

workmen (not to combine against the

public), 287
worship (offences against ritual of), 41 ;

(necessity for imams), 2i4f. ; (in

Ramadan), 216; (in Rajab and
Sha'ban), 2i6f.

writing, not to be taught in the

mosque, 210, nor to women, 211

Zubddi (vases), 276 f.

zuldbtya, 1441.
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(r) O 4)U-; C 4)lA-o (t) r O, M, C

(.) O, M, C *^*=>\ (i) O 43>U (v) M

\3 p. 281

M f.

CXjjj 4^JU. jjJt jU^I^) aJU^^) ^jj&j ^UJt ( f )

C-ij

4JJLbt() t^t



r rv

Lojl3 Sj^o Ob

l<">

O .>-)!; C

O p**0
(v) O omits

O

o,c
o yx

(0 o, c

(0 M
W o

00 c.

(M) M
(v) M omits

(r) M
(,) M ^
(*) O, M omit

(^) O adds ^

(.0) M



V ~-

tit l-cut^ 9 aJLlau

Jfi,

p. 280

J Mf.

(0 (0 O omits

(i) M
(v) O

(\.) O omits

(0 O, C omit

(o) O ^oJt; M omits

(A) O Ju.pt; M JvJJt

00 O

(r) (r) O, M omit

C0(i) O omits

(,) O



rrc

**jj\

* J> JLeUUJtj

U5U<r >

Li- 1

P . 279

Mf. iioa

(v) O, M
(r) O, C

(.) O
;
M

(v) M
(t) M

M

(LP)



lj
SuLJl v^u-

i

lit

O Jj

til ys)yUl 13

+i 'UJ O^!,3j

(0-(0 O omits (0 0,C J.*.) (r) M
(0 C

^^^i-^JI (.) O, M -*!

(i) O, M, C > vi-^.1 (v) (v) O omits

(A)-(A) M o^t iv^^3 (0-W o

(v.) O, Comit (u) M



>LJi

p. 277

Uut

Mf.ioga (*

\js*\&\
Ac, <

0)

(r)

(.) M o
(Y) M
(i) O, C i

(M) M ^Uddl

tr O =>

Ob

toj j/^<'-> ^
cU,

O

O djl3

to

Ob

O

(v) O ^^j^; M
( t

) 0,M
^l>Njt

0) O j~ouo; M
(A) C ^i:^

; C, D



r r r

ic-UAJt

'

U>tJl c-jL-Jl Mf. 1086,y^a

uXJ acL

(0 (0 O omits (0~-(0 O omits (r) O

(t) M, C >^ft. () O omits (i) O, M insert

(v) M ^K)b (\) M 4AXw



rr L5^ W*

M f.

p. 276

13 tj

M, Comit

(t) M oyu

(v) O ^3^
(\.) O omits; M 4

13

U

jau

A;JlP

(v) O dj,i.b

(o) O omits

(
A
)
O inserts 03^

(\\) M
O AiJ; C omits dj (r) O, C

13 1^

(
r
) O

(i) O

(i) O omits

(u) M JA!



r r <

*^ Jl3 S^jA ^jl ,J^ p. 274

t l^A^.1,0 cJUi Uftlj^t ^jL> w*Ajk3

35b ^t

Jld

AJS> M f. 1076

P-



^ ><rrU

Mf.

^)UJ
U >^> jiuO*)

^3 ^j a*5(^> ^LJU ^Ja,^ AJ

J13 i^ULJI J^JLo^t O^ **. A^' J^ 3^' ^>U^I ^*J U

0) M CH (00 ^ (^)-W c

(t) M jb () M d,.,.^,U (i) M
(Y) M jly3 (A) O ot (^) O omits

(\ )
M omits (\\) M adds oUL*5 (\^) M omits

(r) M, C dJUU (u) M ^ (t.) M, C jUjJI; O



r i A

.^

M f. io6a

JU5

U J^3
<

<

^3 ^ 0^3 *^ ( V > d l3 ^JJK
Y

) tJJk

Jl* '^^ ^ jL. ^ d>^(M JyUI

p. 273

(0 (0 O omits (r) (r) omits

(t) M^jJuu^ () (o) M omits
C"

1)-^"1
)
O omits

(v)_(Y
)
O omits (A) O C^; M



Mf. 1056

p. 271

j Uj S

,j

J13 out

* Ij J15 JljU.

J15 *Lw ^ Uj

4.AJI

i 4aJ U^ O-ij-A^ U Aljt^ Jli3 dUi ^.p ^a'NLJ! AJdt

(0 O, M UJt (c) O w,3j O-* W~(0 O omits

(t) M A^3; C Ajji (o) M ja*. (i) O, C

(Y) O, M ^j^U- (A) O, M A



U J13 l

J13 Mf-

p - 27

(i) C

(r) M
(o) O Sl^iJb; M, C

(Y) O AJ^; M

v> j Uj (0 o

(0 M o-J^;

(i) O tjuU; M



r i

Mf. 1046

p. 269

131

ob

(0 (0 O omits (0 M ^jJj^Jt (r) O omits; M
(t) M Ax>Ui3l (.) M^jUr, C^^U (i) Madds^

(v) O, M, C A>UJt (A) O Ct (i) M lxiJ

(^.) O, C alUji (M) M J^-5; O omits (K) O omits

Or) O, M



ju p. 267

S^JUJl

(0 M omits

(r) O, M, C 4Jt3 continuing as masc.

(.) O j^. (i) M O
(A) M c*j1>M; C 0'J>^J'

(.) O omits (M) O

(vv) O adds Ijt (JMT) (vr) C

O.) O, M, C S>^xx> (n) C

(A) M

MaJ't Mf. 1040

. p. 268

(0 O, M
(t) M, C omit

(v) M, C

W

(M) O, M
(v) O



n

M f. 103^

p. 266

'

A) UL*aJLt Ojc^Jl ^13 AJ ^b ^5*

) U

J15

'J.5UCM

J! J13

^^oJ!

t

Ijl5ul dj.-:jl ,jl3

A.JU-

,> >5UOt

Mf. 1036 lyj(
Y > AAl^t

J^iJI ^

J U t^ ^U j Ail

Ut3 '(

(^) M
(t) 0,M

(i) O (v) (v) M,

(r) O

(o) M
A, (A) M



r i r

tyLUJj
I

5

*V ^ UA>

jj-o Ujjw v^^J^ O-* ^^ A)y->j ^Uw^ dJJI

Jl> ^aSljJUl v>o *
L5
^ (

uux J s J

J13 iJUily^ ijjj

*

Ul^
'

>&\ Ul

JU3

Mf. 1026

r. xxxi, v

()() O Jajl-aj (0 O ^% (r) M U,

(t) O, C insert ^1 (o) O o^a^Aj; C

(n) M adds ^>AJ (Y) C inserts J^AJ

(N) O Oj^ W O o^



r 1

P. 263 c

Mf.io2 a

p. 264

J13 I

03 pUi^l JSU^J jJsLLj ^ ^v-Jlj UUUt

(\) (\) O omits (^) (r) O omits (r) M
(i) O, M JJU*; C ^JU., (sic) (

9
) O, C

(i) (i) M ^JJI (v) O **jj\ (A) O omits

(*) M
(0-2)



u 4

JL5 >)

<xJt

as

r I

P-262

(0 M
(r) M omits; O Jx>l*)t () O lySbl; C

(.) M,C ^A it (,)-(,) 0,M

(Y) O jL..3t:..) ;
M JL.*Z~J (A) O, C JU

(0 O, C jv^ (.) C A^jJt (u) M ^IrjJb

(0 M JX^^H Or) O ;Uj (i) Oadds lk



*****

J* "

Mf. 1006

P;
261

0r. iii, 93

Qz//-. iv, 45

Qur. \xv, 2

M f. ioia O-

AiJUl j Uj

Jli5 <OJU.

AJ JjoJt

J15C
1 ) ^o ^ vote's)!

(0 M

(r)-(r) M
(o)

(LO)

(0 C

(t) O J5J

(i) O omits; M, O read



J*.jJt

(0

(r) O, C

(.) M

^ ,>o p. 259

JAJJI

J15 '*UP j^

^UoAJU &^

O-*

(f) O

(t) M
(i) M

;
M

; O, C

A)

M f.

A^^> p. 260



r . v

Jl3

i. U^ol .LJ^Jt aJUb

p. 258 >e^ao^U ^^UjU^o^ ^Ul ^oUoj! Jufr A-J JaJtAJt
j-

^lo-
^a

r. xxii, 42

M f. 99* y

^ A.U! 3^wX- jouj ^>3 A.UI

w P i

AJJt j*t U >3jJ3 AXJ

-JMOJ^ Y
) jJJ! -Xd ,>a^3 A^oUJI LJ ^jJXJ A^t ^> U

t>wr. xxiv, ibf ,.if 0_^V ^3 L5^^ A^ i J>5 C-*^w Lot

(v) O, M J.AJLO (i; O JaLi.U; M C-

(r) M ^^. ^3 (t) O
J^lxJt (.) 0,C

(v) O jjtic (v) O -JLx;



r * i

^Uo^M
JJU* lyjl .j til l^jA* AJ&4

^yb^ ^U^.'N)! ^
'

Jo Uxjt lylai*.

0)

l U

c
( r > JiL^J!

^*- a*-*J' (t) ^^ AJJI A^a^

*Jl-A^ JJaau.) *^ jJbUJl ^jlkJLJI p. 257

*^ ^ ^3 ^ J*WJ^

Ul Aj

dXJI Oj^fr 3! ^M^ ^-^ 3' ftLoiJl ^9 A^ Oj^X^I ^j M f. 990

'.iJUt o

JU ^

(i) O adds 5,^J^ oJl^D o 1 ^3 (0 C

(r)~(r) O omits; C

(t) O *=*.^n

(o) O dJ^AXJ



P. 255

Mf.

AJ^ rfu

Aj^S cljl

J13 'I^xj
^ >5.

. xlix, 6

P. 256

Mf. 986

AJJI

u 1

0) M ^> (0 M, O J*J (r) O, C

(t) O, M, C olrf> (-MO omits () J^

(v) O omits (A) M ^UJl (^ O A.jUCjt



MI w

jUJl O
*

UJ

*JLcu ^> ^

tit

P- 254

Mf.

jJUl

45^

JU*

JU3

*^p

(v) C

(t) O

(Y) M

(0 O

(.) O, C
(r) M
(i) O

Jl^ j

C J



r.r

p. 253

f. 97

Lt

(^) 'Uyun, Maw.

(r) (r) O omits

(i) M adds

(^ M
(0 O, M
0)

U=,13

JU5

(r)
'

(t) M ^A*-

(v) O

<UJt

0)

. A$l-a5( yv< )

Jjbl OlJb( v

JU '^JLJ

(tr) O, M, C

(n) M, C ^jJt; D

() M omits

(A) O

(NV) M
(*i) D



r * r

UJ 4!) I Jj-~r, J>-/ 1)

-jail >>u ax^> pUxin ju~J -v ^ (r) 'AJJI(<>

JJI

31 J^AJI

'A)

p. 252

AJJ! ^U^> ^ ^-J Mf. g6b

L5
11

(0 O omits (<) Maw. AJ^^j (r) C ju-t

(t) Cf. Ibn Qutayba,
l

Uyun al-Akhbar (ed. Cairo 1925/1343), r, 66; (ed.

Brockelmann p. 87 f.), MawardI, p. 119

(0) O Aa-o.Ia^; M A^a>^; 'Uyun, Maw.

(1) O omits (
V)( Y

) 'Uyun, Maw. ili>

(x) O, M, C ^U; 'tfyfifi, Maw. ^T (^) O, M
(\.) Maw. ^UUu

(
M

) (
M

) O, M, C AJL

Or) 't/yfiii, Maw. jJ^JLlj (r) M, O 1^3

it) O .UuUt A^5



r * i j^ suan

p. 250 ,jU3iy> al*Jt ^ 15 a^^u sujut

ujut ^I^ AJjt j^-r, jis

JU3

' ^
J15 ^-oij J J15

U

>! J13

J5

p. 251 ^A^3 *j bUx3 ^ o^jLU^t ^j ,^5 4^1 ^^Xo jjJt JAS Ul

A^U

Mf. 960 j^JU

ju

(0 M oW^3 (0 M, C ^Jt (r) O ^t
(t) O CH^!^' (0 O a*UJ (i) See Mawardi, p. no



J

ju A^

ut Jjil

ju Ji

i

a^yui ^^j AJJI JLJ^

Jur. xii, 41

P .

r. xxxvni,

Cbl M f.

Qur. v, 52

Qur. iv, 68

Qur. xxiv, 50

(0 O, M CJ

(*) M ^^51

(r) M
("MO

(r) M
(i) O omits



a*,**

p. 248 ^

3^1*5 O^
Mf.94*

(i) C

(t) M
(Y) (Y) O omits

(r) O U

(c) O, C

(A) (A) M

(r) O 013

(i) O



JUj >\^ ^UiJI * ^3 JiJI

*i^u

J13

AJ1 J-tfU

JU l. l>aii.l j*i ijaJUt ^^ Jli U
f C

3 X<SUA)| C-sa^J U J^i-lj

IJjb ^ ^^13 ^5*^^'
I>A* ! ><r**> ^>^ ^5^' w^-t A%J 1^)1^3 5>U5^ p . 247

AiJLaJt d-io jJ Jfl^A^Jt Mf.

oju J13

(\) M ^AA-OAJ (v) M omits (r) C ^^J; M reads both

(t) O omits (.) M ^
(i) M Ij-^t; C l^j (v) M



(
v )~(0 O omits

(
r
) (

r
) Ghazall, 7/ry ii, p. 282

(o) M

(i) C

(t) (i) Ghazal! (/oc. cit.) inverts

(i M UJt



31

> Jj)

P. 244

Mf. 92

Jjl

AJJI

5^-ljJI

(0 Madds

(t) O omits; C

(v) M JJbl^Jl

(-) OjJau.;

(\r) M omits

(M) Madds

(0

() O

(A)

(M) O omits

(vt) O

(v) M o

(r) M
(i) O omits

(.) M omits

(t) O JJL

(\
a
) O



f. 92

P- 243

Ut

jtJb

JJU

y.^3 uZ> Jo -^Jl^aoJ! (3) c

<v)

(^) O omits

(0 *J) **

(Y) M adds

(N-2)

(?) M
(0

W O

(rj (r) O omits

(i) O U^U; M U



ui

J15

JU3

o

Oomits

(v)

M
O

AXJI

(,) M ^
(0 O ^j M
(
A
) o, M a^

)-(^) O

p. 24I

Mf>9l6

p. 242

^^> U

(r) o

(,) O



A*JJU

p. 240

W '>** ^^ < V >~ft-*Jt

til

J*5

Mf.

(0 (0 c
^*-^b (0

(t) (t) O omits (o) (.) M, C

(i) O omits (v) O
(LN)



f. 9oa

iJlj
^

J15

() O u-JlaH (0~(0

(r) M jJJu (t) M
() M ^3t (i) M
(Y) O tjL.1^; M juU; C t^

(\) (\) O dj^Aft. CH>^ W ^ omits

()(*) M ^^^ j>a-J ^ 6>^ ^-^ Js>i 00 M omits

00 O ^U^ Or) M



Mf. 896 131 d

jjoUt *3ju

Qwr. xlvii, 9
^31 ^

5U

p. 238 >UNt ot^ U

^^
JjL <

< M ) AAU-Jt^ SilJuilO') Jjbl

(v) O, M, C *.&>

(r) O cHj^t; M j^aJt [Cf. Lane, j.w. ^1 (1303)]

(t) M adds ^^ (.) O ^>*Jt (,) O

(Y) (Y) O omits (A) O omits (^) O

00 M a)^ (M) O, C
gjj^J;

M
jyj^

(u) M omits (\r) O JL. 00

(^) O oUa^L*! (\i) O



P. 236

9-3 -

J+j J*j 131

C'3* ^ SpUoJt ^^JU
UL5

P- 237

-oU 3!

(^) C
^Jl (0 Cadds J*. (r) C omits

(i) O omits (o) O, Comit

(i) M UUj>t (v) M



Qur. xxiv, 4^ &?<)} tj^t Sjlii J^J IjJUL! ^j SjlL J-ol3 ^jO^fi .JU3
X S S ^"^

<> ybj ly*4 c^A^J ^3 W >!>:!

p, 235

Jlj ^>\3 j

^^*i ^tiJI AJJJ .j^UJI J15

U
2*^;'

V^> ^^ J-^W 157*

Mf. 886 JJ AJ^l^ jli5 AA^^ ^t J13^

JJU

l*JU O>^J O' ^ O^J^oJt ^ d-,^aJI JbjjJUJ Ul

1 llo o 1^ U 1

vJiUH

0) O Jti-** (0 M til (r) M ^y; C ^j
(t)-(O C ^j,^ (.) 0,C ^p (i) M [?

(Y) O ju^j (A) (*) O omits



{ A A

^ J15

o Lo^l

Uu!

US

AJ) IU5 13 b AJUO

J15

O, C (0 O

*.UM JU- J*.^ dUj U ^ Mf. 876

^ A.A3 ^\^\ J^\ Ulj

jj*i Ail ^JUJl Jt^St iy'sU iJUoJI P- 233

0*0 J15

P- 234

Mf. 88

(r) (r) O omits



IAV

. xvi, 120

M f. 87

p. 232

Qz/r. vii, 78

Qur. vi, 152

Qwr. vii, 31

-ol

J15

* C3 OJ

1^1 J3

ji JU3

O, C AXc^jj

Uj-J

-UCJ

JU^^ Al)l J13

^jt^ J15 'A^.

ss, , , -

i^ U A^

J13

(0 (0 O omits

(* M A3U (.)-(.) C



Ux>

p. 230

J15 Jl

3! A;,oa.<..> yCJ! ^yj 13^3 AJL.J1 UAye,*.;^ Uoj

JJU ftUjJ

'

t

Ut 'A^*>-> 3'

M f. 866

XJ3 Ij JJbl-L)

V53 ^U3 ai^O. y^l ^j

'313 j

L5
3 UJ

3! ^j^AUo J^iJ J.A bjJb djtjjl P- 231

(0 (0 O omits (0 (0

(r) O OJH-;; M dju^t; C dju^t (t) M tyU5u; C

(o) C omits



I AC

2ur. xxiv, 2 JV^JJ ^Uj <OJI J15

Mf. 856 i^ ^ *iUx> *)j jjfc A^ ^3 J^AC j+Jc.

J13 A^ dJJt ^

J15 'lyj p:^^ lyjU Iv-J* JUo3 OsAlXj l^, a^tl s^Jl> lib Sj

Mf.86 'lyJLp v^t J^ ^y*. Sl>ct l^ JD3

t

A ^>,orw.)t3 ^ft^J

() O, M, C ^^b (0 Madds ^ (r) M omits

(t) O J& () M d^l (i) O

(Y) M 3+,\ (A) O o'



iJI _;UI

at,

l* 5t-U

Mf.

Jjjju Jb

;*+)! ^b U j>\j V 1^ 1 ^A
L5* ^^ v J U- ^J3 j-^3

jj>^3 '0/^i U j^C. A^^pl ^JLtft* ^3 ^..;u.,^M j}A\ ^^
Uol ^^

'SjjJtj Js>~JJ P- 228

(v) Cf. NR Bab 40 (the last)

(r) O omits () M
(r) NR adds

(o) M adds o-

/. \ AT . _ II



JSLyJI

J13 ^^a

p. 226 JU 13 U

. Jj

Mf. 846

p. 227

A*5

1 J5UjJt

til*

j N)

(0 M cx,

(r) C adds

(0 O

(t) C omits

JJU



J13

(4)
Ji*1>N

(0 (0 O omits; M *<<*A (0 O

(r) OjU^l (t) (t) M
(o) M omits (^) O 5 C

'

(v)__( Y
) O omits (A) M

%^o w^ci^^ O[pX^J oyJ jcyj O^Jj ^^AJ a.^ ^J3 p. 225

a^AJt ^i. i>t

U

,X^J ^5

' ^ l ^^ Mf.

LA.]) i^ a^^?J I ^

U



I
A

|

P. 224 ;
Our xxxviii

'

Mf. 836

JI Jl3

-o Jl3 dUaJt t^bj Uj dXJI J>*> b UJL5

Qwr. vi, 67 yj^jj^ 3

() O, Comit

(t) M JiU^JU

M

J15 o

aJ)

(0 O, C
^jJI (r) O, M

(.) O

(v) Oadds

W O, Comit (u) M



t Jauu j

.
4

1jut

JI Jdkl

lifr1>M sJLJxj ^ IJ^b UUj ^
-^ 3

P. 223

(M) Ch!^^ Mf. 8 3 a

J15 ^bU ^IJ3 IJv^~ Qwr.h, 55

x

J^Lo3^JI Qwr. xxiv, 16

*.? J15
'

0) M, C 4X33 (0 (0 O omits (r) (r) O

(0 O &j\j)\ ()() >
c W** ^ I"

1

) M

(v) M c~* (^ M o>*^:-^ (^) M

(\.) (\.) omits (u) M t;**J\ (r) O



< r >

a^

-

J13 ^t J15 O-

M P
f. Ill

J! Jli

p. 221 't^***-^ *J - O** c"^*Jt J^t

JUI

^X^ (J t

AJJi5 a^Jt Jw^

() M AJ^J^ (?) O, C Jfl>i (r) O, Cadd

(t) O omits (0 M Ixjip (i)

(M-Z)



l>UJt

-J JU^

(v) M
(t) M dj-o

(i) M a/UUJ!

Mf. Sib

v>*

dj,>.l d) jl. Jfl^Jt;

tU J

(v) M
(0 (0 M U

(v) O omits

3^ ^ p. 220

U! j^1

M

(r) O



. 81^

P- 219

0)

()

(v) NR adds

(A) Oadds

(LM)

(0 O omits

(c) O inserts

;
M

(r) O

(i) M o

(i) M



( )
O omits

4 O

p. 217

(0

(.) O, M
o

O omits

M
(ir) O, C OU
00 O, Comit

M

ML Sob

(r) C

(i) O

O.) NR(p. 97)^^3

00 M 5u

00 O ^Jt; NR, C

(i) M
;
IB



JJIJ

p. 216

Mf. 800

Ltfujl

d,X)l

U J15

v> J V-J jjlLJLJ!

(i) O, M,

(r) M, C j

(.) M

(0

(0

O a$L~; M



AJLU ^ i^-o^Jt fUu ^ ^JJI ^^Jl Al3

Jlift Ajfcurtj ^ AJIJ O-*

L5)!

(^ M ayU^w (0 o

(r) O ObjuJt; M obj^Jt (t) M

(o) O, M^v^ ^Ud (\) M
(Y) O omits (^) O

(*) O ^WJI 0-) M

(M)

l<Jl3 A^Jb AljA ^3 ^> ^J Ai^ A^jji ^3 ,>c



** W s^

Mf.

<CUUI C^sa^o Uwl3

Hi f

p. 214 *^t ju^ l^^lo U ^1 ^U^oJt UjJb

^3 >t> u A^ ^oj a^'^t jp

U S^U ^ ^j^K^) Jl>, ^ A^.,1 J^JI ^^ JU J^AM Jyu

P- 2I 3 ^ j5^ wtaJt^ .I^JI ^ U

3 U

(0 0) !>t^i ^ (0 M > C^&j^-l; Cadds

(t) C \^L,\ ) (t) M>^31 (.) O, C

(n) M UJI (Y) M ji^j (A)

(^) O, M l^ (t.) O omits



v r

5U

(0 O, NR ^
f NR adds

Mf-

(0 (t) O omits

() No corresponding separate section in NR; but cf. a fast of Bab 40

and #a 88 of Ibn Bassam

(n) O, C ly3UAI (v) O

(A) M adds ^>DI (^) O



p. 211 o

(i) NR t- Jv; O -3 (?) j/cNR

(r) O omits () O, C ju^Jt; NR jijJ

(0) O ^~* (i) sic IB (Machriq x, 1085); O, M, C omit

(v) M, C UU^ (A) M
(1) O, M, C Utyjt (.) O

(^0 M J^UJI; C inserts j O1*^ 1

L5

(vr) NR ? ol*~^ (r) C, NR omit

Oi) M *>> O.) O, M,



p. 210

Mf.

(0 N

(r) (r) O omits

(o) NR AxJ

(v) NR adds

(A) (A) NR

(0 O J.t; M
(*) M inserts

(i) O

(^) O, M, C omit



0) O, C V,U (<)-(<) O, C omit

(i) (t) w NR recte. O, M, C 0*%* v^=

(.) NR ,U*I (i) O, M, C omit

(v) O, C 4* (A) O o^; NR

W NR,M a^j^c (.) O, M,C^
NR -; M

;
C

(r) C >

;
M

NR



I T A

UJ \**j*Z t^JLJU

(r)

M f'

p. 208

Ut^Jt l^i^fiuy^) UtJ^t X|

NR adds

JUJbJI

(0 O

(t) O omits

0) M V*
(A) O, M, C, NR

(v.) O

(0 O

(M) O

(r) M, C, NR omit

(.) M a*^l

(v) O, M, C JJLJt

(0 M c
>
NR

(vr) O, M
(.) O bUUW; M



MV

p. 206

M f. 76^ jUJt o^ua^ ^^- ^^ ^^5*^0
U A)

UT
, O 1^ V-tf^'W V?^> ? <^

p. 207 llaxj ^ O l sr^*~3 l^l j.5l*j
JLp djui-l

t JU-jJJ ^ 2+*$\

IijJj JuJI

() (i) M, C ^3 (0 O, M, C ^^o; NR

(r) O, C JJbJt (i) O .UJ

(o) O, M ^AJ (i) c NR, O

(v) 0,M, C, NR^U-, (A) O j^



JU3

JU3

} U J.3

M f. 75
p. 205

(0 0) O

(r) O

(i) M
(t) NR resumes

(v) O

(0 O

(.) M, O

M



P. 204

JU s^

Mf. 7S AC3 JU5

^)
JIS

jLJl

Jpl U ^ J15

3 A*^ v>*

J13

(i) NRBabtf (c) M, C add

(r) C omits; O^; M ^Ufr (t) NR Ajl^j AjU; M
(o) O, M, D ^jU; C

i^Xfc 13^*. (i) (t) on page Ml not in NR

(v) M A^^5 (A) (A) O omits

W-W O J^ (i.) M oW*-;

00 M, C Hj> (

r) M A^JUJOI o-*; O AJUJ!

O ^i^t; M wi-^



SjJL.. aadaS Jl)3 Jy^ J^JI Ai
^.^^j

IjJb ^3 SjJUJf ^JLU ^Ul ^ fl*^ jUaJ! *-*>

<Jl*
L55^"W ^^ ^UJI (Oa^aft >J<^

i IjJb Ow*5 lib MyAoLj N) SjLUJI J>i> ^Jui. ^yju ly^^j jut M f. 74^

ilL^Jt
^

- 2 3

UX3 a^o 1^ jJflu^*^^) v^b J** O-

()-(0 *A (OHO

(r) ^3 (t) M ^
(c) M oW1 (.) M j^*; C



'JU5CJI O

p. 201

Mf. 740

Jfet

Aft*, d^o
1^^ 4.o.tt. o> .) \

ujt a^ui a

1 J15

* JUI ^t J.p J15 *5t

() O, M, C i3>^ (c) O, M
(r) M, C ^^1 () C, NR j

(.) M jykJt (i) M omits

(v) O, NR ^1 (,)-(^ O

(0 M o !^ 00 C o

00 M cA-^t; C

(L-2)

LT

J-Ad 'C^^ioUj^Jt AAA-OJ3 JiAaJt A-o^ C,UjJI



Mr

(0 O

(r) O

(o) NR

(v) C ^-13

W O, M, C omit

(M) M O*1^; C

(r) O, M, C, NR

(vo) O

(0 (0 O k*u

(t) O, M
(i) O

(A) C

(v ) O, C
;
M

00 NR



~^^ 'jJJJu aj

Mf.

p. 199

(0 (0

.UiJI

(r) O, M, C

( ) C

(v) NR

(1) O, M, NR o*

00 O, M, NR

(vr) O J^jjUt

0.) O, M, D
(LL)

;
NR S^ouAJI Ol^; M o>jt>Jt O^,>;

(v) NR differs in what follows

(t) M **ZL?

(i) O>~*Jt; M
(^ M *JL,

(v.) O, C, NR oj^

(K) O iv^JI ^
(M) NotNR; O

O omits

; C



M

Jj^Jt

Mf. 726

JU. ^3 ^UkJl O-o O^>^t JU

13 p. 198

-ji.U *-^Zj *$

(>) NR, M, C ,^^0; IB (Machriq)

(0 M o>^ (0 C
>
D

(4) O dUpt; NR aA^t (o) (.) C ly-^

(i) O J.WJ! (Y) C, D omit 3

(A) M adds oj< C^ (0 D cW; C

00 O, M ^U^j 00



Mf.

3!

8 )
,>lj!

(0 M ~laJt (0 M
(r) NR Bai 36 (t) C

(.) O, M, C,NR^Jlji3

(%) Behrnauer [JA i86i(i), p. 41] (5/c)

(Y) NR adds *U

JU,} l^ -JLUICO ^^k*. ^>w <U5

(r)

[Cf. JA



IO.U O

ic Ju

A) JUu A^^

a^5 jJuJt <^MO^<
Y >

J^JI

JXwt li!^ Oj^P OU C^jJ tjU. Uj^lj Af>t ^XJ3 J*5

0) M S>LJI (r) M cA-^ (0 O, Momit

(t) Cj^JI (.) M w^U> (i) M
(v) O, C ^Jft*. (A) O A^I (0 c adds

Mf.

p- 195



I ov
'

au~*Jt

p. 194

Mf. 7 ia^>U<Jl IJjb ^ .L^JI3
'

A)!

J15

0)

(r)

(.) M o
(Y) O

;
C >

(0 Madds

(c) O, M J

(t) C S^
(i) O, M, C *

(A) M
0-) M

) O



(l) Mf. 706

3!

.^-Xfl.)

P. 193

0) NR Jx^j3 (0 O, C

(t) O, M, C, NR jjU> (o) M
(i) NR j^Ut (c) (v) M, C

(A) (A) O *l3jJl3 (^) O, M omit

0-) O tijj^; M UJl$ djuj.^ [oVs!j; c

(M) C CU^



Mf. joa j3j Ubuajj J>yJ

p. 191

p. 192

(0 M JU
(r)-(r) O, M, C 31

(t) (t) O, M, C 31

(.) NR adds

(v) O

(0 (0 O, M omit

(i) (i) NR a;t>

(A) NR ^



\, jUI JJ1

(0 II 11 I II

p. 190

U O

X> JJ

JflJUJ^ l^ >OU^I J^ jufr < Xr
>S;tJ*Jt OULA)

U)t J^o UjUuo ^ixfti^ dUt

(v) NR J35^ 35, with variations and additions. See also GhuzQlI

l (Cairo, 1299), ii, iff.

(r) NR ly^y (<0 <0 O. M omit

(t) O, M, C v>-^ () M

(%) O, M ^>t W
(A) (A) 0, M, C omit (*) 0, M, C

(v.) M *#*}> (M) M H^P
(><) M 5uLj^; C utJ^ (<r) (r) O, M, C omit



*M 2>Ww

Ml

'<L>jJI ^435 $j*Jl Jjy U
^jJI ^iau-j ,jl aJU

p. 189 ^
. xxxi, 5

Mf.

*^ JUU.

(v) M o-* (0 (0 M A^ j>-^; o

(r)-(r) M, C ,>* ^ (t) M ^; O jJo,

(o) M



i $ r

U ly

Jb JL i

p. 1 88

aLJ ^,1 A) jl. AJj

(v) NR

(r) O omits; M
(.) NRfl&34

(v)_(Y
) o, M

><rv.

U

)\j\ v

(0 NR, C

(*) (0 O, M omit

(i) O d>-Ui; NR

(A) M jJU^; C

M f. 69 fl



I o I

Mf. 686

p. 187 ^ 131 nJI

JbuJ^ >;UI JU-Jt^ cLoi)t >

() O, M
(r) NR

() O

(v) NR

;
NR omits

(M) O \

(r) O, NR

O.) M
OY) M

(v) O

(t) M
W NR ?

(A) M
(A ) O

(c) O

00 c

(a) M
(IA) O

O-*

C omits

;
NR

;
NR

;
O



l JJI

jl Jb Ju-4**>cJl i

JloJb lvJLU<
r > ^ JjlJ lj

*Ul p. 186

jJU,

Mf. 680

0) NR 55*33 (0 M

(r) M YUU (t)-(t) N

(o)-(o) Not in NR (-0-0) M
(v) (v) O, M, C wi-J ^ y U*.l

(A) O, M, C omit (*) O, C jnju5; M >^Ju5; NR JU*

0-) NR,M, C^^j (M) O^I^Comit
(NV) O, M, C and NR omit (*r) O ju^j and omits ^^U; NR



*

dJU L/^l

p. 185

Mf. 676

(v) NR

(l) M
(t) O

JJ J*JI

^JI 0.0 U.J J>Jl yl*. l^jJbu

29, variations numerous

;
D (r) O, C

(-MO



JJU Uj^w j-Jot ^ ^XJi ^ jl i-U> ^1 ^U A^ J*5

OUUaJI

p. ,84

Mf.67 fl

UXw

(i) O Lr^Jt (0 1.?

(r) (r) M ^53t j-^J* (t) M
(o) O A^yUt (i) O x^LOl; M
(v) M ?>J!;

C
cJ

Jt (A) C Ol^Jt

(,) M ^U^JI 0-) C

(M) O, C



f. 666

p. 183
(8)

^jl3 &

O)

M

i*lx5 lil

^JJbt oi^ l&fc

(0 O, M
M

(i) NR J9a^ 32, but correspondence is not close

(Y) O omits (A) (A) O omits

(\) O SJ~AJ; M j^tfh> () M omits; O, C

(K-2)

(r) M



f. 66*

JUb

P- 182

() M omits (0 O

(r) M j~* (t) M A^L^^; O

(.) M omits (i) O, C Sfl

(v) NR resumes (A) O, C

(0 O, M ftlloJt; NR ^5UJI ) M
(M) NR differs in following text 00 M
Or) (

r) M



u 5Ut US o*J
'

Mf.65 6 ULUrf

4..a,;j> 3^

P. 181 b,

^JJI

j^l l!tj o

(')

(t) Mj^3; C

(
Y)(v) M ^b (sic)

(i.)

(ir) M
(LK)

(0 M
(.) C

(A) O, C

00 O, M
(t) O S

UJl ^3 UJl

Jl ^^ Jil

UIU

ut

(r) 0,C

(i) M <O!

(i) M
(if) M

o M



U p. 179

lil U

(0

(r) NR

(o) NR

(Y) O, M, C, NR

(c) O

(t) O

(i) C

(A) O

NR, C

;
D

NR U
Following paragraphs not in NR

p. 180

;
M



i

U a

Mf. 65 a

() NRBdb26

(r)',NR omits; D

(o)_(o) NR

(i) NR 56 30

W O

O)

J



(t)

^5*^3

J3 L5
3

0) NR reads
^J

O inserts ^ j+ after

(0 O j>^ 3 (r) M
(t) NR Bab 25 (.) NR jU)1 A-^5; cf. AA, 64^; M omits

(i) O, C omit (Y) O



LJ1

oUi j^^-otfi -}U)

J

(0

(r) NR, C cj*; O, D

(o) (o) C omits

;
M

(0 M
(t) NR Bab 28

(-v) O



;t P. 175

UJL3

(0 O

(r) M

Ait

,J.* ->..Aa.^aJt

(0 C



p. 174

f. 63*

UJ3

4JI IJ

9->o

(\) O A3N) (0 NR resumes

(t) NR 13>L*; O, M Ij.i.U

(i) M U>JI (Y) M, Comit

W NotinNR O.) O^J^N)
(*r) O t^^JU (\r) (vr) O omits

(vo) O inserts ^

^ 1
(xrHAJu*.! v>Jj-t ^ jJaJtj A3b

(r) O omits

(.) M jO^

(A) (A) O omits

(^)-(u)

(*t) M omits



.IJUt

UJld

SjJU **>oJt

J>5 J^iJI aA^u*. ^1 JIS^

J15

-JL.OJ

(v) Section following not Jn NR

(r) O omits
*

(.)(.) M
(v) O >JL5

UJU

JJ J15 v>

'

-o

JuS

(f )
M

(t )
M

(A) M

Mf.



cljJJI

J

jou

Mf.'626

0)

(f) NR

(t) NR

JU 131 A?*

24

Aj

Oj>n

(c) C
(r) O, C

(i) O, M



U i^3

^ A) ^J

JJU

(\) M U^AJ (v) NR J5a6 23

(t) O, C tj^5; M Jj^J
i*1 omits

fr lo A31

Mf.

- I7lb

(c) M
() M

>
C



O)

Mf.

p. ijia

0) NR Bab 22

(r) C l<Ju

(.) O, M ^

(0 O, M, NR SUtf

(t) O, M, C omit with following

(1) O



1*1

_oJt ^ ^*JU> <t)l Jfj Uaub lil J13

^>t Mf.

ut^t <)^j3i juj<) P. 170

(Y)

(v) O I^^D* (0 0^.^-1 (r) NR omits

(i) OJ^H ()() O ^J,Jb gU; C ^JJW l^
(i) (-1)

NR c^f JLi-lj v^*)l J>v^ J^3 (Y) NR inserts

(A) NR, O, M, C omit

(<) O 5JuUJI ;
NR ^pUoJt and adds J^jJI^ (i ) (^ ) O omits



irr

p. 168

Mf. 606

AJ U ^

op

p. 169 ^>^*.l >t-bt ly^3 s-^b cuJ)^ <CXUK ^5 -^aJJ

<t ^ u iJdt

Jb U JU5 ^Jb ^1^ d

* JU5 .U-Jt A^U JUi

(\) M, Cadd AxJL^ (0~(0

(r) (r) IB (Machriq, loc. cit.) t>l J^i.; o

( t)_( t
) Q, M omit (o) M



irr

JUJ.) ^j Ut^fct 4,1)1

5t IJkA

y.

0)

UJ 1^5 ^

J15 J15

(0 M adds jJUt (f) M ^U (r) O, C IjU^ (t) M
(o) O A>^ (i) (;) O, M omit (v) O omits



P.i66

(V)

UjJI tJJb ^100

(0 sic O

(.) O l!-

W O ^3

(1-2)

(0 M j^Julj

(i) O J.05

(.) Cadds

(r) M
(Y) N

00

(0 O

(A) O

Ul; C



I r*

Mf. 590

5tj

O)

J p. 165

(0 M iiJ (0 O

(r) O, M, C a>JLJu3 (i) O oju

(o) M ^v^ji>5 (i) No corresponding chapter in NR

(v)

'



n

U

p. 164

() (0 M omits

(r) j/r O, M, C

(.) O, NR <j>J1; M
(v) M \L3

(^) M omits

(LI)

(0 M
(t) M
(i) O, M, C

(A) C adds



O)

(v) Most of the matter in NR #<a& 20, but with numerous variants

(0 O, M JU.^

(0 O J>5

(i) M ^Oa^; O

(A) O ^-^uUb

0-) 0-) O omits

(
M

) (
M

) Conjecture: M juLJb

00 O j-AUxj; M oj^k,

00 M A^W; O A^AJ; C omits

(r) M
(.) M JUJ

(v) O, M, C, NR

(i) w O, M, C

.>3; C 4JUJU a**^*

(ir) C



Mf.

p. 162

(v) Mj^JI (0 O

(r) (r) O, M ^4,kJ p^ (t) M
() Usually \j* (-v) O

(Y) O \j** (A) O omits

(^ O, C *Cw

(M) O djjt^ and omits



U

JJU

^J^ 1 v-" 1'^ Mf. 57^

UuJ3 ^oJU. ^ Ui

() O, M oUU- (0 O .lU-Jl (r) C

(t) O kUL> (o) O, M A*.^; NR A^^
(i) 0>X^I; C o*X;% NR (p. 47), and IB (Mackriq xi, 593)

but JtJljhl in JA i86i(i), 10, and so quoted by Dozy s.v. JU^

(Y) sic IB, which inserts 3 >e>U.j ; O, M, C o*iL^ 1 iJl^J
;
NR

0^t>JI ^Uy (cf. JA 1861(1), p. 7)

(A) O JLi-f (t) O L^Jb; NR, M UJb; IB Uut

(.) All read j^te* (o) (M) O omits

00 M -j (r) M



^
Mf. 57

P- 160

Sjuj

(0 O, M <u~*-r, IB

(r) O, C &>*, M
(o) O, M *./

(Y)_(Y
)
^ O, M; C

00 O Afi^

(0 M
'00 0,M

ju ^jii j^

J3
(A)

(0 O, M, C

(t) O 5j>aJt; M 3j>

(i) M omits

(A)-(^) O, M
(.) O ji^v,

00 ?L V^^'J M ?
L5
JUt

(u) O, M j^
;
C



Mf. 566

4aJLJt du

cl^t a^Jt-cj Ji^ioU P. 159

J^s. *$

(v) M ^^iaJI (0 (0 M omits

(r) Cf. IB (Machriq xi, 590) (t) M, C

(.) O, C -^3; M ^3 (,) IB, M
(v) O J^x> (A) M u^t^

(i) sic IB, p. 591; M P^^^J^; O, C ,^^^1^
0-) () O ^JU^Jt J-3. Text as IB (\\) O omits

(v?) (w) M omits (\r) O



rr

Mf. 56

jpi

J5U

jt

p. 158 O^ ^

(v) sic IB (Machriq xi, 584); O, C ^IjJt (0 (0 omits

(r) Cf. NR and Wiedemann, Beitrdge zur Gesch. d. Wissenschaften xl,

p. 176; O, MjJUJI; C U^J\

(t) IB adds A^ >LJ ^' () Cf. NR for this section

(i) NR jjjuoj (v) w O, M, C

(A) (\) O omits



i r r

,>. ilift JAUJI

JJbU. a^

UU !j>U C>JjUbjt)l
Mf. 55*

p. , S7

() M
(r) O, M, C

(0 O

(i) C

(A) M omits

(0 NR

,
but cf. NR and AA, p. 43, 13 f.

(o) M, C

(v) M



I r I ** N

P. 155 ju^i ;uu3 jy=> ASU J

3jUai)t J^xJI <x,JI

JJJt

13! Olh

0) O, C

(r) O, M,

(.) w, cp.

(v)

(0 (0 O, M omit

(i) O 0%A5; C c

(i) O,

(A) O,

NR Bab 17 and 18, but contents differ widely



JJ*

Ob
Ml wJ

P^ a^oUJl (Y)

Jj

Jl#

Mf.

(v) M ^"NjUJt (0 O, M, C

(r) M ?j^Jx>; O, C \}**Ai (t) O,

(.) O, C ^{j (i)-(-i) O, M omit

(v) O a^UaiJI (A) O, C %j\

(i) M A^.. , () M
(M) o, M,C t^i^t (o o a

(r) VO, M, C 00 O, M
00 o [3



UJU.

ftx> 4^33 C

P. 153

Iyjj3

Mf.

(v) O ^yU* (c) M
(r) O, C djJbj; CJAJ (t) O

() M o^^-<> 0)

(v) O, C juJUg (A) M
W M, C J>P (,.) O A.



I A

Ul

UJUUt AJLj^) OU o^JU.

P. 152

(.) M
() C ^^1 (c) M
(r) M AJ^; O AOJ^ (t) M
(l) (l) M ^tjJtej dUua, (Y) M
(A) we Guigues, IB (Machriq xi, 582, note i); O, M, C **

(^) O djju^o; M dj^juo (\.) O, M
"

(
M

) O O^J 1^ 1
;
M

>
c C



M
p.

5
i

3

5o L5* Sj^ *** J^W' c^J u, uu

JucU^JI ^J^J^U i^^JU^J U AJj^

Ut3

U!

^JUJI yb U tjt

p. 151 0+4

-.aj jwja J,At jj-o O3^3 jJUaJJ Alj

M f. 53^ j^^ ^Up(y ) ty^x^ O 1 v<rir*>^ l^oJI ^1 ^^ <)\ ly

0) M gSUI (0 O

(r) M OlSj^l (t) O, M
(o) (e) M lv^>Iwt; C ly^y-vt

(i) M dj^aUl (v) M omits



(0 M
(r) M
(0) O

(v) M ^XJI
[P

(1) M
(v\) M
(r) O

0-) M

Mf. 526

(0 M
(t) O, C

(i) M adds

(A) M
(v.) M
(0 00 O omits

(u) M, C

n M



I I

p. 148

b J^Juj jX^JI ^j* juiM Jo*J

Mf. 52*
'

en

0) cO (0 ?1. AV^CJ (r) NRBabig

(t) M ly^tj^l (.) O jyj/JI; M
(i) ?M A^^; O, C A-y^ (v) O omits

(*) O inserts ^ (^) O, M,



-JUJI
\.

P. 147

Ulj

(0 M O>*~"^ (
r
) M omits ^

(r) (r) M ^y (^J^^ L5^U ^^
(t) O J^3 () O A^JuJI

(i) Oadds^ (Y) (Y) M c

(A) M I^UJI (i) we O, M, C, NR

(.) O, M, C, NR J^xJI (n) O

(K) O,M A)



J\

p. 146

O)

J*

w* ':

*Jt JJU

^5*3

0) NR5^ 16

(r) O >JUJt; M I>UJ!; NR

(t) M Vy*-
(i) NR omits the following section

(A) o a

(v.) M
(\r) M
(vi) M
(vi) O

(\A) M
(LH)

NR

() NR

(Y) M
(.) o

(M> <M) M
(*r) M
(vo) M
(\Y) M omits

^ M omits

M adds SjUM



J

0)

P- 145

Mf. 5 ia

(v) NRBabS (0 O omits

(r) O 4*Jju (0 C JJUJt

(.) M ub^ (i) O
L5iJu3;

M
(Y) (Y) sic NR; O, M, C omit (A) O, M, C



I I

p. 143

Mf. 506

AftJoXTj JJtJ AJt

p. 144

(i) C

(t ) sic O, M, C

(v) O

(c) O, M, C

(o) O, C

(\) M

(r) O AJ>AJLj; M omits

(i) NR ^1



.^ud Mf. 5o

J~Ji ^ ay J&

(>) M ^-Ul; NH

(r)-(r) C iJDI

(.) O ,*rtu

(v) c NR; O, M, C omit

Jfe

(
t
) M JUj

(j) O, M
(,) O, C

(
A)_(A) O

033

M

(^) NR
reversed

12. In C the order of the present chapter and the next is



J* uiVJI a+aJl ^y^ ^3 CM **

J^^I^A)) 1^ a>^p^)i i

CM

(t) C JUJaJl (.)

(v) C

CM

CM

(0 M iai^i^t (V) C adds ^JUJ ly-o*^ UUri^ ^ lyJlp U..13

(r) C adds utL^JI ^t >6>aJUI CM ^
CHJt O

o* J^ j iVl ><rv.U oUtf, SjXj ^x, ^* JOJI



J p. 140

'ot>fbi

v>*j

5UA U.J1

M f. 49*

(0 O, M
(r) M, C

(c) O, M, C

(t) O, C



I . v

p. 139

Mf.

(v) O,NR, C

(r) O^; C

(i) C AJj-cuoJI

(A) NR adds

,U)I

'JxU

M
(t)

(v) O, M, C

~~Ja

otw

(0 M
(.) O



^ Oju-^ Uij^ 'O^

udl JLj(*) ^JUl Mf. 486

(M

v>-

(0 O tjJJt; M tjJUt

(i) M ^U.tJ

(v) O, C add

(*.) C

(0 MjiJt

(.) O, M d

(A) M c

(r) O, M, C

(i) O, M
(0 NR 5^ 13



I

J! JU
-*" *-

Qwr. v, 97 ju^ ^O JU.I

Mf. 48a

p. 137

i/r. iv, 33

() M
(t) M

(T) NRBabu

(o) O, C
(r) O

(i) O c



SliJI

i&\ J13

.dfb

uui, aj

P. 135

vJtjJUtj Mf. 476

JybU ^3 J^U o-o
<r> Uj

) p. I 36

(0 c
i^

1^ 1 (0 M <i^u W M ^^ (0 c

(.) teM o-* CO M lyJL^I (Y) O JUJI; C JUiJI



^ jJU. ^}
U Uy^jdj*. yk dUU JlSj a^^ J15 A3U

* OsX-3 J13

AX)! Jj^ AlX&l^ AJ Jt AJj^L5 JU A3UI j^

P- 134 J^-5 O-

Mf. 47* ^-o AlJl J^j ^fr ^ U AJLP J-JjJIj w5^U. *J ^oljj^ N)! Ul

J15 Jl

,>o

. vii, 156

(0 M^lj (0 Madds l^ Jjt

(r) M ^JJb (i) (t)

(o) ( )
O omits (i) O,

(v) O j^t; M, C j*j*l\ (A)



u UL3 u

JIS <u

^>Jj-Jt
3

-SJI J15
'

U dJ U \%\

*~x

J^wj

(v) O, M Uly^j (0 (0 O <u Ijjju; M AJ

(v) O v^^ (0 omits

(o) O ^j^ (T) O alAt^ Iy3t; M omits

(v) M

i * r

M f - 466
p> I33

JIS J^>>j CU3 ^su J15

^1 J15 aii w^U2



Qur. v, 6

Our. vii, 156

A!)!

p. 131

Qwr.xxiii, 53

C>ttr. iv, 46 U

Mf. 460 J^>0 J15

U3

p. 132

Jjt JV5

^Jbu AJJI Jldj

J^UJI

JoJ jj

J^lUJl ^^*j Ot JljjT l^t C

o

(v) O AJU^-j (0 M U.>:o (r) O, C A^UJt; M
(t) Cf. Damlri, Hayat al-Hayawan (Cairo 1311), ii, 329, izff.

(
a M



3'

Mf.45*

(0 M Ji^ (0 O inserts 3

(r) NR dUM (t) V O, M read ?Ui

(o) M -t^j throughout (i) (i) O omits

(v) M



u *j^j

J^JJI

() AA(p. 32) ...-

(0 AA XJ^I; M
(i) O A-j^dJI; M
(0) Conjecture: C

(1) M^JJI

(,)__(A) o, NR, C

0-) O, M,

00
(G-2)

(r) M

M
(
V
)

O, M
IB,



Ob S^t *"^8 0)

JU*

UU* oj^j OUjL^ &^w j*J ^^AJLo ^' O^ ^^ A^' "^J
^'-o P- I27

^ JUaM

%*. ^t ^>\ JA t ^ iUJt ML 446

5>^J' J

Jld

tol JaJ

P- 128

(i) O inserts^ (r) O, M, C >a^ (r) M
(t) M adds ajyut* (.) O, C jJu; M^ (i) O ***

(v) O omits (A) M ? CJ.> (*) M^l
) M omits (\\) O, M



OllV V <4. J x ' & * I*' l lO

P. 126 ii^^^i^ A* -an
Mf. 44

' xx

ji J&i

wr. v, 7 <U

U J ^
oU jAloilj J^-JI

^a^aJI ^J^(^) l^Jl J153 l^, SlfbJJI

-1 ,=>Ju

(v) M adds >r*J^ c (0 M jUJI (r) NR Bab 9

(t) M, C add if^Jlj (.) O, C

(i) O, M tjc (Y) M omits

(LG)



Jo a;

p . 125

OojJt

()() O omits (0 M P^A ^-^< M M
(t) M, C^^o (.) O

(i) M ^U*M;
C

^Ua)l (v) O

(A) O, M, C U>Jt (^ M
0-) M *><*U\ (u) M



1 c

e) til

Mf.

P. 124

(0 O JUJ (T)

(t) M OjU^^ (.) O OsSjU

(A) NR omits (^) O, M, C

(\ .)
M jJLo and regularly where

(u) O, M V4~>; D

(if) M !>*.>; C

(^0 M a3

M
(i)

throughout

occurs in O

M

(r) M adds

(v) M

M



\j\ v

(r)

(0 NR ^^k^J; M
(r) NR Bab 15, p. 34 f.

(.) O

(v) O, M
* O A^

(0 M
(t) All MSS and NR

(i) M A^

(A) (A) M
-) O omits O, MjJUt



p. 122

0) O

(i) M
(Y) M
(i) M
(M) M
(it) O

O

(0 O 0*; NH, M ^
(o) M AJ.^1; O -UJuJI

(A) M 43U^t; C

A3U.J-; C

(sO M
(i.) O

(r) M, O

(i) M

(^.) O,M,D

(r) O, NR

(11) O



VLJ1

.jlytJI JC dLj

(
Y )

(^) M JUJt (c) M ^5^1 (r) Madds

(t )_( t ) W^M;NR;O omits (.) NR

(i) NR inserts ; ^U-JO >-"S)^ J^JD W^J^t ^Ij*^* A)

(v) NR Bab 10 (A) NR

sic NR; O, M, C omit ) O



p. 119

Jfc)

J^ Uul

Mf.

p. 1 20

fl, 7 (0 O
jj>j (r) M

(t) M 4JL^; O, D <OJU.. This corresponds to U)t ^Lfijt in NR

(o) O, M aJLa* Cadds o lJ^t^-* ("0 M o^1*31
(
Y
)

(A) M, C Oj>> W



Mf. 41 a

(
v

) (
*
) O omits and reads

(0-(0 C l^j>^^yi^ (r) O <U3UU; C *2

(t) O, C *-'^Lot ^ A^JLaui (.) M adds Vj^
(i) M A^kju; C inserts a*Jo5 (Y) (v) M 4*1,

(A) M A.>-JI (-0 M, C U3

(^.) M omits (i\) (M) M
(vr) M adds



J

u Jut

P- 117

(r) j~o i

Mf. 406

JP

(r>-(r) O, C

(o) M j1>*JI

iu^ 'llo

1*5-0-*

(0 >
C

U; M U
J(>
U (t) NR

(i> (i) O, M in a different order



AA

bjl

>t l

O^ J35 (l

(v) O aJ>Upl; C ^t>)l (c) O, C

(r) o a^Uj (t) o bu,

(o)-(o) O, M, C>A3 ^^^Jdt (i) M, C l

(v) M AlU; O, C XW (A) O, M, C

(^) O, M <u () O A^l^t; M
(M) O, C fttjJJW 0<) 00 M omits

(\r) c moyc. passim



J13

M f. 396

'

jJLJI

P. us a^iyM Ji5 3>-Ji
(l > ^

Uld

JJbl

(0 o ^j> (c) M
(r) O, M alakJl (t) O, C .tA^-JI throughout

() (o) O omits; M adds (sic) Zjy\ ^j after ^>-aJI

(i) O ^UjJI (v) M ^tj^J!

(A) M ^JL5 (^ M ^<J

(v.) wcO, M (
u

) (u) O, M omit

(v<) 5/c, i.e. >I^JI? ( r)_( xr) O, M dJ....A3!; C



u M

p. 114

(v) O, M, C

(t) M
(v) M

(r) O, M
() C

(A) NR

(v.) O

(iv M J

(r) M, C

(i) O omits



AC

lit

Jl JJU

UuxJb

?*--Lo

S^UJI Oj^ ^ U

<tJt Ujj^ vJLollt Aj

<r>

u ^ .UJKO

*~u>

' JO* t *

(v) o, c

(r) M
(.)-{) 0, M j^
(Y)-(Y) jfeM

9 C;

(0 M
(t) NR

0) O, M Oj



5/wU

()() O omits

(i) C 3jj; M o

(Y) M
(*) M

(v*) O, C insert

(.r) O i^

(c) O, C

(.) M
(A) M

(f) (K) O

00 O

+**j UUJI o^j

Ux.it ^ oU5 Mf.

p. 1 1 1AJ

(r) M
(i) O, M omit



M f. 376

-.U^JI

UbU

AJJt

.
~s

p. no

1
VSS

5

O-*

(v) O 4

() O, C

(v) NR

(F-2)

(.) O inserts i)

(A) O

(,.) M

-^-s><

(r) O, C

(i) M



Mf.

U

ifr AJJI

Coj

(v) Cf. Ibn Khaldun, Prol. (ed. Quatremere), ii, 49

(v) Cf. Mawardi, p. 268, also Tabari ii, 939 f., and Baladhuri FutUh

465 ff-

(r) (r) Corrupt. Cf. Baladhuri loc. cit. :



usu

p. 107

u ji^^t ^3 i^ juzoju aa^s.^ jujt

P. 108

(^) Ibn Bassam, ed. Cheikho, Machriq x (1907), p. 1086, C j^

(f ) O, M omit
(r) O, M omit

(t> (t) O^Uj-Ji djj*\ cf. Yaqut, Mu'jam al-Buldan ii, 570

("MO C^AJ
(LF)



O)

~Ua-*t

J.jJl

^ Ul

J 15

3 b j^j

^j> UUI

JJ*jJt J

() NR Bab^ p. i4f.

(r) O, C omit

(c) O omits

tjJb

5 AJUt a

Jt5j

J15

U51

U5I

(v) O omits

(t) O, C

(i) M

Mf. 36a

p. I06



Mf. 356

Snnumblred
inO

J15

() jwr Gh. ii, 295; O, C

(r) M J^u^j (t) M omits

(i) M, C c^^U.; O Ch^^-

(A) O ^ 00 M <M=>\ U

(\\) M jt^fcJI (K) O omits

(r) Gh., NR

(.) M, C

(v) C vJ

0-) M



-y.tj.i.1 tj

(t) M
(-()

O cJ

M
(n) C

(M) M
(n) M

J15 (^AJI^ j

O-*

J13 ^

Jo

jJsU *$j UUfcO

O

ui

(Y) O JLoXi

jo^UJ; O

)
M

M J

(
r
)
NRadds

(.) M ^X^jJI; C

(A) M >-a^o

0-) M
(r) O

() C

(VA) M,C

Mf-

** numbered .m
O



vv ^H ^ U$ A)W*Iwl JU.pt

u ui
'

I04
'

P. 105

^i Ul* *U-

M f. 34* j

JUb O

y *t

^JbJJt

,
-sfc cffl

0) o, c>i>fl
. (0 o j*. (r) o

(t) M^^^l (o) O omits ^ (i) M,

(v) M omits (A) M C-MJ (^) O

(v.) M, C



.a^d ^JbJJ! v

*.U>^

Ul

JU Jji-

uji ju

UJ ^UUl! i^p s^Lo >) ^bu AJJt

JJI^ j~!/a*JI c^ JU-pt ^ ^jj^o Mf. 34*

A-UI

ii)t ui
'

(\) ? iojU* (r) No corresponding ^5^ in NR

(r) O omits (i)~(t) M j^l ^.Jua); O



vo SjXwM 0*>UU*M

^ Jb^JI

JJ a.)

Jx>U. j^Uwl til

bj usx, ^u,
^j L^J ai^t JJL.CO

oj

M
p.ioa

J^-t ^ >5UJt

Ut '^5*iU

v>

(v) Derived from the earliest part of the section in Gh.

(0 Gh. JJ*L (r) -O, M, Gh. JjU (t) O

(.) 6, M, Gh. o-Hdt (i) O, C ^
(Y) Differs from Gh. ii, 58 f. (A) (A) O omits



p. 100

M f. 330

Ut

> U

,>x5laJt jU^L-t jt AJtkS ^ cj^Jt p. ioi

0) Gh.^; C>^ (0 O, C

(r) Gh. >>)! (t) Gh. adds

(o) O adds ^1 (-v)
Gh. ii, 57 with numerous modifications

(Y) Gh. &\&j (A) O, M, Gh. omit

(<) M ^a^'3 00 O, C U13 00 O ^T; C !>.t



I3t>.

i JLi o' ^^<
4

v>-^ ! j^t

J.3

P. 99

(0 0,C * (0 Gh.ii>56 (r)

(t) Gh. adds a^5 (.) O og^l^ (i) O \

(Y) O ^5^0^ (A) O OjUj; C VJUL3

(i) Gh. AJUUv, adding ^g! (* .) O, C omit

(NN) Gh. adds t ^ (NV) O, Comit



O* **<*>

Jjui. jJb

AJLJI Ui)t 1^ ^ *^^ M

A*X~)t

() O, M,C J3 (f) ^ (r) O

(t) O Aajlj-o (o) O A^J (i) O omits

(v) Gh. a%*JD; C ^^^ (A) Gh. Ju* (^) Not in Gh.

(*.) O, C A5l^ (w) O, C



v
I

JU ^U ~

p. 96

jJU!

jJUl jJu

jJUl

AJ1

A3)

A.3

(r) This is from an earlier part of Gh.'s text

(0 O, C A) U (o) O, M, C omit

(v) Not in Gh. (A) Gh.

(t.) O omits (M) O omits

(0 O A^Jb

(i) Not in Gh.

(*) O omits

(vr) O omits



JL tit

(,)_(,) Q omits

(t) C J^U

(i) Gh. adds

(v) Gh. adds

(\v) O

(\t) O

(n) O

;
Gh.

(t) Gh. omits IJ^> (r) M, C J

() Gh. adds^UisJt O-*

cUj ^ ^ydb^JI .^1 o-* *^4i U

(A) Gh. J^
0-) O ^JJLJ (M) O,

(\r) O, C sic passim \
Gh

(\o) O, C omit

(
VY

) O, Comit



p. 93

Mf. 3ia xU J o.ffc.j ^ ly^

J-05

p. 94 JLU^I

J-Ofc^J

IJJb

(v) o ^^^t (o-(0 o, c \j o& W o 44

(i) O, C xu (o) O jJu (i) GhM C omit

(Y) O JUu (A) Gh. omits and reads ^ j^-oJU

(^) M omits (*.) Gh. adds jujlju (vt) (M) Not in Gh.

Or) Gh. eS^UMj (*r) Gh. o^ 00 M O
) NotinGh.



1A

(v) M inserts

(t) Gh.

(v) Gh.j^t

(^)__( n
) NotinGh

(^^) NotinGh.

ir Gh. resumed

P. 92

Mf- 306

UU

(v) Gh. 7^5 ii, p. 55 (r) O

(.) Gh. omits (i)

(A) O
j-jJt

(\ ) (<) O omits

(vO M 3!

(vt) O, M, C j-iOjJ^ (>*) O, M



TV

Uul J*-^j CJ,JI Ulj

iJj C-J^ ^^uoa*

Mf. 300 ^yju^lj O^>J ioJtt'sJt C-Jt-t lit Ulj U jj-o AX*J

0) O, M omit (t) O, M, C omit (r) O o
(t) O, M, C omit (.) O, M Jyb (i) M
(Y) O inserts o' W O ^Xc (*) Gh. j^a^o; M

(\ ) Gh. adds
jlj-^'N)! ^,> yb Icut jlj^alt ^^ ^Uxol^ and O reads jjJ^i

(n) O vj^ (*0 O, M
(ir) O^ojJu (M) O ^
(i.) M^JLU U; C, NR^c.yjLc U (i) O

(E-2)



JU

iiJI u^X) ^

() (0 O omits

(0 (0 M cr*Ul

\\) omitted by Gh.

(.) O Uuj*

(Y) M, C omit

(^) ^) O

Gh. resumes

^) >
C

Ut

(r) O omits

; Gh.

(r) Gh.

p. 9

^"r< xxil '
26

. From here to

(i) M "Njl*

(A) O vu
l; M. . .UN; C

0-) C
f

(\f) O, C ,>fi l~*; M



1 a

JUs U

*&f JUl o* 3^ ^b-H
j -on AO-.J i>ai() ju ju

JJuOl j

U5 ti6

Ob

Mf. 296

U JJu^OO ^ U v^U*. ^W A]JI <*>ju 0>^i (A)

44 ,y^ r > U

p. 89

(v) M ^W\ (r) Madds j^t j^J^ (r) M.

(t) M ^IxJ (o) O ^JUU (i) O omits

(v) O, C j*~*H (*>-W >'>* cW >!>* (^) M omits

0-) O, M Jju (M) (M) M
(w) M omits (\r) M
00 o o^j; M o>^j (-M
(0 M a^JUa* (v) o 31

OA) NR, p. 12 adfin. (v^) Gh. 7/ry ii, p. 59

(LE)



jub ajui.1 U O^ ^A^l 5Ut< k > v-oU, jr^t Jib

ju

oc
u ^o

U *5UI dJLUj l^t <Ufr u^-oJI ki..j Cb AiX3t U

P'

(0 M jju*j (0 M JA*J1 (r) M U3

(t) M ? jUJt (o) (o) M

(i) (i) O ^U^l dXJUa* (v) M j^

(A) O .iUWI (^) M JiaJI

(i.) M?^ (M> (w) Gh.

(T) O J.^ (r) (r)

(v
t
)
M oy-o () O, Comit

(w) O, C O*^ 1 Y
) L5^> M

(VA) This corresponds to NR (Cairo MS, p. 12 f.); Gh. omits

(\\) M JjMtfw (^) Mj.5^1

(n) O, M ^ (^) (^) M L>-^-U



ir

Mf. 286 J^D'S)! UI3 Oljia^J! &> C>& sJj WAJ tj^><> ajjJSt ^JJ!

01

JUJI a

p. 87 tJJb J^)! JJU

(^) A50U J^T SIJ^U^JI jou <u%('
Y >

AlJOxc

UC JUJt

(,)_(,) O, M, Comit (0 (0 M ^^> t\j\ (r) M
(i) M omits (.) M, Gh. IjtjJU (i) M
(Y) 0,M, Comit (A)(A) M^^lx^ JX, (,) M ^..X-

(v.) M adds **3 (M) O, M, C^ (K) M ^ j^

(\r) M >J U (**) (0 M omits (NO) M, C omit

(vi) M A^l (w) M omits (*A) M A) Ull (O

(^) M omits (^.) O Uy3 (n) O i^U; M, C

(rf) M>AJflJ! (ct) M Jtj (ct) M



I a^

(N) M, C

(t) O, C

(Y) O 1.

(.) Gh.

(.r) O

(i) M
(^ O

- 86

P U IJJb

(0 O

(.) M
W

(
V O;U*)I

(M) O jji

(v) M
(^) M

IJub

(r) M
(i) O

(vv) M
(vo) Oaddsyb^

OA) O o^UOt

M



5^J1 O^Ulx^t

MJ Ml

AJUt

p. 84

*Wt^ c

J! JV5

AJL*3 ^^JU ^JUi Ji^ v^b jC^b J 1*^ 1

1 O 1^ 31

J13

t>ia^<)JI o-^ J^Ut Jx^a)l(^) Ul

p. 85

Mf. 2Sa

(\) M ^.a^ (v) Gh. inserts ^A^Jj (r) O

(t) Gh. differs from here to the end of the paragraph

(o) Gh., C 03U3 (i) O omits (v) O

(A) M resumes here (*) O, C *~>}~t (*) M
(M) O o'j; M inserts o 1* ^ (0 O j.-ai)l; C

(r) M AjLl^; C <UUO (u) O, C



uu

P- 83

(r) M
(t) Gh. omits to

(i) O

(A) M
M

(\) M oU^UJt; Gh. resumes

(r) (r) M omits

(o) M inserts ,>*

(v) O, C

(*) M
(\ \) M omits from here to (A) on p. T | infra

(\v) Gh. resumes (vr) Gh.

(it) Gh.
; O, C omit. Gh. has a different text from here to (\ )

)
Gh.



P. 82

*^ ^>

U v jUUJ1 ^^j JiJb

(0 (0 M omits (r) M
(r) O JU^ (i) Gh. resumes

(o)-(o) M CJX ^^ j^; O, C C>^J1 ^^ ^t
(i) O 5jJt (v) (v) Gh. omits (x) O

(i) M ^3 (..) M ^ ^y ^UJ (u) M
00 C ,>yu (^r) M a*JLw (u) M
(\o) M Ai.jJ^ ^l^jJUl^ (i) (\i) Gh. 4JL JJU*

(v) (\v) M omits, Gh. differs from here as far as (\) on p.

0*)



jjt 1Jub (M JL3

^JUu

j lit

(,)_(,) Gh. omits

(t) O C*

(v) M
(^.) M
(xr) Gh. omits to (t), p.

(NO) M
(NY) MSS C

AlauaJI

Mf-

< N -> bt ^1 wJUJt

ijU ^Xou J15

^-cu^ ^t
J15 ^X-Jt ii5tp Oj*.

(T) O omits

() M o!^'

(A) {*) Gh. omits

M M a-ub o-*

(r) M
CO"00 O omits

(^) M
00

m/ra

O

(^t) M* *Jt

(l) M ^j*

\ C



cv

Mf.

p. 80 A*fl3

Jl5

(0 M Uj (r) Gh. v>jOj1 juM (r) Gh. j

(t) O omits () M ^^a^ (i) O OUV^

(Y) M ^J! (A) O tviw (.) O

(s.) M, C J.j>j (u) Gh. omits (*) O

(\r) Gh. omits from here to the end of the paragraph

(st) M ^^w () M >A3

(n) O, C v>*i ( tv) MSS jJ^-j (A) M



cl

Ju;j 3! J^-fltU *

,liuJt(
Y )

^uJ

U*. 13^

o

(v) Gh.j>>j (0 M OJUM

(t) O omits (.) M ,>

(v) M omits; Gh. adds

W M *.yU! (N-) C a ..... .o

(vr) M inserts 3!

(r) Gh. omits

WO *W!
(*) M, C, Gh.

(^^) Gh. omits

(r) O

P-78

M f. 26a

^* P- 79

JU jJ^t ,> ^3 ^^' J 1^ ^J



Jyu

U^>

; ijl *fy J-^W >v^ ^ 11 Jt5

Mf. 256

p. 77J>*H ^ UX3

UX3

til ^

u

Jtj

(\) (\) M omits (r) M
(r) M o^ (0 *w? MSS

(o) O ^1^5 (i) O jJb

(v) M, C j0^3 (A) M jjU^; O

(^ M, C J-JUU (.) M
(v\) Gh. resumes



' ^
A3t LX5 !il

U IJjfc

UyUl JU3 C-oUjj 5jl3 <ud Oot3j j^ol*.

U5U c*^ 1 o^> 1*1 ^'^ '*>X>t3 ^ <^ ^....A; U U5U

*j Mf-

j3 A-U^Jt Jj Awl^JI O

wjjJI^ jUl *UJ1 jOfr ^1*5 Alii AJJ^J

p. 76

CH>

~-^

(v) M ..UxoNJI (^MO O omits

(r) M -o^tj (0 M omits

() M ^ 0) M omits

(Y) C v>L-- (^) M >5U (^) O omits



p. 75

p. 74 *~*a.j3 **,*.> 3! A) (J>X.J
r

l>*-^ *-*^^ J^*i O^ dj,-c
*-OJ

M f. 246 oJ^aJ U^ SjcwU aJUU^)l3 tfU-A^J JUU ^j

cUj ^ ^53 <xZLoU^ j>=*^ j.3l)0! Lol^
(

4J

J-** O

JJl^ J.AJI

C>x> ^
\

C-OJ J&K^) a*} ^ A^ <jt

5/UJ1 ^3

0) M J2ft (00 ^U JV (r) M
(t) (t) Gh. omits (<>) (o) Gh. omits (i) M c

(v) O J^l (A) M ^> (^) Gh.

(v.) O J^>>> 00 Gh. omits to (M), p. CO m/ra

(f) M J> Or) M V^b ( vt )
M C



SJU.UM ^Ji ^J Oa
tJIj 5ju*UUI 5jU.^tj M f.

p . 73

(s) M *^~>\\ (v) M omits

(r) M >ybiM (t) M AJUJ3

(o) The following, almost to the end of the chapter, is an extract from

Ghazall, Ihyd (ed. Cairo, 1306, ii, 45 f.), with certain additions and omissions

(\) O omits (v) M AjljJj (A) M inserts AJ

(^) M JjSUJ (V.) M



UJU ^J ji33

(0

(r) M a

(o) MSS

(v) O, M

JJ!

JA; JlJ 3

Ut

J15

(i) M o
(t) M, C

(^) M J^J^W

(A) O omits; M

(D-2)



0.

JUf

lj ^ SjUjJI *>>>( J^

J-JUI

- 7I

'

<l UA^Jt>l oWy O**^11 cM &** ***

Mf. 236

() M o>j (r) O omits

(c) M .k.uj; C .h...? (t) M omits (o) M C

(i) O adds ,j^l (Y) M ^{/It (A) M
(^.) O transposes after



lit

p. 69 j

^Jt J13

UJ ^tj oj^u U^A5 ^3 dj,.l l

(\) O Uy*sj-A3 (0 M
(r) M, C v^^l A^JUj () ( 4

) M, C

(o) (o) M omits (i) O, C

(LD)



Mf. 226

(0 M^J (0 M ^u>b (r) M <^U (0 (0 M omits

(o) M j^^J (i) M jJJI (v) M ^iJU (A) M
;
M ;ju 3 (..) O jiSJ; M



p. 66

Mf. aa a

P . 67

() O UHH; M Uo3 (r) O ijl^ (r) O omits

(t) M J-Jdl (.) M *jU ^ (i) M dJ
L

(v) O oUuU (A) M A^ (i) O omits



J

P- 65

Mf.

A)Jt AJUt UJLft

(0 M
(i) M C

(v) M

(0 O

(o) M
(r) M, C

M omits

inserts



<UJJ!

p. 63

^JUJI

P J-JU^ AXJjl

Mf. 21 a

p. 64 Jjl

AJU >0

i-d *i U JJ15

(0 M, C o' (0 (0 M omits

() M o 1* (0

(Y) Cf . Nihayat al-Rutba, Bab 39

M M JJUI 0-) O, C

(M) M ICJI c M

(r) M
(i) M
(A)



UJt

-CU

Q"r - v
' 46

1i! IJUk !>^Jt Jj^^^lpl bjZLi) ^^^ \**\JJ O! U* Mf. 206

U uaiJ^^ UJI tyo-^UjC^)^ \jt\K^') 3ju,U

(v) M t>^U^ (0 M,^^ (r) O

(
t)_( t

)
O omits (0 M jU.t (i) M

(v) O **jJL| (0 O Uv
r

l (0 MSS

(v.) MSS ^jUa5 (M) O, M ^1 00 M

)
M *^3 o-* (0 o o< 00 M

M \j+&*\*~* (^) M cAfiJ; C u^Lo (VA) M t^j

M ,^aju (v) O, C ^a.> (o) M inserts



M f. 200

p. 61

0) M
(r) M
(,) M
(v) M
W O

(v\) O

(r) M, C

J^.1 U

J15

(sic)-,

^su,

M U

(r) M
(i) M 4^

(n) MSS all read masc.

(A) (A) M Ov^

O omits



0>*J 0) jlj^
1 ^^^ J-P' ^ 1 3j

(l) Mf. 196

JUtJI

SJI J15
'

p. 60

(0 O,Momit (r) O *=^L> (r) M
(t)-(O M ^^^1 ^ o^J-u (.) M
(i) M^UJ I3i^ (v) M J^LJI (A) M
W M yu (,.) M o*v-^l 00

(IT) M omits (it) M
(,.)-(..) M >UH>fl

(a) M^AjlJut (w) O I^Ui; M



u

. ttJl*.

p. 59 J v>

^ 033

O 1

M omits (r) I . As

(r) Oj^ (t) O

(.) M^,^l^J (i) M
(Y) (Y) M omits (A) M
W M <=Lj~, (\.) M

(M) O omits (vf) O

Or) M t>*^u^ (M) M



AJLJ1

UUXo

MjJb 4.JJ1

1J3

W UjUo

Ui>U3 t ^ j-JUjJt

(^) O AV

(r) C, D

(.) I. As. M
(Y) M inserts

(^) (\) M omits; I. As. l

(n) i. AS. i4p

(^r) O, M omit

(v) szc I. As. i, 178; O,

() C VJ-^
(^)--('1

)
I- As - M W

(A) M ~>>j

(v-) M UU; C L^

(o M b^
t M <>



P.

Mf.

p. 57 d*U

n>>n ju*

Ut JUI ^ Ul^-xi o
* } ,60 t , s t ^_ s i f

)ur. v, 56 ^,0^ iU^I s,rA*4 eUy ^jl-oJI^ ^^yJI IjJ^j ^ t^Ul ^JJI ly.,1

* ^x Ot J

liXj j*. A) Jli. Ul^* J^iJl <Jt

C b

>wr. v, 62
t^^ >i t^J^ *9 ^^UJ Jlfj

}*, *, f A JOrf- 6 J x x

15-3 1

yi5CJb AjUZ

0) M ~*\ (0~(0 M omits (r) D

(*) M J5U (o) M omits (n) O

(v) (v) M omits (A) O v>*I~j (*) M



*JJ!

Jb

O ^

(x) O, C omit ^; M
(r) sic all MSS

() O, M, C

(v) Maw. adds

juu



rv

A)!

Mf. 176 AJ

JJU

CH> ^JJU-J ^ U 01^

(0 O, C insert ,> (r) O, C *j&j\ O omits with preceding *)

(r) (r) Maw.jl>aJ>5U. (t) M ^^^^ () M A*A^

(i) M, C insert A) (v) M oUUo (A) O, M, C

(^) (^) Maw. omits (\ )
M Olj^*^)!

(w) M OtjjJUl (^) M A^Lo (\r) M.

(u) M ^^5 (.0) O, C



J^) lyX*J ~d

A)T

riU-o^Ju U

Ajbl J>^ J^> jjOi") p. 53

L.t O J ^ W^ J^J ^ UjjU OUJb

^ ^ >tjju a^

(0 C Iv-^u (f) O^
(r) M OV^3 ^5*^3; O ^^3 (0 M
(.) M ^ifc.^^J (i) Maw. oUJl

(v) O A^)U.j (A) Maw., O jji

(\) Maw.
j.^j's)!

(v) Maw. cA
(M) M V-o (v^) O, M insert

(NT) M J^j3 (M) M JjU (^o) O



A ^ i *^ U J15

p. 51

Jtj U

Cn* <-

^ ^1 A-*.Uu ^j-o*^ U AJb .y^UJI

M f.

p. 52

(0 (0 O omits (r) M U ^ju A^N); C JbuL^ ju u

(r) M dZ*^ (i) O <JuUt

(o) M ^j-oSt (i) Maw. resumes (p. 420)

(v) (v) Maw. omits (A) (A) Maw.

(^) Maw. omits to the end of the section

(v.) M 3j>iD*-* (n) M, C
(C-2)



J15

t JU3

^ J13

31 JUJI ^\ ^ *\j U

M jodl
^^^^ (,) M^fll (r) M

(t) O ^XJJA; C o^J^^ vA?3 () O inserts J^ (i) M
(v) M o^5

(^) M 2u*r* (\) M
(^.) M oaJI (M) M J^U-JI (r) M
(\r) M ykpl (M) M IJub (t. ) C

(i) M ijjJt (w) M



Jld Sj^c, 5^*J|0> ^ ^ 3 AJU <t)t

lit

Ait

AAJt

UL5

(0 M.Cj^l (0-(0 M o^ **

(r) M A-jJbUpj (t) Passage omitted by Maw. ends here

(MO M j^> y
(i) Maw. omits from here to the end of the section, 1. A, p. rp

W O to*
(A) C Jk. (,) M u^ju; C

0-) M J.jJt ^i)t (u) O ajjJI (u) M omits

(^r) M PLflu
(

4 t) M JI>Ub () Oadds ^>^

(LC)



rr

J

A..U ly^tjt ^ ^lyJUJt wftJU*.^ Ujlyiit ^ ^1 U^> M f. 1 5 b

P. 48

5 Jp

(t) O, M^vJu^ (r) M a^*^l (r) Maw. resumes

(t) O, M tit,! (.) Q,M^*jJ*

(i) Maw. omits the passage from here to (i) on p. rr



r i

Mf. x 5 <z C>

p. 47

J^-*, L^-oJu>t t^-.* *<*>

x

j>-AJu
( '

(\) M
(r) ^A5wf, xviii

(i)

(A)

( i) O, M, C

(%r) O

(^) M
v M

(0 Maw. inserts^
(t) Agh. \jj () M
(v) Agh.^)\\ M
(*) O ^
(c) O, M, C

(it) O, C

(11) M o
(VA M

omits

M

(^^) Maw. differs to the end of the chapter



tt <

3 U

p. 45

A,JI ^yUU 1^ dU Oj^ U J15 ^^J^ Oj^-i ul

JU wftb^) JU ^>JI JuSI ^ JU

^ J

JtS

j P. 46

(0 O, C oV^t (0 M OU**. (r) M
(i) MvojJU* (o) Maw U3^t (i) M
(v) M 0^.1; O c%.7>t (A) Maw., M ^^JU
(\) O, M >A^U; Maw. inserts ^^ (^) O, M
00 O jJL; M JJU 0*) M
(\r) Maw. ^>53j 00 M



^0*4

p. 44

\f\

^UxLJU

9AJ

JA o

L5
3 J ***

t^Jli IJ *JuJb U

(0 O, M e^t (r) C sJ1>o3^J; O, M read both (r) O

(t) O, C Q,eJjL7Jt (o) Maw. kJt (t) M
(v) O, M >;*j\ (A) M, Maw. add UUUl (^) O, C

0-) O jj^ [=?J]; M omits (M) O

(\T) Maw. omits the following passage until the end of the section

(it)



lit ly

U.I> ^ AJU **JUi Juj til Ajlfi jt AJ'NJL* 0^0 3! 44*}

<3i

P. 42

v>0

oT,

JJt til dJL>t ^.

Mf.

ASjuaJt J-6U p. 43

(v) Maw. AJUbu (T) Maw. A.^^-; (r) M
(t) M Jk& (.) M omits (i) M
(Y) O AJ t^w^t (A) M J^^o ^) M

(\.) Maw. inserts <u (\\) M AJU^> (\r) M



rv

Ubj^ to

^ JO*. AJ

01

p. 41

o^ u

M f. 136 U

JU*5 U ^yl^b ObUJb jxj U Uju>.t

U

3!

:> ii4 a^ ......
<">

() M J>ifcJ (r) (f) Maw. omits

(r) (r) Maw. omits. From here to the end the section differs from
Maw.

(t) M oJ!^! (.) Maw. lyjUk (i) Maw. omits

(Y) O j^^^i^l (A) M j*>u (^ M ju^

0-) O, C o^=> > 00 0,C 0^-* 00 M jJU^JI; Maw. ju



,iU;i
r >

(t) *J

Ub 'VyjJ

L5
11*-5

() O JJb^ (f) M, Maw.

(t) Maw. here inserts a long sentence

(\) O o- (v) M
(^) O oUys)! (v )(

OT) O ,>lj^1 (r) M
(^o) O, M, C j^UjJ^ (a) O, M

*>
131 UU p. 39

aJ u^J>j^ *)

O-f

(r) O

() M
(A) Maw. w

M f.

p. 40

(u) M,Maw.

OY) (w) M omits



ro

J15

p. 38

uuu. 131

Mf. izb Jjub U O

JU

0)

() Maw.
x

(v) M
(\.) M
(*c) O uo**; M
(t) Maw. inserts yk

(n) (a) O ly-J UJU^

(^A) Maw. A)

(.) M
(A) O

JU.T

(r)

M
M
O

(r) O o
(\o) O *jli

(tv) O S^UsJI; Maw., C

(
v

^) Maw.^^J!



Uld p. 37

U J15 431

V OU**

(0 O, M ObUfl!

(o) Maw.^t^lo

(A) O, M, C omit

(^^) Maw. inserts UJJ^

(t) Maw.

(r) M
(i) M
(*) Maw.

^) O

(\o) O omits



rr

I5JU> l^t

P. 36

(0 (0 and M omit
(
r
) O

(i) M ly^ ; Maw. lyLUIV () M
(v) M LojUl; Maw. ^amJ\ (^

() M omits; C Ij^J (\\) M <

(r) Maw.

00 Maw. omits

Maw. omits (*) O

00 M



r r

JUb O-~

Jlj (* J&Ut 3 Jlj op Jv-^W P. 34

u

(\) O oJUb (c) O inserts U (r) M omits (t) M
() O omits (i) O U*~o (Y) O j-JW
(A) This passage is transcribed from Mawardl (pp. 408 ff.) although it

has been abbreviated in parts

(i) M ^ (.) (u) M O



JU3

W ^ ^ & O^ J 1* S^-^ 1 ^*^ ^M*^ 1 U31

4JJI J^w, U JU AJU U ^^05 jJtf IJub Ul

p. 33

Mf. io

2 lines

ji3 L5^bcm
M

> ait

Mf. zza Uj ^XJI

JU IJub

(0 O, M ^15 (0 O 4UJ....1 (r) M omits

(t) M, C insert ^u () M omits

(i) Conjecture for 43;lju> of text

(Y) Cf. Ghazali (Gh.), Ihya ii, 274 (Cairo, 1306) (A) Gh.

(^) Gh. omits
(\ ) Gh. ^e. (n) O, C

(u) M JH^. (r) O J*^ (i) M



L5

Jid

i. CJ U >i ilju UiU1

JU3

jjuu ^ UjJt

Awl

p. 31

JU* Jbl

J15

() M C

(t)-.^) M ...JUJ15

() M inserts

(A) M U?>i O

M
U

(i) O

O omits

Lo^Ji

(r) O

(v) M
(f) O, M omit



JU

*
L5

1
!

*^ &&j ^J 31 5N)UxJU

*\j&

JyUI tj

*Jub ^
5^ JJI^ OJI

^-SUJI
JU5 O^

t jJb

P. 30

L5
11 -xxo d^ L5

3 &++H ^^ ^5
^o,,

U ^1
Mf. ga ^>...j -

J15

CJL5

(^) Cf. Sibt Ibn al-jawzl, Mir'at al-Zaman (British Museum, MS Or

4619, sub anno 295)

(f ) O, M, C i^jp' (r) M resumes here, fol. 90 (t) O u

() M *....*w.,tj (%) O, M A*l^ (v) O
(B-2)



ji$ u?i JL> u u

4JJI

A)! J15 ^L^JI o^ o>v-^

d jO* ^ 0*0 J <

Jlj lyjj ^";*

O"'-. xi, 85

p- 28

o. Our \K\i
3 ,8.f.

'

r. xxxi, 16

- 29

(0 0, M (t) O



I
v

P. 27

Mf. Spends CsX^>. <Y >

A!)| ^u J\ At,}* S?t Jauu

. Jl5 jt J^j, b^U Jj

b US J13 ^U ^) v>

(0~(0 O omits (0 C O"*j*^ (0 M,

(t) M AJ UXfi () M inserts o***^t ^^^
(i) M tpu. (Y) Leaf missing here in M after fol. 8

(LB)



J ZZt' 9

j+j+\ JU JJI J^wj b

U l

(.) M JUJL-J (f) C

' 72

ur - " Io6

1 xxx A* xO x *xX xx JxOx xx * * xx
J>~J AJUt OUH> ^t dU5 Jjuu ^>>3 u-1^ 1

Ofit?

^"r - xlix>

OUT v i oj.
'

x y x o ) i + x ojxioc ojdxx JXP x i<* x w UT
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(A) NR inserts JyUI
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Mf. ioft

ends, f.

follows

(\) M jX# 1^1 (v) NR inserts Q.^jJti> (r) M
(t) M U5 (.) M <U^Jt (i) M inserts j3^ (Y) M
(A) M ^\^c\ (\) M omits (i.) O Q.e.U!jl; C
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*JLot

(i) Enger adds jX^^ (r) O, M, C J^ (r) NR inserts

(*) NR inserts JUU ^ L^ () M
(\) M f. 6 b ends here; the text follows on at f. ioa, line 2

(v) Metre Kamil. Cf. Aghant, xi, 39

(A) O, M, C <CJi3U* M O, C oj^l^ 5 ) NR inserts J*
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(0 O, M *) (0 O

(t) (r) The text of Enger (p. 406) differs

(t) Enger wii; ly-J^^UJt

(0) O, C SUiS; Enger UUxi

(1) c; Enger

(v) O ~-oJ; M, C *^J (
A
)
M omits
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(\) This is a garbled, and in its present form unintelligible, version of

the text of Mawardi [ed. Enger, p. 405] in which the question at issue is:

(0 O <ul; (r) O w^xJI (i) O

() Enger dj^-cJu (i) (i) V Enger; O, M omit

(v) O jt^^J (A) M o*^

(\) O,M a^lj*^ ;
the error arises through blind copying of Mawardi after

omission of several words: jj-*
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J*l O- -"> o" 0>^ J* 'UJUJI oU^lj UA~ ,>

(v) M inserts tj.,^ (0 M %-~^ (r) M 5*3

(t) O lyjJ (o) O ^alC^JLJ (i) M Lil ^JUJJ

(v) O ^ju (A) M A5Uil (\) O j!-al^j

(\.) O, M O^^' (
u
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(ir) M omits (\t) O **}L*. (\o) M -^J
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Qur.iv, 114

(0 M [MS Or 6976] f.

(f ) M, C, D insert ^
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